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ABSTR,\CT 
The Liberal campaign fer self-governmant tn Newfoundland 
mads g~e~t heat.!wl3y In the ear"ly 1850's only 1.1fter the Roman Catholic 
Church undert~~k to campaign In Its beha1f. While that alliance, In 
e Colony al~t evenly divided between Catholics and Protestants, ensured 
a strong b6$e of support for the LlbarDls at the 5amo time offlelal 
Catholic opposition to the government tend~d to confine thG refo~m move-
ment to a sectarian cause. P~st e~rten~ had ~~monstrat~d that the 
partnc rsh t p wIth the conserv.nt I ve "Church of Roma" had p ll"':>ven damagJ ng 
to Liberalism wht1e the Catholic Otshop had proven unable to restrain 
his lus·t 'for domfnBtfon thereby tendfng ·to afienate ·-t>roteStllnt!i ff"O."l'l 
the Llbara1 Party. \-!hen the latter,- ther£fore, earnestly began the 
fight for Responsible Government after 1350 The Ccnse~vattves resl$ted 
the n~vement as a Catholic plot to gain ascendancy and attempted to 
organ I zc Protas tan ts t n an effort tc Jf.,w ct the reform carropa! .gn .J$ a 
puro 1y :-e 1 t g! ous struggle. L t mt ted s uc:ce3 s • however e was accomp i I shed 
In thC' re~~ ~ d ~ · reltgtous dl~sen~lcns S?ilt the Protestant com~un!ty 
from w T th 5 -~ . , I 
~hlp~ beth within the Catholic Chuwch ~nd the liberal Party, m~de Jt 
pcsslb~a for the 1att~r to t~ke ad~~nt~ge cf Prote$tent disunity and 
acqul ra non-Roman Cot:ho11 e suppcrt. Thu~ the Liberals w1r0re able to 
broedtln thalr deno.-ninational &oppeal tlnd win Re~pon!llble Government In 
1e55e 
However, the asnumptlon of power by the Liberals became, 
In a sen~a, the means to their dcwnfa1l as thalr dependence on Roman 
Catholics wa$ e1ear1y underllnsd by the denomtn~ttona1 character of 
their po11tlc3! ap~olntrncnt~. Whl1e this tended to hasten 'Protestant 
Union• at the same time the conflicts which had theretofor~ divided the 
Prote~tant cc~mantty bec~ms resolved. In eddltlon, rlvalrle5 among 
Prot~stant denomination~ became r~placed by dl5$enslons within Catholic 
Liberal rank$ as · the more llbera~. Independent Catholics opposed the 
ascendancy of the 3lshop supported, conservative, Irish Catholics. When 
the Roman Catholic Bl~h~~' therefore, attempted to mold a party more 
ccrr9letely subject to h§~ views Jnd~pendent Catholics revolted and re-
J"c.tcsd his I ntarference. While the Liberal Party offt cl ally supported 
Ulshop 11ullo-:k In an attempt to unl te Catholics by a . _religious campaign 
the Conservatives took advantage of the resulting disunion to draw off 
Protestant support and b rl ng the do~nfa 1 I of the Liberals In 1361. 
PREFACE 
While dlscus!l~~s en ~ellglou$ Influences In N~foundiand 
po11tl~ h~va never f~lled to ~apturc the 1nterest of Newfoundlanders, 
that teplc ha~ never been subject to lnten1ive resaareh. While, en 
rivalries cOn$tltuted a v~t~l pollt5ca1 forccp either publicly or 
behind the scenes, the extent o~ llmft~tlons of that power have never 
been fully daHnGd. It Is with the 1ntentlon of making soma contrlbut~on 
tcward the satlsfaetl~n of th.:t nC.led thst the!J author has pr-odueed_ s 
thesis on s very cru~ta! ~erlod !n Newfoundiand 5 s polttCcal history~ 
the years Immediately preceding, and Immediately following, the 'ntro-
.du.it h~n .. of s .e.t f~~~-ov..er.nme.nt ~ AltbQv.~h. tbe . .s,ame ,pt!,rtO.d · .has be.en s ur\---eyed 
In Dr. Gunn 8 s The Poltttcal History of Newfoundland, 1832-186~ 1 and 
Mrs. \,fe1JsH1'he Struggle fo:- R~!5ponslb1e Government In Newfoundland, 
1846·1855"~ the thenn of re 1 f glous I nfluenee h&s r-ernaf n.ed very sub-
sldlary throughout each wo~. 
For purposes of this the~ls the yoar 1850 has been chosen 
as o point • t ~hleh to ccmmer.ce bccau~o, In that year, botn the Roman 
CathoU c. t~ 1~ :-.. ?nd the libeL"& 1 Pttrty ec:qut red new leaders , both of 
whcm were to pl "Y' piedcm~nanz. poHtlcal f"o1es Sn the years succeeding .. 
In addltl~~. the year 1850 w!tncs~ed the beginning, polltica11y , of 
1Gertrudo Eo Gunn, The Polltfeal Hl3to~ of Newfoundland. 
1832·1864 (Tof"onto: Unt vers I ty of Toronto Press, 19t)"t). 
2E1fzaboth Ao Vo11~. '7he Stru2gle for Reijponsfble 
Govef"nmant ! n 14awfound i .;lr,d ~ ; 8~6- i 85511 (Unpub 11 shed Mas ter• s Dl ssertat ton, 
P.em;:wlti~ Uni v:Jr:.l ty of Nft...;fou~cni)nd, '967). 
II 
Anglican att~mpts to set up tholr own school sy~tcm. e circumstance 
that tend~d to 211 en.1~~ Wes 1eyans frcm the Consorvatl ve Party and 
c~ate cpportunltlas fo~ tho Rc~n Catholic ba£cd Liberals to broaden 
their der.omlnatlonsl appeal. The year 1861 has been chosen as a 
suitable d~po~ture point because th~ reba111on 3mong Catholic Llbcre1~ 
and ~ect~~§an riots of that dato oontrlbutod to tho culmination of 
'Protestant Union•, the downfall of the Liberals and the assumption of 
office by the Conservative Pa7ty. 
In the produetlon of th2s thesis the author Is Indebted, 
for valuable assistance, to the foU1cwtng: firstly, to Dr. Kalth 
Matthews, for h!s supe?vlslcn and critic!$~; also to the staff ~f 
~~mo~!~l University Library, part!cu1ar1y Hiss Agnes O'Dea and the 
StQ)ff of the Centre for ~~cwfoundl~nd St~cHes; to the staff of tho 
Provincial Archives , particularly the iatca Mr. A;H. fYuser ,lnd th~ 
recently Dppolnted Archivist, Mr. Burnham Gt11; to Monsignor O.L. O'O~efe 
for admission to the Roman Catholic Archives; to the Newfoundland Govern-
ment and the Institute of Social and £conomlc Reiearch for finene!al 
assist nee; nd \astely, but not 1Ga!~, to my wife, Shlela, without whose 
patleneo anc nc.ouragGment this th:;:~l~ would not have been possible. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE BACKGROUND, 1832-1852 
Analysis of the government and civil service of 
Newfoundland for the post-1832 period demon§trntes that, by 1850 at 
least, Angllcan1 and St. John's merchants received priority In political 
appo1ntmcnts. 1 By the latter date Representatives of those bodies 
dominated po~ltlonG In the Legislative Councl1 2 while members of 
the first named org~nlzatlon maintained positions out of all proportion 
to their numbers In the Co1ony. Despite the fnct that Romsn Catholics, 
for Instance, numbered almost one-half of the entire population, only 
one of that cr~ed, the re~entiy appointed Lawrence 04 brfen, sat In a 
legislative Council of ton. Governor LeMarchant, however, had 
recognized that Catholics deserved some representation In the Council 
and O'Brien's appolnt~~nt was made 5o that •• ••• all com~lalnt or charge 
of partlallty on &ccount of religious differences, may, on the part 
of tho gove :"nf:'..e \t, be avolded •••• 113 Nevertheless, his expectation that 
the appol ntu~n t o f one CatholiG, to a Council of ten, could assuage 
any C t tl~ l' ntmont must be considered naive. 
1see Table I, p. 2. 
2 The Legislative Council was the appointed. Upper Hou se 
of the two- House Legislature. While lt posse s sed Legislat i ve fu octlons, 
It also served as an Executive Council. acting with the Governor. 
3c.o. 1~4/133, f. 130, LeMarchant to Grey, May 3, 1850. 
2 
TABLE I 
THE MEMBERSHIP OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
OF NEWFOUUOLANO IN 1352 SHOWING 
OCCUPATIONAL AND RELIGIOUS ArF I L I AT I 01~ 8 
MEMBERS 
~1. Thomas 
W.B. Ro.-t 
C.F. Sennett 
L. 0 1 Brten 
J.J. Grieve 
T.B. Job 
Coi. Law 
E.Ho Archibald 
J. Crc:wdy 
J. Noad 
RELIGION 
Anglican 
Ang 1 t can 
Ang i J can 
Roman Catho 11 c 
Presbyterl an 
Congregationall~t 
Anglican 
Ang I! can 
Ang1lt:an 
Congregationalist 
OCCUPftTION 
Merchant 
N~rc:hant 
Merchant 
Merchl!nt 
Merchant 
Merchant 
Comm~ndant 
Attorney General 
Colonial Secretary 
Surveyor Ger.era 1 
8 Compl1ed from: Journal of the Leg I~ 1at t ve Counci 1, 1852, 
p. 9; also Gunn, Appendix C, pp. 203-204; also ~eils, Appendix C, pp. 
235-236. 
Catholic under-representation on the appointed Council 
was paralleled by a similar, though less extrema, under-representation 
In the Civil Service where they occupied les:s them thl rty per cen t of 
4 the total positions. This dlscrcpancy was rendered even more glsrtng 
by the fac~ t h t . l n .,o . , : , p<. ltl ons ftlled by Catholics were less 
well paid than those fltl~d by Angl1cans. Ho.<~ever, the Catholics were 
not alone In obtaining elvJ1 employment to a smaller extent than their numbers 
see~£d to Justify for the W~51eyan Methodl$tS were even more under-
represented.5 In addition, It must also be remembered that not one 
4Table II. 
Wesleyan !at In the Upper Houze6 giving that body greater cause to 
complsfn £b~ut patronage than the Roman Catholics. Thosa two 
denominations, · therefore, shared common grtevanees agatnst an 
Anglican goveG""nment, a situation which, perhsps, could be exploited 
for po11tlca1 purposes. 
TABLE II 
THE OJSTRISUTION OF POUT!CAL PATRONAGE IN 
THE. CIVIL SERVICE OF NEWFOUNDLAND IN 
1852 ACCORDiNG TO DEHOMiNATIOHAL AFF'I UATIONa 
NUMBER OF 
DEN OM I i•AT I ON POPULATION PUBLIC OFfiCERS 
Anglican 34,281 93 
Roman Catholl c 46,785 52 
We$ley.sn Methodist 14,239 15 
Presbyter'! en '376 6 
Congregationalist 394 8 
--
Total1> 96,275 174 
AMOUNT OF 
ANNUAL SALA~H ES 
t 8,020 
. 4,588 
336 
780 
1,500 
---......~ 
25,224 
Yhfle the mercantile character of the government was almost 
as marked ~s Its denominational complexion that refiect~d the economic 
Comprising a tfny mfnorlty of the population~ the wealthy merchant class 
of St. John's dominated the stfigle lndustr/, fishing economy, principally 
6 Abov~. Table I, p. 2. 
In the eestern dfstrtcts of the ls1and. 7 Wfth the population divided, 
bastcal1y, be~een ~10 classes the rnec-ch3nts constitu ted an elite with 
almost the whole pQ?ulatlon made up of flshermen, servants or l~borers. 
While dealers,8 p1anters,9 shopkeepers, doctors and lawyers did exist 
even In St. John 1 5 they did not constitute a numerically large 
proportion of the population. Hcwever. wh11e the Anglicans and 
merchants of 1850 hnd preserved, almost Intact, their privileged 
positions for the nearly b1enty years of P.epresent~tlve Government, It 
was no ~urprtse that, since 1332, poltt·fcal conflicts had revolved 
around those ~io them~s. Two political . p~rtles, one ltberal, the other 
conscc-vatlve, almost evenly divided the fJfteen-rr.esrhei"' llouse of 
Assemb1y 10 In 1850wlth the first named oppo:;lng the govec-nra.ent\..zhlle 
the consei"'vatlve party maintained the •status quo•. A3sumlng political 
shape upon recelpt of the gr~nt of Representative Governr.~nt In 1832 
the conservative party, led by several wealthy St. John's merchantst had 
7Les Ua Harr:s, "The Fl rst Ntne Years of Rei-~resentatlve 
Government tn N~found1and" (unpublished Master's dissertt~tion, 
Me~rta1 Unlvorsfty of Newfound1and, 1959), pp. 31, 40; Ge~trude 
Gunn, Tho F'o1!tfc~l History of N~xfoundland, 1832-1864 (Toronto: 
Un I VC!r~ I ty of Toren :o p re3s. l9b6) , pp. 5-6; foi· map of i~ewfouncH and 
see Appc:md t x I • 
f; ~~'tlars t Ju.al1 bvslne!Psrr.en whcm the larger merch~nts 
supplied ~dth pro-.d;;lon~ ,.,.~l ... ; e t.fl~t. themse1ves, were not establhhed. 
Often, th~y \>Jere agon s of St. John's fl rms. 
9Gencr~11y speaking Planters were the mo'e well-to-do 
ft~hermen, who owned one or more boats and hired servants. 
10The House of Alsembly, granted to the Colony In 1832, 
\-Jn5 the elected, LC\'ler-Hou~e of the bicameral Legtsla~u:-e. For the 
ntne eloctorDl districts, Into 1hlch the Col ony was divided, see map, 
Appendix I and for electoral distribution, 1850, see Appendix IIA. 
5 
championed the cause of those who had 'a stake In the country•. 11 
'r/lth that 'stake' In almost every district of the Colon ·t the merchant-
dominated conservative party succeeded In electing candidates In every 
12 
rldlng to take control of the flrst House of Assembly. Meanwhile, 
the liberals, whose leadejshtp had arisen from the St. John's middle 
class. 13 purported to champion the cause of the ftsherr.en while 
attacking the mercantile elite for monopolizing the government tn 
thet r own lnterest. 1lt Suffering from lack of organization In 1832, 15 
particularly Jn the outport rldlngs, the liberals had acquired only 
four seats, a circumstance whtch they subsequently sought to have 
16 ren~died by taking advantage of the almost unlversal suffrage to 
Incite the 1 10der orders• against the monopoly of wealth ·. Under the 
1eadersh I p of John Kent, genera 1 rnerchand I se I mport~r, and the 1 i bera 1 
reformer, D1·. Carson, they commenced, In 1833, a vigorous and sustained 
antl-merchanttie agitation which, by 1837, had netted them a consider-
able majority In the Assembly. 17 Unfortunat~ly, during the lnterlrn, the 
lawyers . ' ,, 
dl d not "r'l 1 
11The Public Ledger, September 1~. 18, 25, November 9, 1832. 
12s~e Appendix Ill. 
l f~ \j tt:e !erM 'middle elass• Is meant the group of doctors, 
' "t , shopkeepers and, g0nera 11y speakIng, ~rchants \'lho 
the fi s hing Industry. 
1 ~The Neufound1ancier, September 13, 20, 1832. 
15 Gunn, p. 32. 
16Al1 mD1cs over twenty-one year~ of age who had occupied 
n dwelling, c1thar as oAnc r or tenant for one year previous to election. 
were qu3llflad to vote; see 1-li?Jrrls, p. 18. 
l7Gunn, pp. 31-33; for c1eetora1 returns of 1837 see 
Apr.endl x IIC. 
6 
pro-mercant1le- ~ntl-rne rcantlle conflicts h ~ d become practically 
18 sub~rged ln a war of creeds whtle the hustings experienced election 
riots and disorders without which, perhaps. the liberal party would 
not have been successful tn acttvatlng the masses. The prospects of 
rellgtous Interference had been foreseen as early as 1832 when the 
Roman Catholic Bishop, M.A. Fleming, placed hJs pub11c support behind 
the liberals, John Kent and Doctor Carson. 19 With me~bers of the 
Anglican Church dornlnntlng the government and Civil Service the Roman 
Catholic Church, naturally, shared a c~on cause with the liberals 
In opposing the estubllshment. On the other hand, the liberal party 
proved only t oo happy to receive the support or the Catholtc Church~ 
particularly In vJew of the fact that Cnthollcs formed large majorities 
In three rldJngs and a substantial minority In the four-rrember district 
·zo 
of Conception Bay. However, the s pactecle of the P.orm~n Ca tholic 
Church assaulting an Anglican government for Its religious exclusiveness 
tended to translate po1Jtlca1 rivalri es lnto purely religious conflicts, 
a situation whtch had definitely deve loped by 1837. 21 Those circumstances 
had also been partly conditioned by t he fact that the commercial c om.··rmn ity 
18Har rts , Pr>• 35- 36; Gunn , pp. 15-i6; a lso Rev . Charles 
Pedley, Thr Hhto-:-' c.( . .,I t ;rd1 •1 rrom Th(! E~r ll f's t Tt coos To Th~ Yt!~i 
1860 (lnndo:l: -Lent;..;;-"' · -: .. · 11!'~-,-, nn' r.~n , Robe rt s end Gr een, f863), p. 391. 
20 See Tab l a 111 1 p. 8. 
21 Harrt 5 , pp . 11q- 118; Gunn , pp. 33- 3 ~ . 
7 
22 
was almost exclusively Protestant wnl1e cln anti-mercantile campaign 
on the part of the Catholic Church, therefore, could hardly be 
restricted to a purely political basis. Nevertheless, the politico-
religious conflicts had resulted mainly from the character and purpose 
of Bishop Fleming who had sought to develop liberal opposition to the 
2"' government Into one of religious duty and con~luslon. > As a general 
rule Fleming, and his priests, had used the Sunday pulpit to denounce 
Protestants and pn>scrlbe the con5ervat1ve, Protestant journal, the 
Public Ledger:_. Catholics who read that ~-paper were declared outcasts, 
while their names were posted at the entrance to the Church with advice 
to 1 good 1 Catholics not to associate with them. Rev. Fr. Troy, who had 
become Flemtng 1 s car.~algn manager, branded their Catholic opponents as 
24 1 mad dogs 1 who v1e re cursed to he 1 I for the l r heresy. Unfortunately, 
persecution of Catho 11 cs, by the t r Ch-urch, was not 1 t ml ted to words, 
for the rites of the Church \-/ere dented to those who supported conser-
vattve candidates. The Catholic, Patrick Kough, In 1837, coroplatned, In 
a staten~nt that was to be forwarded to the Pope, that he was still being 
22The Co~~rclal Society, ~St. John's o~ganlzatlon of 
prlmclpal nerchsnts, contatnod aporoxlmate!y s1xty sct lve member·s. for 
example. from 1834-1841. only four of wi"\Of\l were Catholics; see the St. 
John's Chb bor orCA r ,.. • Vol. I (Hlnute Oook, 1634-1841), espec!ally 
April 4, 9. J v o ;2, A .. ... ~ ~·· i~;:; * Jun6 2, J\ugust lO, 1836, Oece'Tbcr 15, 
1837, Augu"Jt 1, Hcvcrroer 27, 1538, June 21, 25, August 13, 1839, March 2, 
August 5, 1S4o, August lt, 1841. 
23c.o. 194/97 8 ff. 415-416, Pre5cott to G1enelg, August 10, 
1837enclosures; al5o c.o. 194/39, ff. 3-201:' Prescott to Gl~ne1g, October 
14 9 1837 11 a1 5o c.o. 194/100, ff. 21-30, Prescott to Glenelg, J&li1uary 3, 
1838 ~ enc 1osures. 
"')4 4 C.O. 194/97, ff. 415~416, Prescott to Glenelg, August 10, 
1837, tcst1r.~n:a3 of wllltam McLe~n Little. 
8 
denied partlcipat!on In the rite~ of his Church because he had contested 
. 25 
the 1832 election Jn opp~l tion to Slshop Fleming. Heam-:hlle, the 
pres0nce, on th~ hustings~ of Fleming's elargy attempting to direct the 
1lbsral carnpalgn I-nto a Catholic cause had produced such passions that 
severe breaches of the peace had occurred In 1833, 1836, 1837 and 1841. 
By the latter year rellgtous tensions had becoma so aggravated that, In 
Conception Bay 0 the Churches h~d besn forced to coms to an agreamant 
dividing the four•membar dtstrl~t equa11y among Protestants and Catholtcs. 26 
TABLE Ill 
THE Ct:NOK I NATIONAL AFF' e Ll AT IONS OF THE 
POPULATION OF' NEWFOUNOLA:~O, SHOWING ELECTOP.AL 
DISTRIBUTIONS, ACCORDIHG TO THE CENSUS OF 184Sct'l 
,..·~· 
ROMAN 
-
DISTRICTS CATHOLICS PROTESTANTS 
St. John's 18,896 6 0 210 
Conception Bay 11 ~sao 16,Z.46 
Twl lll ngate-Fogo 1,128 5,6i6 
6on~vl$-ta BCly 1,809 5 11 418 
Tri ntly Bay 1,283 7,518 
Ferr}'hmd '• ,201 169 
Burln 1 ,95 l 2,407 
F'ortur..e Bay 382 4,708 
P lac.ent1 d- !>t. Xary't 5,455 1,018 
Totals 46,685 49,410 
~ ........ ~~ 
NUMBER OF 
ELECTED MEMBERS 
3 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
15 
8 C.O. 19~/141, Despatch No. 89t Hamt lton to Greyt March 23, 
18Sq, e~closure Petition from Central Protestant C~~fttee, St. Jchn's. 
25c.o. 194/99, Despatch No. 54 0 Prescott to Glenelg, October 
14, 1837, enclosure No. 3, Ko~gh to Crowdy, SeptG~er 12, i837. 
26Legl s 1otlve Proceedlng~, Hou~e of Assembly, St. John's, 
February 20, 1852, s p~eche!i o f J.L. Prend3rgast and Colonial Treas urer. 
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Although the assistance of th~ Catholic Church had un-
doubtedly been of some value In electing liberal candidates, partie-
ularly In Cstholle districts, yet the liberal party, perhaps, had 
suffered moro than It had gained from that alliance. Accepting the 
support of the Catholic Church It had really come under the leader-
ship of Bishop Fleming who tended to make of It a Church organ for his 
own purposes. Having arrived In Newfoundland coincidently with repeal 
by the British Parliament of the civil disabilities affecting Roman 
Catholics, Fleming had Immediately set out on a campaign for ctvtl 
rights for his flock. 27 With the advent of the first elections, two 
years later, the Bishop discovered In the liberal party, a convenient 
Instrument with which to do battle with the establishment. His 
'liberalism•, however, became somewhat restricted b~~ause of Its lack 
of a Newfoundland orientation and Flcmlng 1s tendency to regard every-
thing I rlsh as superior. "My lot ts cast In a wild and desolate 
country, 11 he had complained, 11am::>ng a population 11ttle removed from 
28 
a savage state." Newfoundland society had, for hfm, little character, 
so that he Imported from Ireland both his teachers 29 and his clergy. 30 
In regard tc• th latter, he distinctly dtscouraped and opposed the Idea 
of a natt v . ~ proclaiming that the Missioners be3t sutted to 
____ .._ .. ""'_. ............... -- ----
21very Rev. M.F. Howley, Ecclestastlcal History of 
Uewfoundland (Boston: Doyle and Whittle, 1880), pp. 257-25~ 
28c.o. 194/99. Despatch Ho. Sit, Prescott to Glenelg, October · 
14, 1837, Enclosure No.1, Fleming to Cro.,.dy, N$0., tl.P. 
29Howley, pp. 277-279, 371, 235. 
30 Ibid., PP• 263-264. 
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N~foundland were "••• young men drafted from Irish colleges." 
Rejecting the ~uggestlon that a seminary be formed to train local 
priests he had declared that "• •• ~·e ought not to think of creating 
an Institution calcul~ted to ferment divisions between natives and 
colonlsts."31 His scheme, therefor-o, seems to have been to create 
In Newfoundl~nd a little Ireland w1th Irish teachers, Irish preachers 
and Irish Institutions with, of course, himself at Its head. 
Nevertheless, there was serious opposition to Flemlng 
from"· •• his own household. 1132 A large nurr.bcr of prominent Catholic 
citizens protested the subjection of politics to religion and petitioned 
the British Government and the Pope to have Fleming removed. 33 Reflect-
lng their sentiments was an appeal from one of the priests, Rav. Fr. 
Browne, of Ferryland, who charged that all was peace and quiet In the 
Colony until the arrival of Fleming whose 11 ••• Intolerance, bigotry and 
prej udl ee ..... caused a 11 the dl seord and whose a..OO it I on t s such "·.. that 
he will not be content with anything le~s than absolute power, clv!l and 
ecclesiastical .. 34 •••• Browne also named two other priests who, like 
himself, were not associated with Fleming In the ministry. In response 
to the appe~ 15. th Pope, perhaps because the Bl!hop had divided clergy 
31 
· fbi d., p. 390, F1em1ng to the Archbishop of Quebec, 
November 18, 1847. 
32 1bld., p. 366. 
33c.o. 194/97, ff. 415-416, Pr~seott to Glenelg, August 10~ 
1837, encl osure; aho C.O. 194/99, ff. 3-20, Prescott to Glenelg. October 
14, 1837; ae!o c.o. 194/100, ff. 21-30, Prescott to Glenelg, January 3, 
1838, enclosure. 
34c.o. 194/100, ff. 21-30, Prescott to Glenelg, January 3, 
1838, enclosure No. 2, Father T. Br~~nc to Crowdy, N.D. 
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and Jalty, ordered Fleming to desist from Interference In politics 
and to suspend any prfest who did so.35 After 18~0, It appears, 
fleming complied with the order. 
Nevertheless, by that date, great damage to the liberal 
cause had already been acc~~llshed for political party lines tended, 
too closely, to follow the lines of denominational separatlon.36 
Consequent · te the agitation of the Roman Catholic clergy the 
Conservctlve party had been, by 1837, confined to districts where 
Protestants maintained substantial majorities while the tlberals, winning 
a 11 Roman r atholl c rl dIngs, had by vi o1ence and I ntl ml dat ton obtai ned a 
strong foothold 1n Conception Bay. While Liberals had won the Protestant 
constituencies of Fogo, Trtnlty Bay and Burin that, In largs measure, was 
due to the fact that Conservatives, In disgust at the agitation and 
hostility generated among the 'lower orders ', had resolved to boyeott 
the House of Assembly.37 While one Conservative ~~mber refused to take 
his seat the leading merchants began to agitate for abolition of the 
. 38 
Lower House and a return to the Governor and Council of former years. 
Basing their argument• on the. Interference of the Roman Catholic Church 
35c.o. 194/102 , f. 49, Foreign Office to Prescott, March 18, 
1838, enclualve. Abercrombie to Palmcrston, February 28, 1838. 
36see Appendix JIC. 
37Gunn, pp. 3~-35. 
38c.o. 194/100, ff. 21-30, Prescott to Glenelg, January 3, 
1838, encl osure No. 1, Petition of tho Merchants and Traders and other 
Inhabitants of St. John's, Newfoundland to Her Most Excellent Majesty , 
December 1837; also c.o. 194/101, f. 29, Prescott to Glenelg, December 
24, 1838, enclosure No . 1, Petition of the Chamb~r of Commerce, St. 
John's, to tho Quean . 
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In Colonial electrons they maintained that ~ because of the wide suffrage, 
Catho1Jc priests had been able to manipulate the lgnoa·ant masses iO that 
the As5embly had come under the control of a tyrannical few. Supported 
by the Go~~rnor. who blamed the election violence on clerical ~gltatton, 39 
40 they received a sympathetic hearing from the British Government. In 
the meantime political conflicts had become Intensified ss a result of 
clashes generated be~een the liberal Assembly and conservative Counc11.~ 1 
Originating In the desire of the Assembly to acquire control of financial 
appropriations the dispute between the ~o bodies had reached such pro-
portions by 1840•1841 that en almost complete 1eqt~l$tlve Impasse had 
42 
resulted. Together with complaints of electoral disturbances, and 
clerical Interference with the franchise, this legislative deadlock had 
convinced the British Government to sus~end Newfoundland•s constltution. 43 
As a solution to Newfoundland's political problems the 
British Government offered a new and restricted franchise while the two 
44 Houses were united Into one Amalgamated Legtstature. Having acqutred 
39car.fle1d Ftzzard, uThe Amalgamated Assembly of Newfoundland, 
1841·1847" (unpublJ~hed Master•s Dissertation, Memorial Unfverstty of 
Newfoundland, 1963), p. 26. 
41 Gunn, pp. ]6-31, 41, 49-52; al5o Flzzard, pp. 19-21, 23~27. 
42 Flzzsrd. PP• 19~21. 
431bld., pp. 22-27. 
441bld., PP• 41•54. 
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part of what they had demanded. In a more limited suffrage, the Con-
servatives, In the succeeding two elections of J8q2 and 1848, had been 
£ble to regnln the Protastant districts which they had lost In 1837. 45 
The opposition of the Conservatives to Catho11c Interference, however, 
plus the Liberal alliance with the Roman Catholic Bishop hsd served 
to ccnflne o1e~tora1 support along the lines of denomln~tlonal 
de~~rcatlon. The twenty·flve member Amalgamated Legislature, ten of 
whom were ~ppo!nted, had been 1naugur3ted on a trial basis In an attempt 
to moderate conflicts between the two tfouse5. Depending, there, on votes 
In a ~Ingle chamber legislation was enacted with 1es$ delay and fewer 
crlaes. 46 Having the pONei of appointing ten members In~ tlou~e of 
twenty-five. the Governor had only to acquire the support of three elected 
me~ers In orde~ to .$ucceod In his 1egt~1~tlve endGavours. In addition, 
his wise distribution of patron~ge among both Liberals and Conservatives, 
Catholics and Prote~tants 47 contributed, also, to the relative political 
stability. When the subject of renewal, or dlscontlnu~nce, of the 
Arna1g&rna~ed Legl1lature we~ mooted In 18~7 Governor Harvey h2>d no 
4S hesitation In recommending c return of the two-House legislature. 
Tho latter, wfth, of course, no chenge In the elcctlv<! franchise, wos 
rGgalncd by t~ Colony r !~48, a cJrcum~tsnce which nslther LlberDla 
nor Conservative~ opp~ cl.~ The Conservatives had dls1lk6d the 
45see Appendix II. 
46Ftzzard, p. 83-8~, 106. 
lt71bld., pp. 98-99, 102, 104; also Gunn, pp. 92-93. 
48 i b: d. t p. 130. 
49 1 b I~. , pp. 160 ... 161. 
Amalgamated Legislature because patronage had been distributed to Liberals 
while the alternative of controlling a separate, nominated Upper House 
with powers of amendment and veto over Assembly legislation gave them 
a more secure position. Liberals, on the other hand, although In 
receipt of patronage had remained In a minority with the prospect of 
winning a majority almost beyond their reach. In addition, they were 
gradually coming around to the Idea of Responsible Government, while 
the Liberals could hardly realize party government In a legislature 
where ten members out of twenty-five were appointed. With the passing 
of the Amalgamated Legislature In 1848 the Liberals were relieved, then, 
to meet an Assembly, In 1849, In which they had a majorlty. 50 
In spite of the fact that Liberals enjoyed a majority In 
the House of Assembly In 1849 they faced rather a perplexing problem. 
Would they commence the same oid bat't'les which had marked . the 1830's? 
If they dtd follow that pattern distinct possibilities still existed 
that the constitution might be modified once again for the liberal party 
st111 remained a Roman Catholic party. Having captured the six Roman 
CatholiG seats In 1848 the Liberal party depended on the 1841 Church 
agreement for tnetr two seats In Conception Bay. That was not only a 
pr G•rfous posltlo~ from whtch to launch a reform movement but It was 
the too-close alliance with the Catholic Church which had proven disastrous 
for the pcrty In the past. Already It hDd been the cause of one retro-
gressive step, the curtailment of the franchlse, 51 while Its subjection 
5°see Appendix IIA. 
SlVIth the abrogation of the Am3lgamated Legislature the 
elector41 qu~ltftcatfon remained as It had been since 1842 viz: the 
p~sesslon of freehold tenements to the votue of 40s In the outports and 
~S In the towns; sco Flzzard, p. 48. 
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to ! · Catho11 c dl rectton had ensnared the party between the · · 
'conservatism' of Bishop Fleming and the 'torylsm• of the St. John 1 s 
mercantile class. If the liberal party were to make success of the 
reform movement It would need to become much less a 'Roman Catholic' 
party and broaden Its denominational appeal. Because of the denomln-
atlonal character of the government, h~~ever, opportunities had existed 
for the liberal party to curry favor with the Wesleyans. 52 Previous 
experience, nevertheless, had apparently proven that common grievances 
on the subject of political patronage had not been sufficient to ally the 
Wesleyans behind the liberal cause. On the other hand, the Wesleyan 
Methodists, In contrast to Roman Catholics, were well represented 
comrnercla11y53 while the subjection of the reform cause to an Irish 
Roman Catholic movement undoubtedly served to unite, Instead of to di"-Jide, 
Protestant denominations. 
However, by 1850, at least, the advantages of Wesleyan 
support to the liberals were underlined also by the pecultar geographical 
distribution of the electorate. 54 While 'Roman Catholic' districts 
elected six members to the fifteen-member Hou$e, 'Anglican• rtdtngs 
returned b~~ four representatives leaving the balance of ffve to be 
dec\ded bt Con~ ptlon ay and Burin. Those latter two districts were 
52 Above, PP• 1-3. 
53n,ere were many prominent Scottish, Wesleyan n~mes In 
the ranks of the Commercial Society; see The St. John's Charmer of 
Commerce, Vol. I (Minute Book, 1834-1841). 
511See Table IV. 
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unique In that Wesleyans held the balance of power In each and could, 
If they wished, play off one major denomination against the other and 
thus decide eny election based on a religious pattern. However, whlie 
W sleyans, like Anglicans, of course, Jacked the traditional sub-
servience to Church 1onde~shlp as characterized Roman Catholics yet 
only enough Wesleyan support was n~eded to rescue the Llbe~als from 
the stigma of being a 1 Rcman Catholic' party and to give them additional 
eloctoral support In either, or both, of Conception Bay and Burin. It 
was a prospect which the Llber&ls eould·~ot fall to exploit and, because 
of the WG:leyan-Angllean educational dl$pute whtch began In 1850, It 
beeame a much more realistic possibility than over. 
TABLE IV 
THE DENOMINATIONAL AFFILIATIONS OF THE 
POPULATJON OF NEWFOUND1.ANO, SHOWING ELECTORAL 
DISTRIBUTJONS IN THE PROTESTANT DiSTR,CTS, 
ACCORDJNG TO THE CENSUS OF 18578 
ROMAN 
DISTRICT CATHOLICS ANGLICANS . DISSENTERS 
Conc.eptton nay t)' lo) 10.6 13 9,438 
Tw lllt n9a t - F ('J l.. ...z b-,2 32 2,0lf3 
Bonavlsta Bay 2,0 30 5.714 1.106 
Trl nl ty Bay 1,253 6·016 3,467 
Burin 2,354 1,356 1.819 
Fortune Bay 647 2,787 59 
Totals 21,071 32,718 17 ,932b 
PROTESTANTS 
20,051 
8,275 
6,820 
9,483 
3' 175 
2,846 
50,650 
8 Ccmplled from Gunn, Appendix E, Table IV, p. 208. 
bOf the total of Ols~enters, pproxtmately 99% were 
W ~teyan Methodists. 
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The educational system, wntch had b~en set up In 18~3 on 
a seven year trial basts, was no longer acceptable to the Ang1tc~n Church 
by 1850. · In the former year Roman Catholics had been given control of 
their own, separate school$ while tho Protestant denominations, who 
remained am!llgamated, could have_ unfettered use of the Bible and Prayer 
Book In schools under their dlrectlon. 55 The Protestant alliance In 
the field of education, however, did not continue to prove as peaceful 
as some had believed tt \'lould, for the 1840's saw conflicts generated 
within the Anglican Church that were to.;Jmpalr relations between that 
body and the Wesleyan Hethodl s ts. Gath~rt ng momentum after 1850 
Trsctartanlsm56 had becoms the most poierful force In the Church of 
England prcmpt lng m&ny public compl~lnst against Bishop FJeld from 
members of hts own Church. In 1853 Field faced a revolt from his 
congregation In St. JChn· ~s because <if ·. tne appointma'nt "'c:J·r 'a ·~rratt~rlan 
c1ergym3n to St. Thomau 1 Church 57 whllo re§ldents of Hr. Buffett, 
Placentia Bay, published a pamphlet accusing Field of encouraging 
'anti-Protestant' practices In the Anglican Church. 58 Any who knew 
55Jacob Parsons, "The Orlgln and Growth of Newfoundland 
Methodism, 1765-1855" {unpubll~hed Master's Dissertation, Hemorlal 
Unlvcrst ty of tewfoundland, 1964), pp. 105-117. 
s~.tt. o~ford, l ~1-t- ,P 1 s, severlJ1 promlnant Angltcer.s 
began the •oxford Move~nt' which andeavoured to prove that R~~n 
Catholic dor.trlnes could be held by their own co-rellglonlsts con-
sl,tently with Angitcanlsm. Their followers, called Tract~rlans from 
the Tiaetn they published, urged ado?tlon of Roman Catholic forms, 
ceremonies and practices In Angllc~n services. 
57c.o. 19~/140, f. 12, H~mtlton to Newcastle, October 31, 
1853, enclustve, Petition to tho Pewholders of St. Thomas• Parish to 
the Governor, N.D. 
58Thomas E. Collett, The Church of England In tlcwfoundland 
(St. Joh~'s, Joseph Woods, 1853), passim. 
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of Field's past history, however, would not ha•1e been surprised by 
those developments for, before coming to Newfoundland In 1844, he 
had been a follower of CarcJinals Newman and Hanning In the 1 0>!ford 
Hovement•. 59 He continued therefore to Install Tractarlan clergymen 
and remove those opposed to htm. 60 The result was that the Church 
became so molded to Field's Image that the Low Churchman, Governor 
Hamilton, felt constrained to withdraw as a patron of the Newfoundland 
Church Society because he could no longer ..... sanction proceedings 
61 
which are not In harmony with the character of the Church of England ..... 
and which he entirely disapproved. 
Howaver, the growth of Tractarlanlsm In the Church of 
England was not only a bitter blew to Low Church~n but even more so to 
Wesleyan Methodists. The latter became highly lncen~ed at Tractsrlan 
clergymen who eondemne~ 'Wesleyan sacraments and re-christened, re-
baptized or re-married those who had received those rites from Wesleyan 
mlnlsters. 62 In the field of education Tractarlan tendencies In the 
Anglican Church destroyed any chance for co-operation with the We$leyan 
and contributed Immensely to the forging of a political alliance between 
59Edrlerd Horrls, Diaries and Journals, June 12, 1876. 
6t c.o. 19lt/140, ff. 83-86, Hamilton to Newcastle, November 
19, 1853, enclustve, Hamilton to Bridge, Mareh 7, 1853. 
62 Tho Public Ledge r, April 23, 1851; also the Horning 
Couri er , Septerrber 23, 1854, March 10, 1855. 
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the Wesleyen Methodist Conferenee and the Reman Catholic Churc~. 
Remembering that the 1843 Education Act had Instituted a sep8rate 
Roman Catholic and Protestant education sy5tem on a seven year trial 
basrs63 that Act ~as due to expire In 1850. Meanwhile, Traetarlanlsm 
had moved the Church of England to such a position by that d~ta that 
their elllance with the Protestant Ols1enters was about to be severed. 
Hugh Hoyles, the · leading Assembly spokesman for the Church of England, 
moved for sub-division of the Protestant education grant early In the 
ses~lon of 18So. 64 By this measure the Anglican Church sought complete 
control of their a1n schools which meant that the existing Protestant 
education grant would need to be divided on a per capita ba~ls while 
exlstlng school property would be dtstr1buted In the same manner. 
That, of course, would be very equitable to Hoy1es• Church, which 
cons t"i tuted apt:n•·ox'i mttt~ ly" se'ierlty ·per ·ctfrlt ' o-f '·a 'll ·-·?rote-s't·snts ~ --t>~t -- t t 
would seriously affect the education- of Dissenters. Divided Into three 
groups and scattered throughout the Colony the minor Protestant sects 
would not be capable of maintaining their own schools on a grant given 
on a per capita basis. In addition, because of Inaccuracies ln the 
census of 1S~5, the Dissenters, mainly Wesleyans, were not confident 
of retalnfn9 s.cJ,ool property In areas where they had a majorlty. 65 
Abo'Ve, p. 17. 
64Leglslatlve Proceedtngs, House of Assembly, St. John's, 
February 4, 1850; for debates on the Education 8111, 1850, see 
Legislative Proceedings, House of Assezrbly, February 12, llf, 21, 26, 
Hareh 21, April 11, 1850. 
65The Morning Courier, April 18, 1860. 
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Adequate education for their children, therefore, meant a contlnuanee 
of the amalgamation with the larger Church of England. In the House 
the Dissenters, Falle ~nd Job, engaged In protracted debate with 
Hoy1es but their efforts would have come to nought had It not been 
for the Intercession of the Ro~n Catholic liberals. Sensing the 
Importance· of an l~sue which could politically divide Wesleyans from 
Angllc.sms, they banished sub-division from the House and re-enacted, 
for another year, the Act of 18~3. 66 
At the beginning of the seislon of 1851 numerous petitions 
against sub-division were presented to the House from Wesleyan HethodJ-st 
. 6 . - / 
congregations throughout the Colony. 7 Ignoring those prot~sts the 
Episcopalian, Hoyles, renewed his performance of 1850 by producing the 
same Education B111. 68 His effort~, however, met with the same results 
as the Catholic ·llberais, onc:e again, . defeatad sUb*'d·Jvlsion.6·9 By this 
time, however, a significant defection from the Episcopalian camp had 
taken place. George Emsrson, an Anglican and conservative member for 
the district of Twl11tng&te and Fogo, had been a consistent supporter 
of the Government and tlCM cast his vote against sub-division. 70 The 
66Leg1slattve Proceedings, Houee of Assembly, St. John's, 
February 26, 1850. 
6 7tbld., J"nuary 29, February 10, 1851. 
6 81 b I d. , Feb r ua ry 1 0 , 18 5 1 • 
691bJd., March 18, 1851. 
70ibld., February 17, 1851. 
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opposition of the Low Churchman, Emerson, to Field's education policy 
was an encouraging sign, to the liberals, that the Anglicans were 
divided. 
The controversy over educational sub-division became, 
quite naturally, much more heated In the election year of 1852 and 
developed Into a major lssL~ In Newfoundl~nd politics. As Angltcsn 
petitions, In favor of sub-division, poured Into the House from every 
area of the Colony so did the Wesleyans accelerate the movement against 
1t. 71 In this background the question came up for debate almost 
Immediately after the session opened. 72 .. Hoyles, once again, led the 
advocates of sub-division but this time Philip Little, liberal leader 
end Catholic member .for St. John 1$, emerged as the leader of the 
opposition. Taking statistics as his qulde Little demonst~ated that 
Wesleyan educational lntere$tS would . &e ad~ersely affected by sub-
dlvlston In St. John's, Brlgus, Harbour Grace, Carbonear, Trinity Bay 
North, West and South, Bonavlsta North and South, Fogo, Twllllngate, 
Burin and Bonne 8Dy. Being question of Intense Interest between 
Episcopalians and Dissenters, he pointed out, It, therefore, was a 
difficult question for Roman Cathollcs~ 73 Yet, R~n Catholics had 
played prr l· .nt part l n th ~ tro ersy since 1850. Up to this 
point, however, R~~~n C•\hoiJc JlberaJg had not ccrr.plGtcly act d a~ a 
7llbld., Fobruary 19, 26, 1852. 
72Fcr debates on the Education Bill, 1852, see Legislative 
ProceedIngs, Hous·e of Asserrb ly" St. John's, Febru6ry 19, 26, March 12, 
19, 23, 26, May 13, 14, 19, 21, 26, 27, June 9-11, 1852. 
73Legls1~tlve Proceedings, House of Asnernb1y, Harch 12, 
1852. 
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unit In opposing sub-division. In 1851 Ambrose Shea, member for 
Placentia-St. Hart's had voted for sub-division because his conscience 
dictated that Anglicans should be given the s~mo jYsttce as had been 
accorded to Rou~n Catholics In 1843. 74 For the same reason he supported 
sub-dfvlslon In the session of 1852?5 while tha Catholics, Wlnser and 
Prendergast, wavered between opposltl~, to sub-dlvl~lon and support of 
a comp~omtse measure. 76 However, In response to urgent appeals from 
the liberal leader, who was keenly aware of the political significance 
of the measure, all Catholic liberals except Shea, joined Little In 
defeating sub•dtvlslon once agaln. 77 Thts, In the last session before 
a general electton, witnessed the beginning of a struggle between the 
Assembly and the Council which amounted, al~t, to a legislative 
deadlock on the subject. Charleu Fox Bennett, a we~~thy, Episcopalian. 
St. John's merchant, led the campaign for sub-division In the Council 
by declaring that "••• the Eplscopa11ans are unwilling to be controlled 
In the management of thel r schools by thel r Dissenting brethren."78 
He was assisted In his arguments by the other Angllc~n Counc111o~s, 
Archibald, Crowdy and Ra.-~ • .. Opposition cama from the Catholtc, o•Brlen, 
the Co.~gregat for l1s t, Hoad and the Low Churchman, Willi am Thomas. 
----------~-~ ----------
.J., March 18, 1851. 
7Sibld., Mllrch 12, 1852. 
761bld. 
77 tbld. 
78Leglslatlve Proceedings, Legislative Council, St. John's, 
Apr 11 1lt , l 8 52 • 
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While third reading was adopted under the official protest of the 
latter the Education 8111 was returned to the Assembly thoroughly 
amended out of shape.79 
The lower house Immediately rejected the Council amend-
ments and a sub,equent conference with the Upper House brought no 
results. In the latter body Bennett moved that · the Council's amend-
ments be adhered to whllo condemning the part played by Roman Catholic~ 
In the controversy. He could understand why the Wesleyans wanted to 
preserve the unnatural union of 1843 - because of the advantages given 
to them to the prejudice of Episcopalians. He condemned the Anglicans 
who opposed him and charged that Roman Catholics exhibited a poor 
spirit "••• which he could not regard In any other light than thst of 
80 gross persecution and unfair play toNards their Ep~scopallan neighbours." 
An a 111 anca had tnken place, he eha rged, be tween Ca thort cs and tn s sen t e rs 
for purposes of stripping the Church of England of Its rights and 
prlvlllges, a union which he deprecated as •unnatural' "••• because 
there was no other common bond of union between them... As expected 
Bennett's motion was adopted and a committee was appointed to prepare 
lnstruetta\t for • conference with the Assembly. 
r again the Lower House rejected the amendments while 
Phtltp Ll (. ed no hesitation In urging the alliance of which 
81 Bennett had spoken. They would not assent to the Upper House amend-
79 1bld. 
80 Ibid., H3y 17, 1852. 
81 Legls1 atl ve Proceedings, House of Assembly, Hay 19, 1852. 
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ments, explained Little, for too great an Injustice would be done the 
Dissenters. Catholics and Dissenters must be flnm, he warned. for 
·~he government of the Colony was In the hands of one religious party -
the Episcopalians! and they made use of their position to strengthen 
their cwn power to we~ken the efforts of all other denominations: and 
to better secure their ends In this respect," he continued, "they use 
every means to raise a cry of an attempt at religious a~cendaney on 
the part of the Cathollcs. 1182 That speech was the most extreme Little 
had d~11vered In the past two years, but It was stgntflcant of the 
feelings which had been generated on this subject. One week later Job 
reported to the House that the conference between the two Houses had 
broken down and they had arrived at a complete deadlock on the subject 
of education. Th~ next day Job brought In a new Education Bill simply 
re-enaetlng the Bill of t851 for another year. Hugh .Hoy'les, once again, 
lodged a vigorous assault upon non-division moving that the House go 
Into Committee on the Council's amendments to the former Education Bill. 
Seconded by Ambrose Shea the motion was · defeated by a large majority 
while Hoyles wlthdre\-1 from the Assembly In protest. He soothed his 
wounded fec l i ngt by scornfully exp~esslng the hope that the next House 
would b ar.t . Y•• d by a different spirit- a spirit of justice to the 
tacked on by Emerson, requiring Protestant Boards to furnish. to ths 
Executlvo. by the end of the year, full and detailed reports of the 
probable effects of sub-division. Emerson foresaw a long struggle and 
realized the subject would not be put at rest for a few years. 
r 
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Nevertheless, the Legislattva Counc:Jl p~essed the same 
· amendrnants as they had prevl ous ly presented. 83 Because of the late-
ness of the ye8r (It was June 9) O'Brien was worried lest the Catholics 
be deprived of their funds for educational purposes because of the 
dispute between the Anglicans and other Protestants. Bennett and Row 
took this opportunity to castlgete O'Brien, ~nd his co-religionists In 
the Lower House, for preventing the dispute from being put at rest. 
While Bennatt laid the blame on a Roman Catholic-Wesleyan alliance, 
Row charged that the Catholic majority In the Assembly had been the 
cause of the deadlock. 
In the House of Assembly Emerson charged that the Council 
had Interfered with the privileges of the L~ter House by amending a 
bl11 appropriating expndltures. 84 He moved that the amendments be 
·no·t ·rat:e'i ved on tno;a-~ ·groun·o ._. . ··f'or · the ·- f'i rs t ·tt·~ ·$inc·$' 4 thc 5t..:b 
dtvtslon controversy began Ambrose Shea voted with hts liberal colleagues 
and the motion was carried by a large majorlty. James Prendergast now 
came forward wl th a compromise Bill conceding sub-dtvlston In St. Jobn's 
and Conceptlon Bay. Stl11 not ~atlsffed Hoylcs put forward numerous 
amendment' •nd ~esorted to protracted delaying tactic~. Patience 
exh ustad. l ltt! eng ged with Hayles In an Immoderate e~change In wh1eh 
t other and Insulted one another's religion. Then the 
Congregationalist Job announced that, because of the lateness of the 
year and bce~use of the absolute necessity of coming to some arrange~~nt, 
83Leglslatlve Proceedings. Legislative Councll. June 9, 1852D 
8~Leglslatlve Proeaedlngs, House of Assembly, June 9t 1852. 
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he would accept Prendergast's measure. Hanrahan, Wlnser and Parsons 
admitted they would have to vote for It, out of expediency, as the 
Dissenters had accepted tt. The latter 0s choice had been largely 
dictated by the fact thst no monies would be voted for educational 
purposes at all that year If the struggle were continued. lacking the 
power to overcome the Council Little regretted the compromise had been 
made and lamented that If the Government had been properly constituted 
the compromise would not have been necessary. Prendergast's measure 
was subsequenlty adopted by the Councl~ ;and after five months of 
contentious debate an Education Bill be~ame 1aw. 85 
Heanwhlle, the intrusion of Roman Catholics Into a 
dispute between Episcopalians and Wesleyans had exacerbated relations 
between the former and the Church of England. On the other hand, the 
behaviour of Roman Catholics on sub•dlvlslon of the Protestant education 
grant had cemented closer relations between Catholics and Wesleyans, 
while the Anglican Church had, more or less, driven both of them on to 
common ground. At the same time liberals, In the Assembly, had shown 
little reluctance to represent Wesleyan grlevanees ogalnst the establish• 
mont as a common caus• wfth themselves and all Roman Catholics. rhere 
only remat~~d the tss o' c~e n• lfng those grievances In the dlrectfon 
of reform und r tho ould6nce of strong leadership and a thoroughly 
disciplined Liberal Party. 
85the Bill provided for sub-dlvlston of the aducatlon grant, 
which had heretofore been given to General Protestant 8oaros In Stc 
Jchn 1 s and Conception Bay, to be distributed to separate denominational 
~rds, one per capita denominational basis, In those areas. 
CHAPTER II 
LITTLE, HULlOCK AND TH~ CONSOLIDATION OF THE LIBERAL PARTY 
Entering the deead~ of the 1850's the liberal party, In 
N~~found1and, Jacked B unified and dynsmie leadership both within, or 
wl~hout, th0 House of A~sembly. Of the three leading 1tbera1u of 
the time, John Kent, Robert John P&rson~_ and L~~rence O'Brien, the 
first-named was the mo5t experienced. A fiery orator and mamber for 
St. John's, Kent had b~n first ~1ected to the A~scmbiy In 1832 and 
had been succes~fu11y returned In eaeh election cub~equent to that 
date. A 1\n.T.an CathoHc., brctheraln..,_ 1~ of Bishop Fl0mfng and member 
of the m1d.l1e c1a~s of G;enar-&1 Herchl!.lnd.l$e ·rnlp!)rters, Kent wEs wei i 
quailfled to le~d ~n ett~ck on the Church of £ngland-wea1thy merc~nt11e 
class a111ance. However 0 Kent's close ldentlftcat!on with th~ 'Irish' 
establishment and his pa5t notorloun a11eg!ance to the Fiernfng cau$s1 
'A'&S • sev!lvoe limiting factor . Jn hi~ abl1tty to brOl!lden the bage of 
1Ibers1 support . In ~~d$tlon 0 tlme, a~pDrent1y, had me11~~~d the 
-Dggress tver .... ~s' of Joh ~"1"!t '-4ho, h~vt ng accepted goYel"n~nt& 1 appoJ nt· 
ments und;;sr t, . Am.alg.l:t".AC. · J L.$iiSL~:ure,2 continued the practice of 
compromising with the Covern~~nt by accepting the Co11ectorshlp of 
Cu!to~ Gn 18~9e Much to the disgust of hts colleague, Robert John 
Par~ons, Kant had be11evad that courting the Governor•s favor was a 
2 Gunn. PP• 92-93. 
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naees~lty In ~~e Co1on!~s, wher~a~ cutrfsht o~p~ltlon would tend to 
a11gn the 1~tter with the torles w~klng th~t pa~ty too strong for the 
llbera1s. 3 Parsons, en the other hand, de~lrc~ no eo~roml$e with 
the existing po1Jtlcs1 system and un~uceos~fully urged Kent, during 
the 1848 el~etlon, to ~~ke Re~pon§!b1e Govern~nt the central Issue 
In the c&T.palgn. 4 In addition, Parson5 had differed with Kent over 
the latter's t~ndency to subject the party to rigid Roman Catholic 
dl recti on end, as edt tor of the Patriot, ha·d championed the cause of 
native, as opposed to lrtsh 0 rlghts. 5 Unfortunate ly, by 1851, thO!e 
differences had taken on a personal flavor foP, at thct date, Kent 
w~s suing Par~ons for libel, the latter having charged the former with 
embezzlement of certain cllarlty funds. 6 It was unlikely, therafore, 
thAt (llthar eou1d unite behind the other and forge a · .strong liberal 
Party. 
As for lg,1renc:e O'Brien, he had entered the House of 
~semb1y for th~ fl~t tfma In 184o. Representing the district of 
St. John's, he Roman Catholic 0°Br!en held a share. et least, In the 
1eader,hlp of the llbera11. Perhap5 he could be sa1d to hold the tltul~r 
1eadershtp tor to 1850 he had charge of the lncrea~ed Repre5entatlves 
Bill tn Qf AJsemb1y. That mea~ure was the subject which w&5 
to bacomo th b~ 1e Issue of the Re~ponsib1e Government ~ove~4nt and 
3£1 :t£beth A. \•'f!11!;, "1'hel Stru~gle for Respc..'1slb1~ Govern-
ment In Uewfo:.~ndiand~ J8Ii6·185511 (unpt.Jb1lthed Master's Dlssortatton, 
M$:r..crla1 Unlversl~ of Nc:N·foundland, 1967), pp. 12, 15-18. 
,. 
lbld., PPo 15, 22·23. 
SGunn, pp. 90· .. 91; ~~~o Grf\at Brlt~lnl) Hoc~e of Corr.:nons, 
S~lect Co:i:l'l~ ~teo on .. r.c S~c::e of ti:e ·co'i.~n of Nc~·doundla:1d 1841 ~ 
e•il'ldoneo of Cupt. H. G. ... at'y, H3y 1~ 0 1 ~1. 
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was to develop Into the most contentious of the political Issues of 
tha 1850's. Party government, It was widely believed, could not work 
efficiently In a small elected House of only fifteen members anu the 
Importance of enlarging the Assen~ly could not be exaggerated. In 
fact, s~~ believed that Increased representation, once accompllshedt 
would render Responsible Government lnevltable. 7 Even the Colonial 
Off1ce considered the limited Representation a major obstacle to the 
lntroductlorl of self-government. A Bouse of only fifteen members, 
Grey told the Governor, was "• •• quite ·f~nadequate to the effl cSent 
working of a system un<br which choice Is to be mado of the chief 
advisers of the Government, and of the prlnc:fpal officers of the 
8 
administration, from the leading rr.e·rmers of the Legfs lature.,H On the 
other hand, the Issue of Responsible Government could very well resolve 
Itself Into the question of representation In the /\sse~~1y for the 
-
manner of enlarging such could very well decide \'lhlch Party wouid 
command the majority under the Responsl~le System. In those respects, 
the Ll ba ra ls, now In cont ro 1 of the Lo1e r House, wou 1 d s I r.1p ly wl ~h to 
double the ex Is tl ng arrangements thereby dup ll cat ton themselves. 
In addition, Liberals would be seeking to exploit \leslcyan-Anglican 
rivalries •nd ntOec.'ed t, r . ftt \.f!ctora l sub-dlv1sion, espcclalty 
In Burin a .d \;.oo<;ept:on u '>"• ~'hen o•or1en, therefore, Introduce d hl 
Representation 61 ll In 1850 It revealed that the Liberals simply wished 
to double the representation of each of the nine constltuencles.9 
7The Newfo~ndl~~. October 17, 1850. 
8Jou rnal of the House of AS$embly, St. John's, 1852, 
Appendix, pp. 8J~ &s, Gray to LeMarch3nt, D~c~~ber 16, 1851. 
9Le~ts lattve Proceedings;, Hocse of As:lall"bly, March 27, 1850. 
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Nevertheless, O'Brien, In supporting the measure, put forward the 
usual party line- that electoral sub-division would create a closed 
borough system under the control of the merchants. Little animated 
discussion took place on the subject, however, for he failed to arouse 
any enthusiasm from his own side of the House • . Although O'Brien's Bill 
passed the Assembly It received little attention from the public press 
other than a comnent that It would provide a more currbrous machinery 
for the working out of the Colony's comporatlvely sfmplo affalrs. 10 
O'Brien's failure to repr~sent the Increased Representatives 8111 as an 
Issue so significant as It ought to be Is perhaps best denomstrated by 
the fact that he waited until near the end of the ~esslon to Introduce 
lt. With that In mind, and because It was not contemplated to come 
lnto .. e.ff.ac.:t ,. u.ntll 185.3, the LogSslat1ve Council passed It ov~r until the 
next scsslon. 11 Lack of enthu~la~m snd drive on the part of O'Brien 
were not the only limiting factors militating against his being the 
Inspiration for the reformers. Engaged In extensive business oper~ttons 
O'Brien was the wealthiest Roman Catholic merchant In the Colony thereby 
possessing membership In the St. John's upper class. In addition, 
0'6rt n, en Irish ex-patriate, had been, like Kent, tarred with the 
Ft emJng bru$h. 12 His leadership would not, therefore, be totally 
acceptable to an anti-mercantile party attempting to enlist support 
10The Public Ledger, April 19, 1850. 
11 Legislative Proceedings, Legislative Council, St. John's, 
April 14, 1850. 
12Fizzard, p. 21. 
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from denominations other than Roman Catholic and his presumption to 
that position was removed when he accepted, after the session of 1850. 
an appointment to the Upper House. 13 
O'Brlen•s vacant seat Jn th~ Assembly was captured, In 
November, 1850. by Philip Francis Little. The latter, a Roman Catholic 
and former resident of Prince Edward Island. had arrived In the Colony 
In 1843 thereby acquiring the distinction of being the sole Roman 
Catholic lawyer Jn Newfoundland. 14 Posses~ed of a training which 
usually ccnstltuted eligibility for political office during that era 
Little soon became a close friend to the Roman Catholic Bishop. Winning 
an easy election contest In 1850 he declared his platform to consist 
mainly of an Immediate Increase of representatives and acqulsit!on of 
Respon~Jble Government. 15 That platform, cert&lnly, gave encouragement 
to all liberals but what showed greatest promise was the poss1btllty 
that Little could unite the Liberal Party and provide the leadership 
It required. Although a non-native, little was not an ex-p~trtate 
Irishman and, being new to Newfoundland polities, he remaln~d unscarred 
by the Colony's past political battles that ~~rred relatiOn$ between 
Kent nd Pftr~ons~ Therefore, he could perhaps provide tho leadership 
b e-h I n d wh I dl th ttor two could unite. That the possibilities of 
such becoming the case were very reel can best be demonstrated by the 
fact that both Kent and Parsons proposed Gnd seconded, respectively, 
13 Above, Chapter I, p. 1. 
14rhe Public Ledg6r, Hay 16, 1851. 
lSThe N~Nfoundlander, Sep ter.ber 19, 1850. 
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the nomination of Philip francis Little as a candldato to serve In 
the House of Assembly for St. John's In the year 1850. 16 
Entering the Assembly In the session of 1851 Little took 
the Initiative on -the Representatives 8111 a~ early as February 12. 
Producing the same 8111 as O'Brien had championed a year earlier 
Little, supported by Kent, denounced sub-division of electoral districts 
as a tool of class Interests. Merchants could more easily Influence 
smaller rtdlngs, they argued, and Little believed that the existing 
arrangements would "••• preserve Inviolate the fundamental principles 
of liberty In this country."l7 Naturally did the liberal leader feel 
satisfied with the present divisions as a majority for hts Party had 
been returned under those conditions. No wonder, then, was he 
reluctant, as O'Brien had been, to Interfere with the existing 
arrangements. 
In spite of Little's oratory the real object of the Bill 
was not lost on Hugh Hoyles, the conservative leader. Charging the 
liberals with seeking merely to duplicate themselves he moved an ~mend­
ment establishing b~enty districts returning thirty-two members. 18 
Differing from hts Bill of last session, by the addition of one member, 
Hoy1es ~nd h t rty dJd not appear to have a consistent policy on the 
subJect. ·theless , although the a~ndment was lost, yet, upon 
16 1bld., November 21, 1850. 
17Leglslatlve Proceedings, House of Assembly, February 20, 1851. 
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mo~lng that Little's Bill be reported from Committee, It was discovered 
that two liberals had disappeared from the House. The supporters of 
the measure were, therefore, left In a minority and, to the constern-
ation of Philip Little, the 8111 was lost. 19 Less, therefore, had 
been accomplished In that direction during the 1851 session than In 
the previous year when O'Brien had charge of the measure. Confusion 
reigned for a few days as to what had actually occurred until eventually 
It became clear that Ambrose Shea and John Delaney, members for 
Placentia-St. Mary's, were the two renegade llberals. 20 Their behaviour 
was deplored In the Liberal Press, while Shea attempted an explanation 
by professing his belief that the thought the Bill had already passed. 21 
On the other hand, Edward Morris, liberal supporter and cashier of the 
Savings Bank, noted In his diary In respect of Shea's excuse that It 
was 11 ••• a lame meaningless thing quite characteristic of the wrlter. 1122 
While Shea, on the surface at least, professed no desire to seriously 
differ with hts leader on the question, It must be remembered that he 
had voted against the san~ Bill In the previous sesslon.23 In addition, 
Shea had also bolted Party ranks to vote for sub-dlvtslon of the 
19abfd. • February 2lt, 1851. 
20 com1ng from a family which had consistently opposed the 
Prlest•s party In politics Shea was, perhaps, wary of Llttle•s association 
with the R~~n Catholic Church; see c.o. 194/99, ff. 3-20, Prescott to 
Glenelg, Octcber 14, 1837, enclosure No. 4, Shea to Crowdy, September 9. 
1837; Delancy was, perhaps, following the lead of his more Illustrious 
colleague. 
21 The Newfou~d ander, February 25, 1851. 
22 Horrl~, February 27, 1851. 
23Leglslatfve Proceedings, Houze of Assembly, March 27, 1850. 
24 Protestant education grant. The latter subject, In spite of Little's 
ef-forts on the Representatives 8111, s·tl11 remained the most contentious 
of polltleal topics In the House with s second liberal, James L. 
Prendergast, wavering between support of Little's position and that of 
Hoy1es. 25 In spite of the feet that the liberals had a new leader 
they proved lneap~ble of moving as a single unit and the session of 
1851 proved more disastrous than that of 1850. Either the Party would 
need to be more severely disciplined In the House or those who refused 
to toe the line would have to be discarded before the next election In 
favor of more obedient servants. The session of 1852 would prove, 
therefore, to be highly lrnport~nt for It was the last session before 
dl ssol uti on. 
Politically, the election year of 1852 was to p-rove one of 
degenerate Into a 'war of creeds'. With respect to the prominence of 
religion we must remember, firstly, the strong Influences operating to 
give po11tleal debates that particular flavor. As political battlf·ng 
on the subject of Increased representation was to become so Intense In 
the eleetlon year of 1852 we must recall that, so far, Roman Catholic 
majorities had promoted the question In the House of Assembly. O'Brien's 
Gill tor doubling the nunber of representatives had, fn the session of 
1850, been carried by Roman Catholic: votes with the lone exception of 
26 R.J. Parsons. Falling passage through the Assen-bly In 1851 Lltt1e's 
24 Above, Ch~pter I, p. 22. 
26Leglslattve Pro~e~dlngs~ House of Assembly, March 27. 1850. 
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8111 had been advocated by Roman Catholic members with the lone 
exception of that category being, once again, R.J. Parsons. 27 The 
latter, editor of The Patriot newspaper, belonged to the Low Church 
wing of the Church of England but represented, In the House of Assembly, 
the Roman Catholic constituency of St. John 1 s. 
The fact that 1852 was an election year would contribute, 
In part, to a lively session of the House, but even at the termination 
of the 1851 session there were Indications that debates over Represent-
ation would assume the character of port.:tlco-rel tglous struggles. 
During that session the Protestant Ledger charged that the tyrannical 
priests put Little In his seat whose Representation Bill sought to give 
Roman Catholics the Ascendancy. Anticipating the coming elections It 
complained that 11 ••• the great objections to coming elections In this 
.. 28 Colony rests upon the Influence of the Roman Catholic priesthood •••• •• 
Contemplating an election campaign In the wake of the 
political reverses of 1851 must have been somewhat disheartening to 
, Philip Little. If success were to be accomplished In the Representation 
struggle the Liberal Party would need to be whipped Into shape In the 
House of Asse n1bly for tn la r ge measure debates on the Representati on 
8111 wou l d d tert Jne t t '" r Qf th c.ampa lgn. That task became much 
more clearly a necessity for Philip Little as a result of the re~e lpt, 
early In 1852, of the British Government's decision on Responsible 
Government for Newfoundland. 
271bld., Febraary 24, 1851. 
28the Public Ledge r, March 14, 1851. 
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In response to an Assembly request for Responsible 
Government the Colonial Offlco doubted the expediency of granting the 
principles of self-government ·~Jthout Its having been ascertained 
that their Introduction would be In accordance with the deliberate 
••• 
wishes of Its lnh~ltants.•• Her Majesty had been advised to decline 
complying with the prayer of the addres~, the Colonial Secretary 
Informed Governor Ham11ton, because "no such preponderance of opinion 
In favor of the Introduction of what Is termed Responsible Government 
has, as yet, been discernible In Uewfoundland ... 29 Communicated to the 
House of Assembly early In February, 1852, that. reply galvanized pro-
self-govern~4nt sentiment Into full•fledgcd, sustained action, If 
Responsible Governroont had been turned down because Newfoundland public 
opinion had not demanded It certainly that was the. ~_lgnal for political 
agitation on that question, outside the House, Rendering the subject 
the domlnent and all embracing political Issue In Newfoundland the 
British reply roa11y amounted to a request for the whole Colony to 
consider lt. Liberal polltlelann had, thereby, been relieved of the 
burden of attempting to ~ke Responsible Government the central election 
lssu&. Gro•' • hcouragement was also given to the Liberal Party by the 
·"" ~ d •n lnc:reased representation for the Assen'bly. One 
Obstacles delaying the Introduction of self-government 
In Newfoundland, Secretary Grey pointed out, was the limited number of 
men"bers In the House of Assembly. Fl fteen representat t ves, he had 
declared, were 11 ••• quite Inadequate to the efficient working of a 
29Journa1 of the HOuse of Assemb ly, 1852, Appendix, pp. 
83-85, Grey to LeHa rehant, December 16, 1851. 
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system under which choice Is to be made of the chief advisers of the 
Government, and of the principal officers of the admtnfstratlon, from 
the leadtng mermers of the Legfslature ... 30 Although Grey 1 s Despatch 
may have postponed the Inauguration of Responsible Government yet It 
defined, for the Liberal Party, the two steps to be won In order to 
acquire the great boon. Once dominating the Assembly the Liberals 
could feel confident that failure of an Increased Reprasentatlon Bill 
would be blamed on the mercantile, Anglican-dominated Upper House. 
Coming near the beginning of the 1852 session of the House, 
, -
and at a moment when the As sen-D ly was In -the mt ds t of dt scuss tons on 
Little's Representation Bill, the reaction was vigorous and sustained. 
Almost lmnedlately the head of tho Roman Catholic Church In the Colony 
publlcally set himself squarely behind the Liberal Party In Its quest 
for reform of the · ons t 'l tutl on. · - /\dcres:t'i ng ·· h i mso lf to Ph I Ti-p 't ·t tt ie, 
In a letter meant for public consumption, Bishop Hullock, In no uncertain 
terms, condemned the present government and urged Roman Catholics to 
demand the ResponsIble system. 31 u I was never more pal ned In my 1t f~," 
began hts never-to-be-forgotten letter, "than when reading this evening 
the I nsu 1 tl ng document. forwarded by the Co lonl a 1 Secretary, 1 n ans,.,cr 
to the ~dd res• for R~~ - • lblo Gove rnment •••• I feel the llljudged and 
people. 11 As Grey's Despatch had complimented the existing government 
on Its satisfactoriness to Newfoundland Hullock took particular pafns 
3lThe Pat riot, February 16, 1852, Mullock to Little, 
February 7. 
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to repudiate the claim and dtd so In terms of opprobfum. "Acquainted 
as I am with many forms of governrrent,u Hullock pronounced, 11 ••• I 
solemnly declare that I never knew any settled government so bad, so 
weak, or so vJ1e as that of our unfortunate country; Irresponsible, 
drivelling despotism, wearing the ~sk of representative fnst1tutlons , 
and depending for support alone on bigotry and bribery. I see the 
taxes wrung from the sweat of the people, squandered In the payment of 
useless officials; the country, after three centuries of British 
possession In great part an lmpeassable wilderness, Its people depressed, 
Its trade fettered, Its mighty resources undeveloped, and ~11 for what? 
To fatten up tn Idleness, by the creation of useless offices, exorbitantly 
paid, the merrbers of a c1tque." Expressed In those terms there could be 
no doubt left In anybody 1 s mtnd with respect to the _posltlon of the 
Roman Catholic Church. In fact, the present government was no longer 
to be given a fair trial for, Hullock pointed out, "my silence would 
betray the cause of justice and of the people.ra There, then, follOooted 
a call for all honest men to unite and appeal to the Brftlsh Parliament. 
To the Roman Catholics of the Colony reform of the con-
stltutton nt~ v~jk on quite a different aspect. While agitation for 
Rospontlt. " ~- ·• f ntr.ent h ad hitherto been a subject of which Catholic 
prJ es ts t• t: • accused of at dl ng behl nd tho scenes nQol the Roman 
Catholic Church had openly declared Its official posttfon. "••• It 
ts the duty of a Bishop," declared Hullock, uto ald and advise his 
peopla In all their struggles for justice, and I have no other desire 
than to see justice done to the country, and equally administered to 
all cl asses ...... Thus Mu11ock spoke as a Bishop casting the battle In 
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terms of good and evil, and what had once been a subject for argument 
now became, for Roman Catholics, a duty. 
Within a few days of the receipt of Mu11ock 1 s letter 
Little convened a ~~ss public meeting In St. John 1s. 32 Attended by 
five or six b~ousand people, rnoGtly Roman Catholics, resolutions on 
Responsible Government were proposed by John Kent, Ambrose She~, Phlltp 
Francis Little, G.J. ltogsett and R.J. Parsons. Mu11oek 1 s letter \485 
read to the cheering multitude while R.J. Parsons was the lone non-
Roman Catholic: to take a prominent part tn the proceedings. 
Protestant reaction to those happenings, especially 
Hulloc:k's letter, was swift and Indignant. The Public: Ledger condemned 
Hullock's phraseology In reference to the Newfoundland Government and 
declaring It unbeftttlng a gentleman who held an office of his ktnd. 33 
Meanwhile Governor LcMarchant reported to the Colonial Office that the 
war of creeds was as bitter and rankled as deep as It ever had been in 
Newfoundland's political history. Identifying himself with the iioy1es 
party he uttered the l&tter's sentiments and laid tho bla~e on the 
Ro~~n Catholl~ Chur~h and Catho1tc priesthood. Philip Little, he 
Informed S rut ry Grey, was the organ of the Roman Cathollc Bishop 
and on t h ~i t-.. .- l. f>\.srch nt fastened the b larr.e for the failure of a 
Represent • t til n. It ..... would have been carried In 1850 as also In 
1851," declared the Governor, 11 1f the Roman Catholic Party In the House 
of Assembly had been contented w1th an equitable arrangement In the 
32 tbld., February 16, 1852. 
3Jrhe Pub1fc Ledge r, February 17, 1852. 
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allotment of the nurrber of members to the several districts; but that 
section having the preponderance of votes ln their favor tn the House 
as at present elected, was determined so to fran~ the measure, that 
the whole poltttca1 power would be vested ln thetr hands whl~~ was 
very naturally rejected with Indignation by the whole Protestant 
P u3lt eh I 1 1 arty.... LeMar ant was represent ng the strugg e as pure y a 
religious battle prompted by the desire for power on behalf of the 
Roman Catholic Church. With exaggerratlon more extreme than that 
emanating from either of the political ~~mps he declared that no 
Proteltant was In favor of any change In the existing constitution and 
that Grey's Despatch had been received without a dissentient voice from 
the whole Protestant community. Although he could not have taken a 
poll of every Protestant In UetJifoundland he chose, also, to Ignore the 
fact that R.J. Parsons, at least a n~~lnal Protestant, was a prominent 
advocate of Responsible Government. As for Mul1ock 1 s letter to Little, 
It was 11an Inflammatory epistle" calculated to arouse .. • • • to the 
highest degree, all the worst passions of a populace of so easy ~nd 
excl ted a temperament as that comp rt sIng the t~n of St. John 1 s \-lhere 
the Roman Catoo1J cs greatly outnumbered (three to one) the Protestant 
communi t y. •• 11 e • . .cw l ng 1 leH.archant warned Grey, when It mu"S t 
be dec: I de~ ·• •• • wheth er t h dri1l nlstratlon of this Island Is to r f.!maln 
In the hands of the Governor appointed by the Crown or whether It Is to 
be surrendered Into those of the Roman Catholic Party to be wielded by 
their Bishop at his own Individual will and discretion •••• " Rather 
unfortunate It was for the Liberal Party that the Governor should take 
34c.o. 194/136, ff. 23-29, LeHarchant to Grey, February 13. 
1852. 
such a deft nl tt ve post tl on wt th respect to ResponsIble Government. 
With such one sided views going to the Colonial Office they could 
serve but to delay the Inauguration of constitutional reform. In 
fact, LeMarchant's -adamant stand would contribute to the Intensification 
of political struggles for he expressed his determination, also, to 
oppose and amend, In alliance wtth his Council, all Representation 
Bills sent up by the present majority In the Assembly. 
Unfortunately, because of the nefarious machinations of 
the Catholic Church under Bishop Fleming, It was natural for Protestants 
to look upon that organization with suspicion. However, the almost 
complete unanimity with which the Roman Catholics greeted their Bishop's 
recent pronounc~~nts Indicated that, perhaps, the Protestant suspicions 
~~y have been unfounded. Instead of creating dtssen~lons among Catholics, 
as F1emlng 1 s ca~~aJgns had done, Mullock's public stand seemed, rather, 
to create unity Instead of div-ision . . The presence of Arr.brose Shea35 
on the platform with John Kent liudlng the Bishop's words was, perhaps, 
a real Indi ca tion that things had changed. The basic factor In this 
situation s e~ms to have been provided by a change of leadership In the 
Catholi c Cht..lr · 1. Havi ng arrived In Newfoundl and when Fleming was tn 
falli ng t; · ... t loc.k had succeeded to the Bishopric two years later. 
In compe r l~v<• • tn h ts predeces sor Mullock demonstrated considerable 
respect for his adop ted land by b ringing his f amily to live In St. John's36 
and by his advocacy of loca l Improvements for the Colony. In the s ame 
35Above, p. 39. 
36E. O. Foran, " Right Reva r a nd Doc t o r Hullock, Bishop 
Hlll tant ," fontenary Souvenir Bcok, ed. Fr. P.J. Kennedy ( St. John's: 
Robinson and Cor;ipany Umt tod , 1:355 , p. 233. 
year of his consecration Hallock began to advocate, for Newfoundland, 
telegraphic commun1catton37 with Europe and America, an advocacy 
8 . 
which was later to Include steam communtcatlon3 with those continents 
and road but1dtng)9 In the outports. Hullock's 'Newfoundland' 
orientation extended to his governing of the Church, & field which, In 
comparison to Fleming, he proved himself of II ••• wider and nobler 
I .. .r.o v ews •••• Instead of rejecting the Idea of a native priesthood, 
which Fleming had feared, Multock com~~nced, almost Immediately, the 
41 
erection of a diocesan seminary In St. ~ohn 1 s. His lack of prejudice 
against native sons was well demonstrat~d when, In 1850, he ordained 
the first native priest and received Into the convent the first 
42 -
native nun. However, his pro-native leanings were, perhap~, best 
demonstrated by his avowed support of Phl-Jip Ltttle43 Instead of placing 
his backing behind the I rlshman, Kent.. In addi tlon, MuT1ock 1 s advocacy 
of Responsible Government placed hfm In the class of ltberal reformers 
fighting a good cause - a luxury which Bishop Fleming had never enjoyed. 
There was a strong likelihood, therefore, that the Catholic feuds, which 
37Rev. E.P. Roche, 81The Right Reverend John Thomas Hullock, 
D.O. 18o7 .. 1f369 ," Cente"'~ Souvenl r Book, e d . Fr. P.J. Kennedy {St. 
John's: Rob I I'\~ on - and -Con~~trlY ---rr;:n1 ted, 1955) , p. 227. 
3e r ' J 
-.!-....•' p . l , · • 
39 .!.!?.1.2.· 
40 390. Howley, P• 
41 tbld •• P• 391. 
42 tbld., P• )9). 
li3Above, P• 37. 
had ~rked the times of Bishop Fleming, could be avoided while the 
Liberal Party was accorded a real opportunity to develop along 
broader lines with a wider denominational appeal. Hullock's out-
right su?port of the reform movement, therefore, did not necessarily 
preclude wider Protestant support for the liberals. 
Heanwhlle, the degeneration of the political struggles 
Into religious warfare continued with a meeting of the Cow~rctal 
Society. The latter organization declared Its opposition to Rcspon-
slb1e Government by p~sslng a resolution sponsored by C.F. Bennett 
and W.S. Row. In moving the resolution Dennett stated thar Respon-
slble Government would be Inexpedient and unjust at that time; In-
expedient because there were only fifteen members In the Assembly; 
unjust bccau9e "••• under the present dlvtston of electoral districts 
the majority of the Asseni>ly are returnea by the lnf1uerica or tha Roman 
lfq Catho11 c: C 1ergy, a 1 though the major-1 ty of the popu tat I on are Protestants •11 
To concede Re~ponslble Government n~~, charged Bennett. would be to 
transfer the government of the Colony "••• over to the govern~nt of 
the Roman Ca tholic: Bl1hop.u In echoing Bennett ROd declared himself 
agatnst ~o ·o~~r--:!'f'ltnt from the Bishop's Palace and expressed a desire for 
a dJvlalort r ~r trlcti so that "••• all denominations of Christians 
In the Co l. ·· be so cut up and divided that sectarian views 
could not be carried by one party to the Injury of snothcer. 1145 
Ls~renee O'Brien, the only R~~n Catholtc member of the 
Society, constituted the lone oppcs1tlon to Sennett's motion. Charging 
44The Pllota February 28 , 1852, ~eport of a meettng of the 
Comm~relsl Soc: I et-y:--
16tbtd. 
-
that the real ascendancy was to be discovered In the present system 
O'Brien reminded Bennett that the former was the only Reman Catholic 
In the Council which ought, also, to Include Hethodlsts. Bennett 
retorted that O'Brien ought to look at past elections for evidence of 
Roman Catholic attempts at ascendancy: "Protestants waylaid In the 
open day, mutilated, handcuffed, gagged, blindfolded, taken to places 
Lt6 
unknown and submitted to the Interrogations of a secret Inquisition." 
To chdrges such as those against the Catholic Clergy 
Hullock felt constrained to reply and, for the second t!me within two 
weeks, rushed Into public print an extensive epistle Immersing, more 
deeply than ever before, the Reman Catholic Church Into Newfoundland's 
political struggles. 47 Denying that Roman Catholic priests had par-
tlclpated In the last general election Mullock went on to define the 
role of the clergy In election contests. 11 Let me not however be 
understood to condeiTI'l the Interference of the clergy at elections," 
began what was really to become a •manifesto• for Catholic priests In 
Newfound land 1 s po 1t t t ca 1 engagements. "I cannot see," pronounced the 
Bishop, '~hy a Priest Is to be deprived of his right of cfttzenshtp 
mo re t hlin anyo els~ ; he pays hts portions of the public burthens; 
he f i ut> J~c t to tl. e same 1 aws; hIs l nteres ts are affected by the 
return of a member as well as those of another •••• A Priest by his 
ordnance d~s not forfeit the pri vileges of a British subject; every 
elector und~ r a Repre~entatlve Government has not alone a right to 
Lt7The Pa t riot , March 1, 1852, Mullock to the Editor. 
Feb r-ua ry 25. 
vote for himself, but to canvass others to vote with hfm. Deprive 
any citizen of that right and he Is a freeman no longar." Advocating 
political rights for his Priests on the basis of their possessing 
citizenship as every other British subject Hu11ock stood on solid 
ground but, In oratorical tones, he then proceeded to accord to the 
Priesthood a role far superior to that of any other human creature. 
11Every man's position gives him a certain amount of Influence." 
postulated the Stshop. '~he landlord has It In England; the merchant 
In Newfoundland; the Priest everywhere, ••• " But while the Influence 
of the former two was cxerctned by pressure, the Influence of the 
Priest, proclaimed Mu11ock "••• Is moral Influence- vote for such a 
candidate for he will make the best representative; he ts no jobber, 
no place seeker, no bigot, he will represent our se~~lments better 
than the other. The one appeals to the pocket, the other to the people's 
feelings, or prejudices as some would say. The people know that 
Individually to the Priest, the return Is of little Importance; that 
he only Influences them to do what he considers best; that his Interests 
and theirs ere t denttfted; they believe him to be a disinterested guide; 
they vaner t ~ h t nacred char~ete~; they respect him as e man superior 
In edu ttr n e~utranents to themselves; all this gives hfm a 
powerful J, ,. . which they believe ht~s never been exercised except 
for their benefit." Mu11ock 1 s epistle. while charged with superlatives 
and emotionalism, proved that hts sense of reason had been overcome by 
vanity. Whil e In one paregraph he declared election returns to be of 
little Importance to the Pri ests, Individually, yet In another he pro-
nounced their In terests to be affected by the returns as everyone else. 
46 
But that was not his greatest error. On the one hand Mullock had 
claimed a political role for his Priests on the basis of their 
equ&llty with other citizens, a claim with which few could argue. 
On the other hand he contemplated the good influences of his servants 
being so effectually exercised because their 'Priestly' character 
qualified them to do so. But the Influence of the Priest, with the 
sanctions of the 'One, Holy, Catholic and Apostolic' Church behind 
htm, remained so powerful In the Catholic ~ommunlty that such could 
easily become an 'undue• Influence. Whfle the union of 'Priest' and 
'common citizen' could easily be overlooked by the average Roman 
Catholic, It was precisely the 'Priest as Parson• to which the 
Protestants found greatest objection In politics. \.Jhlle admtttlng 
the right of Priests to vote and use ~~~ful Influences during election-
eerlng a correspondent of The Public ledq~r put It very well for all 
Protestants when 'he declared that "••• It would have been more candid 
for Dr. Mullock to have Informed us that the Confessional \-las the 
great source of Priestly Influence as few like to run counter to the 
48 
wishes of their soul-breakers and keepers of their c:onsclence. 11 He 
then called en all ~ewfoundlanders to awake from their apathy and save 
the Col ony fr~· prl~~ 
, :10 ther correspondent while declaring that 11 ltberty and 
the Romlsh fat th are lneompatlble 1 ' appealed to all Protestants to unl te 
and save Newfoundland from the tyranny of the Roman Catholic Prlesthood.~9 
z.s The Puhltc Ledger, March 5, 1852, 'Janus• to the Editor. 
z.91bld., March 12, 1852, 'Juvenls' to the Editor. 
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The Newfoundland ExpresJL, another government supporter, pointed out 
that the main point was not whether the Priests' Influence was 
legitimate or not, but that "••• such pa.,er exists, that the Intention 
of exerctstn9 tt Is· av~ed, and that the present division of districts 
wtll with ease ennable the clergy to c~~nd a majority In the AS$e~~ly, 
who, of course, would be su!>servtent to their wlshes."50 An Assembly 
so constituted, It concluded, would serve as the exponent "·•• of the 
· very worst description of despotism." Wha~ , the Express and ledger mo>t 
clearly realized was that Mullock's latest pronouncements bordered on 
'Flemlnglsm'. Surely the conservatism of the Catholic Church was 
plainly visible In the Bishop's grandiose concepti-on of the character 
and role of his priests. Behind this postulation of their good 
purpose lurked the tefi~tation to cont~ol and dtrec~ political fortunes. 
To Phi lip L1 ttle, whose salvation must lje in preventing the Party from 
coming under the control of the Church, the latest warntng of the 
Express must have given some reason for fear. 
Ke•nwhlle, In the Council and Assembly. Church rivalries 
had become the dominant issue In the debates over the Representation 
Bill. Wl h the b lg b ttle coming In the Committee stages Llttle, 
advanc ng . ~ Bi ll as that of last sesston, urged Its adoption 
with the ~·r ~ ld arguements. 51 However, when Little produced a table 
sha~lng the relative Party returns under the Bill It disclosed a new 
Interest bearing upon represcntatlon. 52 A brief glance at the table 
50The H e\o~ foundland Express, March 6, 1852. 
51 Leg1slatlve Proceedings, ~louse of Assenrbly, February 20, 
1852. 
52see Tab le v. 
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TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF MEMBERS, BY DISTRICTS, ACCORDING TO 
THE RE? RESENTAT I Oil SIll PRODUCED BY PH ILl P LITTLE 
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IH n1E HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY, ST. JOHN'S, FEBRUARY 20, 18.52a 
Lf BERAL PARTY: 
St. John's would return 6 mermers for 2.5. 196 population 
Conception Bay " 
.. 3 II .. 11.500 II 
Ferry land .. II 2 .. .. 4,370 " 
Placentia-St. Mary's II " 4 .. II 6,472 It 
15 11 be ra 1 s t n a 11 t or 1 for every 
3,175 population 
OTHE'f< .SIDE: 
Conception Bay would return ··S members for 16,500 population 
Trl nt ty Bay II .. 2 .. If 8,800 .. 
Sonavlsta Bay .. II 2 " .. 7,227 II 
Twl11tng3te-Fogo .. .. 2 II " 6,744 tl 
Burtn .. .. 2 II It 4,385 .. 
Fort .. me Say tl tt 2 .. II 2,920 .. 
Bonne aay .. It 1 .. II 2,180 II 
16 members t n a 1l, or 1 for every 
3,040 population 
~hts table was presented by ?hlllp Little, House of Assembly, 
St. John's, Fei:lruary 20, 1852. 
will prove that Little had divided the districts Into Roman Catholic 
and Protestant. In one column were placed the predominantly Roman 
Catholic districts, whtle In the other were placed the 'Protestant• 
districts. However, 11,500 Roman Catholics In Conception Bay were 
placed In the 'Liberal' column, while the 16,500 Protestants tn that 
district were placed on the 'other side'. While nobody could, or 
did, argue with h1s returns for districts other than Conception Bay 
or Burin, those latter two districts were a special ease. However, 
Little's admission of political divisions based on religious llnos 
was perhaps his greatest error. In addition, the placement of Roman 
Catholics In the 'Liberal' column, with Protestants on the other side, 
was an Indication of the difficulty In preventing religion from In-
fluencing the liberal cause. 
Hoy1es charged that Little's Sill would return a pre-
ponderance In favor of his ann party, while they "••• had a majority 
In the country" and he then moved for a dl vi-s ton of Concepti on Bay 
Into three districts returning stx representDtlves. 53 Yhtle reluctant 
to dlscu~s the Issue In terms of religion Hayles moved also for a 
dlYt s f~ of St. J ohn'$ so as to Insure a mercantile return while sub-
tract in Ol'O fr o1n Placentia-St. Hary 1 s In order to add It to Trinity 
Bay. As the 'majority' which they had tn the country was, obviously, a 
Protestant one Hoyles, ho~ever, was n~~ openly fighting for mercantile 
representation. Both .1spects of his omendr.-.ent \<tere attacked by John 
Kent and Pete r \Jtnse~. Kent charge d that Hoylcs altered the representation 
S3Legtsl a ttve Proceedings, House of Assembly, February 20. 1852. 
so 
In favor of the Protestants by taking a member from Placentia-St. Mary's 
and trying to get a Protestant return In St. John's. ·~he great dtf-
ftculty In brlnging this subject to a satlsfactory conclusion," he 
postulated, 11 lay In the re tlgt ous dl s t I net Ions whIch pervaded the 
minds of honorable meli'.bers •••• 11 Hoy1es 1 Intention, he charged, was to 
d) I I h C th 11 I f 1 d H t th d f t . tt54 m n s a o c n uence an ••• crea e e ascen ancy o sec •••• 
Quite correctly he pointed out that merchants were now well represented 
In the Legis latlve Counct 1 wht le \Jlnser centred hts attack upon that 
group. Blaming the merchants for all Newfoundland's troubles Wfnser 
~-· 
declared that 11 ••• If It were not for the well directed Influence of 
the Catholic Priests, the country would be In a most plttable condition, 
for there would not be a vestige of · liberty In It and the people would 
be reduced to the most degraded condition. of serfdom."55 \lith those 
remarks Wlnser ·had isola'ted an lmpor.t:ant pof·n"t 'for to the ··me·rchants' 
Influence he opposed that of the Prfest. The ·strength of the · former 
owed 1ts origin to their economic power, a force to be reckoned wtth In 
~ewfoundland politics. B1shop Mullock, W1nser, and company, obviously 
felt that such power cculd only be constrafned by the force of religion, 
a force they tntend~d to apply to the utmost. 
\i th a la- r <J rlollj orlty Little's Bt11 passed th<l Con-101lttee 
stage. reve tl tt·~:~ 0 at t~t,·rv e h& • • renegade In the 1851 session, had 
united behind the liberals while, on the other hand, James L. Prendergast 
· remained the lone liberal vottng against lt. The Independent Prendergast 
had declared himself agalnst both Little and Boyles and tn favor of glvlng 
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greater representatl on to the outports "• •• In order to break do.-~n 
ths existing overwhelming p~~r which the local oligarchy of St. John's 
possessed over the representation of the country.u56 Discounting the 
Idea of making religion the ba~ls of representation Prendergast had 
offended both the Roman Catholic Church and the mcrch~nts. He would 
have to be replaced at the next election. 
Within a few days the Representation Bill passed up to 
the Council while, In the meantime, Bishop Mullock published his second 
1etter. 57 As expected the Council att~ed the 6111 with a vengeance. 
Immediately on second reading the repre~entatlon was reduced from 
thirty-one memaers to twenty-nine by subtracting two from Placentia-
St. Hary 1s, one each from Conception Bay and Bonne Bay. In addition, 
the representation of Trinity Bay end Bonavlsta Bay was each Increased 
.. ~ 
by one mer.ber.?·"' Sennett argued that -, In Llttle•s 61'1'1, Placentts-St. 
-
Mary's had too many representatives compared to Trinity Bay, Bonavlsta 
Bay and Fogo. On the other hand Bennett Ignored the fact that Fo~tune 
Bay had too many compared with Ferryland or that Fortune Bay and Bonne 
Say had too many compared to St. John's. I gnorl ng the Sl I I as a total tty 
Bennett and hts folla>~e rs e~haslzed sections which appeared to dt s-
advant g.e t ~-G i l" s J<!~ .. Ho.-· .., "• . cond reading passed with only la\0/rencc 
0 1 Brlen di ss ent ing . 
561bld., Prendergast, a small Harbour Grace merchant 
disliked, perhaps, the rule o f the St. John's middle class as much as 
that of the St. John's upper class. 
57Above, PP• 44-46. 
r.s ~Legi s lative Proceedings, Legls1atlve Council, Mard1 16, 
1852. 
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While both sides admitted that, according to the census, 
Protestants deserved a ma jority of one yet In the districts of 
Conception Bay and Burfn centred the problem. As demonstrated before 
those districts had a mfxed population while the particular brand of 
Protestant favourable to Hoyles and Bennett had no guarantee of cap-
turing either of them while Wesleyans held the balance of power. 
Nevertheless, the Council came to grtps with the problem In Committee 
when R~~ moved for a sub-dtvlslon of Conception Say. 59 That amendment 
guaranteed the return of four Protesta~ts while definitely securing 
. 60 
the return of at least one Roman Catholic. Ha~ever, In his third 
division, where Protestants outnumbered Catholics, Row accorded the 
two represent~ttves to the Roman Catholics from the reasoning that 
Protestants were equally divided between Anglicans and Vesleyans and 
thereby unsure of returning a rnerr~er.- While the liberals had shown 
themselves eager to exploit Wesleyan-Anglican rivalry to gain a member 
from the Protestants. o•e~ten proved unw111fng to depend on It for 
what he considered a just return for the Catholics. Objecting to the 
dfvtstons O'Brien pointed out that It would render certain the return 
of only one Ca th o Hc. !\ow' s a~ndment, he charged. would be regarde d 
by Ro.'il6n Cath , n c:.s i) S '' .. .. * gr t t lns ult to them." The amendment 
carried ag• l ntt his obje etlons. l h6n, before Committee rose, th•y 
divided St. John's Into three dlstrlet~ to Insure a mercantile return 
and, subtracting s member from Fortune Bay, they gave It to the area 
59 Ibid., March 19, 1852. 
60 Table VI. 
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west of Bonne 8~. It came back to the As sene ly on Ha.rch 31 In an 
entirely new shape. 
TABLE VI 
THE ELECTORAL D~V!SSCN OF 
CONCEPT I ON SAY, ACCORDING TO W. B. ROlrl, 
LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL, KARCH 19, 1852 _ 
DISTRICTS 
1.Weztern Section 
(St. John's to 
Brfgus) 
,,.,.. . ea:r.-~. ;~.,_,(;;r.;w~ 
(Brlgus to 
Bryant • s Cove) 
).Harbour Graca 
(Bryant•~ Cove 
to Crocker's 
Cove Brook) 
~.Eastern Division 
POPULATION · · 
ROt-lAN 
CATHOLICS PROTESTANTS 
3,230 
lt,772 
1,4~1 
767 
Epl!\. & 
Dlss. -
Even 
3,998 
REPRESENTATIVES 
ROMAN 
CATHOLICS PROTESTANTS 
1 0 
.... _o 
.2 
2 0 
0 2 
On, ftr~t r ~~tn_r of t~e tounctl's amendl'lt!!nts Little urged 
th~t seccnd reading ought to be dltpen~ed wtth tmmedfately as the amend-
ments wera of such a character as to be promptly rejected. 61 Pro-
mercantile and anti-Catholic sentiments were behind thG Council's amend-
ments, charscd little. As for Ferryland and Placentia-st. Mary's, they 
61 legls1otlva Proceeding~, House of Assembly, March 31. 
1852. 
r 
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had, In his opinion, received no Increase from the Council because 
they were Roman Catholic. However, the liberal leader laid most of 
the blame on the desire of the merchants to combine their Influence 
and stifle llbera·l sentiments. Hotre Dame Bay, he pointed out, was 
not divided because the House of Slade already ruled lt. As for 
Fortune Bay and Burgeo-La Polle, they should be divided· as follows: 
•• ••• the one district Included within the first and last pages of the 
ledger of Newman and Company, and the other included within the first 
and 1 as t pages of the Ledger of N I cho 1 and Corni)cany. "62 When P render-
gast suggested amending them Little declared It preposterous to expect 
the Council to give justice to the country. Their 8111 encouraged 
sectarian opposition for "It was the latest dark lntrlque," he declared 
oratorIcally, "the latest design of corrupt I on - the last gl gantt c 
lrnp~ture which emanated from thts government of Jntrtque, of polttteal 
depravity, and unchecked, unscrupulous plotters against the rights, 
privileges and llberltles of the people •••• It would set the country," 
he concluded, 1'1 n one b 1 aze of re 1 t gl ous and sectarl an ani mos 1 ty. 11 
While somo members of his party thought It could be amended and sent 
up ag t n l t t t l e l ns h ted that the 81 11 be dl scarded entl rely. Wh lle 
the Ovpos l t tor . xpounded on the lack of freedom In Roman · Catholic' 
~ountrfas Llttl~ attempted refutation by remarking on the good graces 
of the Catholic Kings, Alfred and John. Amidst the uproar Shea shouted 
that the matter be referred to the country at the next election, whlle 
Little led his liberal f o llowers, In complete unison, to carrying his 
ss 
motion on a strict party vote. Even the stubborn James L. Prendergast 
was back In the liberal fold while John Delaney made his flr5t 
appearance to vote with hts leader. The Council's amendments were 
rejected as too Insulting of cons1deratlon whtle the liberals looked 
to the coming election for a wider and stronger b~se of power. 
CHAPTER Ill 
THE ELECTION OF 1852 AND THE 
STRUGGLE OVER REPRESENTATION, 1852-1854 
In the dying moments of the 1852 session of the Assembly 
Little had refused to carry the fight, about Representation, to the 
Council but this was not due to any reluctance to press the subject. 
On the contrary, ~ealtzfng the Importance of this question for the 
Responsible Government campaign, he wished to appeal to the public 
where a broader base of power would Insure greater security of success 
fn the struggle between the two Houses. That the acquisition of self-
go,~rnn~nt, to a large degree, depended upon the res~lts of the 
campaign had become rather evident with the receipt of Grey's Despatch 
of December 16, 1851. 1 While contemplating the hustings Little could 
look back, with satisfaction, at the results of the past session of 
the Assembly. 
Com~ared with the previous b~o sessions political behaviour 
of the Li b r I f _rty had, In 1852, demonstrated a remark~blc degree of 
un 1 s.on. J; _ ~t, ~ · b•t s over Increased representatIon had l ntens 1 ff ed 
the str~99 • ~ ~••n the two Houses so had th~ 11berals become more 
solidified as a po1Jtlc~1 machine. Only Prendergast had exhibited a 
2 tendency to vote against his Party while, when the dispute had clln~xed 
1Abovo, Chapter II, ~. 35-37. 
2 Ibid., pP. 50-51. 
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near the session's end, he did, by voting wfth his colleagues, prove 
he would rather court the liberals than the wealthier, St. John's, 
mercantile ecnservBtlves.3 
On the other hand, apathy on the subject of Responsible 
Government had completely disappeared. Throughout the Colony It had 
become the all-absorbing, all-embracing topic of the day while the 
Roman Catholic Church, representing half the population, had officially 
. . 
lt declared Its support of the question. Slgnlfyl~g to all Catholics 
that they ought to support the liberal ~~rty Mullock's 'Dear Hr. Little' 
letter had been, ~lso, an official proclamation that the 'Dear Mr. 
Little' was his chosen representative and leader of the Party. To 
Little, who represented a Catholic constituency while Jeadtng a Party 
consisting of either Roman Catholics or representatives of Roman 
Catholic districts, It must have come ·wfth some gratification to 
receive the public backing of the Roman Catholic Bishop. However, the 
liberal leader was still faced with the problem of acquiring substantial 
support from other classes of society. 
Particularly as a result of Grey's Despatch5 the Liberals 
would need to garner almost fmmedtote support from other denomlnattcns. 
In further ~c of ~~ , th~y ~ 9•n to gfve paramount attention to 
the Wesley ~s o f the Colony. Pot ltteal1y speaking the Wesleyans, as a 
group, occupied much the same position as the Roman Cathollcs. 6 Both 
3 Ibid. • P• 55. 
lf Ibid. • pp. 37-39. 
s Ibid., pp. 35-37. 
6Above, Chapter I, pp. 2-3. 
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groups were almost totally excluded from the Civil Service while none 
held p~ltlons In the Government. In ennunclatlng their grievances 
a9alnst the establishment, Roman Catholics usually made the Wesleyan· 
grievance part of their cause a1so. 7 So consistently did the liberals 
follow this line that, from 1850 onwards. Roman Catholics In the 
Assembly had Interjected themselves Into a specifically Anglican-
Wesleyan dispute to champion the cause of the latter. 8 Making sub-
dtvlslon of the Protestant education grant their cause establishment 
Anglicans had created a further opportunity for liberals to obtain 
Wesleyan support. Laekfng a representative In the House of Assembly 
the Wesleyans were not permitted to forget that defeat of sub-division 
depended on Roman Catholic votes. Reminding the Wesleyans of thfs fact 
the Catholic Pilot Informed all Dissenters that their support would be 
expected at the ensuing elections. 1\/e tru!;t," declared ·rhe ·p·t lo t, 
"that the Dt!is ente rs hnvt ng recet ved the efft ct ent support o f the ltbe r-a 1 
rne~ers of the As~embly, In thus defeating the common enemy of our civil 
and political rights ••• will prove themselves, at the next general 
el ct lons, worthy of a continuation of thet support."9 In other words, 
If h• lt b~ ra 1t dfd not receive Wesley~n support the latter should not 
expect Cet o lle• In the As semb ly to continue to vote against sub-dlvtst on . 
Th rou9hout the campaign t he Pilot continued to champion the Otssenters• 
caus e while declaring tha t there had ne ve r been exhibited ..... such a 
s ptrtt of reli g ious rancor and sectari an hatred as that which Sir 
7The Pilo t , St . John's, Ma rch 6, 1852. 
8 Ab ove. Chapter I, pp. 19-26. 
9Tho Pl!ot, MDrch 27, 1852 . 
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Gaspard leMarchant and his Council have manifested on the Education 
questlon." 10 Meanwhile, the Catholic Newfoundlander considered the 
question of sub-dividing the edueatton grant as "an election Issue 
next In J mportance to ResponsIble Gove rnmen t 1111 wh lle R. J. Parsons, 
one of the 1fbera1 candidates for St. John's, made It one of the 
12 
most Important planks tn hfs election platform. In addition, liberal 
Intentions to cooperate with Wesleyans were openly demonstrated when 
James L. Prendergast was discarded os their candidate In Conception 
Bay. 13 Prendergast, who had been the Initiator of the 6111 which 
brought sub-division to Conception Gay and St. John 1s, 14 was replaced 
by another Catholic who had the official support of the Rornan Catholic 
Church and the Liberal Party. With a 'Bay Catholic' from Srf9us 
declaring that the man who bGtrayed the Wesleyans o~ sub-division 
woutd ·nave·r g'et a ·cathoT1 c votel5 Prendergast was left. to run as an 
- Independent. 
While the liberal design to capture Wesleyan support 
remained In continuous operation until election day, yet considerable 
gains had bee n made in that direction throughout tlte year. Carly In 
1852 the bl ~ n rea '< Cbl:le with the takeover of The Hornln9 Courier by a 
--------------------------
,.''1 6 8 H i d • , J ~no 2 , 1 52 • 
I t T. e Newfoundlander, August 30, 1852. 
12The Pat rJ ot, Augus t 23. 1852. 
l3The P f 1 ot, November 13, 1852. 
14 Above, Ch apter I, p. 25. 
lSThe Pilot, October 2, 1852. 
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Wesleyan, Joseph Woods. 16 Becoming the only Wesleyan newspaper In the 
Colony The Courier became the advocate and champion of Wesleyon rights 
while expostulating demends for Responsible Government. l7 Basing Its 
policy upon the sectarian aspect of the establishment The Court e r, In 
the flr~t three months under Woods, devoted Itself a1~t exclusively 
to the battle over educational sub-division. Refuting the sub•dlvlslon 
advocates, lambasting the est~bllshment for sectarian QSeendancy, eon-
tlnually attacking Hoyles and his followers, The Courier concerned It-
self almost wholly with the Wesleyan cause. Such a campaign could not 
be entirely satisfactory to the liberals who wanted nothing leas than 
all-out ~upport for the Party and Its policy. On the other hand, 
liberals took satisfaction from The Courl ~r•s advocacy of Responsible 
Governreant but felt ehargrlned that Wood3 believed In the prfnelple of 
· ·i'S 
sub-division of dtstrlcts. While Woods continually praised the 
Roman Cethollcs for their behaviour on educational sub-dlvlston and 
dlseountsd tho ld~a of Roman Catholic ascend&ncy, yet not a word was 
spok~n on the subject of the Representation B111. However, as ~he 
struggle be~~een tha AGsemb1y and the Council reached Its climax on the 
subjocts of tne rea~od re~resen t~ tlon and educational ~ub-dlvtslon ~ 
Courier beQ n to r e f .t. 
--------
h t t tt ; W6S to be expected from the e s t &b-
llzhw~n t. Hav ing r ec lved l t ca r a 1 s upport on Its Important cause of 
education, Th~ Co~r!e r , early In the spring, announced It had reconsidered 
16The Courier, J 3nuary 3, 1852. 
17abld., January 31, February 7, 11, 21, March 3, 10, 13, 
17 f 20 • 1852. -
18,-he Pat rl o .. , J~nua ry 19 • 1852. 
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Its pos1t!on en Increased repre$entat1on. Chopping up a dtntrlct, It 
now confessed, would only afford certain Influences a great~r opport-
unity to control whereas "••• an undivided district gives each man a 
fair chan~ of bringing him •«ay from such local coercton ...... 19 The 
We~1eyan Courier was new completely In the liberal camp. 
Throughout the re~alnder of the campaign The Ccurler con-
------
contrated on proving how valuable had been Roman Catholtc support on 
the education question and ridiculing ~uggestfons that a Roman Catholic 
government would result In loss of civil llbertles. 20 Specifically 
We!leyans In Conception Bay and, most partlcu1~rly, In Burin would have 
to either re~~tn neutral or switch th~lr support to 1Jbera1 candidates 
In order for the campaign to bring practical result~. As for the educ~tlon 
question the Roman Catholic Pilot fait constrained to a~slst the Courte~ 
by head n nl ng $A Word to the o·l s1ente rs 1 • The P t lot's reasonIng was that 
Dissenters had reason to be grateful to the Ro:nen Catholics for defence 
of the fornl(!)r•m rlgh ·ts agelr.~t Eplseopslfan sectarianism. But warned 
The Pilot, th~y must take broader ground than the education question or 
21 th y will f'l nd 11 ••• thay have reckoned wl thout theIr host." Thet they 
dfd t & br?a<:!e r ground wos demonstrated, particularly, by the election 
In Bvrl n. There . t h ~e~ l yans called out Q former member of the Asse~b l y, 
22 Clement Benning, to stend ln their Interest. A Roman Catho11e, Mr. 
19Tho Courier, April 3, 1852. · 
20~ •• Hay 22, June 19, July 3, September 25, 1852. 
21Th& Pilot , October 2, 1852. 
22 The Cou r te r, September 1, 1852. 
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Furlong, who had been eanvesslng the district, withdrew tn Banning's 
favor while the conservative candidate·, aWes 1eyan, was scorned by 
~he Horning Courler. 23 Contesting the district, on the liberal party 
ticket, Benning won an easy election victory. 
Meanwhile, In Conception Bay the Liberal Party had dropped 
James L. Prendergast and replaced him with Thomas Ta1bot. 24 The former 
had been the object of attacks by The Courter for his betrayal of the 
Wesleyan cause on the education questlon25 and, on his subsequent defeat, 
liberals could argue that Wesleyan~ could, perhaps, feel grateful to the 
Catholics of Conception Bay. In addition to Talbot the Jtborals sponsored 
two other Catholics, In the latter dlstrlct, while the candtdacy of the 
Anglican, John Ha~~ard, for the liberals, demonstrated the folly of 
Anglican unity on the part of the conservattves. 26 Adherents of the 
latter denomination had, of course, always been le$S suscepttbte to 
Church sponsored politics than Roman Catholics yet tho conservstfves 
faced the problem, elso, of attempting to activate Protestants against 
a populsr cause- that of democracy and self-government. Instead, ·then, 
of bocktng an Anglican. the Hoyles Party concentrated on splitting the 
~cstoy n-Ltberat •1ttance by supporting a Wesleyan merchant, John 
~emtsto~, oft rboncar. While the latter succeeded In defeating the 
third Catholic. It was, apparently. mainly as • result of • reluctance 
on the part of the voters to disturb the existing sectarian pattern of 
ret~rntng equal numbers of Catholics and Protestants. Even the liberal 
231bfd., October 13, 1852. 
24Talbot was an lrt~h Catholic teacher of St. John's. 
25Thc Courier, June 19. July 3. 1852. 
26r·"'\ .. PJ:ot, Noverr.b$r 13. 1852 . 
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Courier disliked the Idea of disturbing the present arrangereent27 and, 
while the denominat ions split the district, yet liberals could be 
happy that three Respons1b1e Government w~n had been returned. 
However, while tha support of the Roman Catholic Church 
and Priesthood was of considerable advar.t~ge to the Liberal Party, yet 
such support certainly contributed to lmpatr relationships betweer• the 
liberals and Protestants. The letter, of course, had generally speaking, 
an Innate fear of the supposed monolt th I c po..r~er of the Church of llome 
and Its authorl ty to command obedience fi-om Its subjects. Such fears, 
- ·. 28 
of course, .had, wl thout doubt, soma bas t.s In fact wh I 1e the open 
participation of the Roman Catholic Church In Newfoundland politics had, 
In large measure, contributed to the liberal sweep of Catholic districts 
since 1836. Heedless to say, due to the Intensity of the political 
fervor, such fears of Roman Catho11c ·consplracy became exaggerrated. 
Perhaps Governor LeHarchent typified the most extreme of those vtews 
when he reported to the Colonial Office on the absolute power o1 the 
Roman Catholic Bishop and Priests. Blaming Little and Hullock for 
sparking all the rellglou' discord LeMarchant declared that any doubter 
would be eonvlneod of Newfoundlaod•s unfitness for Responsible Go ornme nt 
~lot ~ t proceedings of the Roman Csthollc 
Party In the Hot.'1e of Assembly curing the session just closed •••• • 29 
With respect to the oomlng elections he said that the Catholic Church 
27The Courier, October 13, 1852. 
28 Above, Chapter I, pp. 8-11, 18-19. 
29c.o. 19~/136, f. 23, LeHarchant to Paklngton, June 15, 
1852. 
w~s beginning to set on foot an agitation to return Catholic candidates 
"••• and with such Jrre!Jtlble power and s uch crushing weight does tha 
Roman Catholic Church control the minds and direct the conduct of the 
whole of that creed In this Colony that the end and results of this 
£gltatlon may be most clearly fore~een •••• " 
Whether the Rorr.an Cathol I e Churc:h possessed such powttr as 
LeMarehant believed only ttme would t&l1 but the conservatlva campaign 
was based on tho same prcmt~es. To Hulloek's Intentions~ Public Led~er 
lfl1)uted the most 'disgraceful' of motives and remarked upon "••• the 
mysterious control which he S\.,ays over as deluded a population as may 
be found under any other canopy of heaven."3° Chargl ng The Pilot wl th 
treason The Ledger proclaimed that 11 ••• there Is no !Such thing as clvt 1 
liberty tolerated In the Romlsh Church ••• that the eccleslast1ca1 
domination Is for all purposes o•mtp·otentt"31 Responsible Government 
then must be resisted for tt would make the Executive respo:~slble to the 
Romtsh BlnhO? 11 ••• whose allegiance to the Queen ••• we hold to be at 
least questionable ••• and not~ questionable elther ... 32 
t~ewfound 1 und Expre5s trumpeted much the same charges. 33 
The 
-
In the fe e~ of such • campaign the Wesleyans must have 
o J~f n with the Catholics or Ep1scopaltans. 
Indeed, sot.• etpects of t ~ • ~atnol lc eampalgn were of such a natu r e as 
30The Public led9er, June 22, 1852. 
31~. • September 10 • 1852. 
321bld.t October 1, 1852. 
33The Ue-, f oundl a nd Express , March 6, August 5, 1852. 
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contribute to the justification of the Anglican charges. 11Rellglon Is 
supreme over politics" declsred a Pilot article addressed to Catholic 
electors. 34 "Politics," It argued, 11are a part of Ethics and Ethfce2l 
Science Is only a part of Moral Theo1ogy. Horal Theology, therefore, 
Includes politics •••• " Reasoning from the premise that the state owed 
Its origin from God It concluded that Its laws must be In accordance with 
the laws of God as to who would decide whether any law was not In accord-
ance with the laws of God the Implication was clear that Roman Catholic 
Theology would do that. Another article In definition of the province 
of religion In politics compared It to the soul In the body - 'death 
beginning as soon as Its vlrlfylng action was stopped'. 118ut there Is 
no religious principle except In Catholicism, .. It concluded, for 
"Protestantism Is nothing more than absolute negatlon ... 35 To some 
extent the 'Toryism' of the Catholic Church was emarglng Into public 
-
view and, to an objective observer, the problem of a reform party allied 
to ·a conservative Church must have been very real Indeed. 
Nevertheless, the LlberBI Party did win four of the five 
seats In the key districts of Conception Bay and Burin. Having won St. 
John's without a eontest, ferryland with only token opposition, the two 
Pl~ c 41n tht- St . K ry'a seats gave them a total of ten representatives. How-
ever, hat gave them greatest satlsf~ctlon was that support of the Anglican 
Hayward, and later defection of the Anglican Emerson36 from the Consevattves, 
consld&rably enhanced the liberal claim to represent all denominations. 
Certainly the Protestants of Conception Bay had refu$ed, to some extent, 
34The Pilot, October 9, 1852. 
35~ •• Octobe r 23, 1852. 
36Eme r son J o i ned t he li berals early In 1853. 
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to be blindfolded by fears of Catholic ascendancy. In addition perhaps 
the class of outport merchants, repres~nted by Ernerson37 and Hayward38 
no longer considered their Interests to lte with support of the wealthy 
St. John's merchants. The Slades, Twl111ngate-Fogo merchants, who 
backed Emerson, and the Harbour Grace merchants behind Heyward had, since 
the 1830's, been facing mounting competition from the St. John 1 s flrms.39 
Such b~cklng, however, was very welcome to the liberals who had, now, ex-
tended their base of support to the once •conservative• strongholds. 
With this In mind, and considering the political advantages to be reaped 
by the Anglicans, Emerson and Hayward, the liberals need not so much be 
dependent on the R~aan Catholics, at least In Conception Bay. They 
could afford to compromise on the Representa~ton Bill and when that 
measure was sent to the Council 1 n 1853 It revealed just such an arrange-
- ''40 
ment. The liberals had dedu~d one member from Plaeentla•St. Mary's 
while Conception Cay had been sub-divided Into five electoral districts. 
However, It was now more ln'!J)eratlve than ever for the minority conservatives 
to make their cause, a Protestant one. When an uproar developed In the 
Assembly on the question of responsibility for dragging sectarianism Into 
the debaf' Hoy1ot rose to declare, proudly, that there was nothing wrong 
J7Ernerson was supported by the Slades, mercant1 1e firm 1n 
Twill I ngate-Fogo; ;see The f'atrl ot • March 12, 1855. 
38The merchants of Harbour Grace apparently, supported 
Hayward; see Le<Jlslattve Proceedtngs, House of Assembly, April 20. 1860, 
for speech of J.L. Prendergast. 
39Har jorl e Sml th, ••Newfound 1 and, 1815-1840: A Study of a 
Herchantocracy11 (unpublished Master•s Dtssertatlon, Memorial University 
of Uewfoundlond, 1968), p. 36. 
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TABLE VII 
PROBABLE RETURNS UNDER THE BILL PASSED BY THE 
HOUSE OF ASSEJiBLY, AND SENT TO THE COUNCJ l FOR 
THEIR CONCURRENCE ON THE 28TH HARCH 1853. 
ACCORDJHG TO TfiE CE«SUS OF 18458 
St. John 1s district ••••••••••••••• 
Conception Bay Is divided Into 5 
districts, to return 7 members, 
viz:- Horse Cove to Cupids, Incl. 
Port de Grave to 3ay Roberts, do •• 
Spaniards Bay to Harbour Crace, do. 
Ca~near and Husqulto, do ••••••••• -
Freshwater to Bay de Verds, do ••••• 
Trlntty district ••••••••••••••••••• 
Bonavlsta district ••••••••••••••••• 
· ' -"1-'orlo an·~ -r~;;'i rn ngate a·• s·trh;t •••••• ·:· 
Ferryland district ••••••••••••••••• 
Burin district ••••••••••••••••••••• 
St. P.tary 1 s and P 1 acent I a dl s trl ct •• 
Fortune Bay and LaPol1e district ••• 
POPU-
LA-
TION 
6719 
4612 
6182 
5070 
5370 
8801 
- 7227 
. ·"674'4 
4581 
4358 
6473 
5100 
PRO-
TEST-
ANT. 
6210 
2611 
3806 
3698 
2339 
3929 
7518 
5418 
-5616 ' 
109 
2407 
1018 
4708 
8 Journa1 of the Assenb1y, 1853, p. 239. 
CATHO-
LIC. 
18986 
lt 108 
806 
2484 
2731 
1441 
1283 
1809 
i'l2'8 
4412 
1951 
5455 
392 
67 
MENDERS 
-----p c 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
'2 
2 
2 
6 
2 
1 
2 
3 
14 14 
wlth brtngt np 'P Ot:lP< t . ,,,q which was on everybody's mind. To neglect 
the rellglc<~s r.tl df c.tar ~ t ' •. te ll 't. tlon, he stated, 11 ••• would bo 
downright hypocrisy and criminal lndlfference. 1141 Arguing from that 
premise Hoyles could then easily prove that, where Anglicans and 
Wesleyans were divided, as In Burin and In the second division of 
41 Legls1atlve Proceedings, House of Assembly, March 21, 1853. 
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Conception Bey, Roman Catholics could be returned for Protestant 
rtdlngs. Little, of cour~~. had cieverly devised the 8211 In that 
fashion In order to force Hoyles to a~mlt that the Protestants of 
which the latter spoke were Anglicans. If the conservative 1eader 
were forced to declare that 'Anglican' divisions were his object the 
breach betwe~n that party and the Wesleyans would become much wider. 
However, with such a small minority In the Assembly Hoyles dispensed 
with the tQsk of proposing formal amendments and passed the duty over 
to the legislative Council. 
The latter body exhibited more reluctance than ever to 
meet the Assembly's demands on the subject of Increased representation. 
In spite of the fact that the Assembly had shown some destro to eom-
promlSe yet the Council producad the most drastic ~ndments to date. 42 
~educJng the representation to ~enty-slx members the Council tcok one 
member from each of Placentia-St. Hary's, FeTryland and Burin, while 
adding an extra one to Trtnlty Bay. Dividing St. John's Into two 
districts, so as to give a ~reantllc return, the Council concluded 
that an even number of Protestants and C~thollcs would be returned by 
th tr d l v l •l c •· While no one could disagree that their arrangement 
wou ld g· r -~~~ return of thirteen Protestants an objeetfv& observer 
could undet • *'" . ~ that the return of only twelve Catholics would thereby 
be secured. It was to be expected th&t the latte~ would not care to 
'depend' on Bur:n to furnish th~lr c~~1e~nt of members no more than 
the Anglicans would for theirs. In addition to this objection the 
As sembly ~~tntQ ined that tho third dlvJston of Conception Bay would 
42T~ble VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
LEGISLATlVE COUUCil. AMENDMENTS TO THE 
REPRESENTATION BILL PASSED OY 
THE HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY, MARCH 28, 1853a 
POPU- PRO-
LA- TEST-
TION. ANT. 
St. John's district to be divided 
In 2 districts ••••••••••••••••• 25196 6210 
Concept!~~ oay to be dlvlded Into 
4 dt5trlct~, vt==·••••••••••••• 
Horse Cove to Co 1 i I ers, I nclus lve 3183 672 
Colliers to Dry~nt's Cove do ••••• 9574 7358 
Bryant 1 s Cove to Crocker's Cove do 9200 4428 
Cocker's Cove to Bay·de-Verd ••••• 5439 3998 
" Trinity Say district ••••••••••••• 8801 7518 
Bonavlsta Bay district ••••••••••• - - 7227 5lt18 
Fogo district •••••••••••••••••••• 677lt 5616 
Ferry1and dtstr1ct ••••••••••••••• lt370 169 
Burin district ••••••••••••••••••• 4358 2407 
Placentia & St. Hary 'B dl3trlct •• 6473 1018 
Fortune Bay and LaPo11e district. 5100 4708 
96296 49521 
, 
8 Journa1 of the Assembly, 1853, p. 279. 
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CATHO- MEMBERS 
LIC. 
p c 
18986 6 
3141 1 
2216 3 
4772 2 
1441 1 
1283 3 
1809 2 
1128 2 
4201 1 
1951 1 
5455 2 
392 2 
- -
46775 13 13 
give a divided return. Granted the Roman Catholic majority there was 
small but It cannot be seen how the Assembly could rationally malntaln 
their arguement on that score. With the exception of the quandary of 
Burin It must be admitted th~t, since 1850, the Council had produced 
70 
. ·. •:::,. . 
the most reasonable divisions to this point. Yet objection to the 
division of St. John's was to take a new turn In the Assembly. Here-
tofore liberals In the lower House had objected to division of St. 
John's because It would amount to a measure of mercantile control and 
create a close borough In the business section of the capital. Main-
taining that, by the Council's amendments two Protestants would be 
returned for St. John's, the majority In the Assembly based their 
opposition to the division on the grounds of re11glon.~3 Refusing to 
entertain the Counct1 1 s amendments the ~s,sembly rejected them on second 
.#.· 
reading and requested conferences with the Council. Spread over a 
three-week period the Assembly-Council conferences pro~ed fruitless 
with each malntainlng their first stated positions. Before parttng the 
Council reminded the Assembly that the appellutlons, liberals (for 
of essufi'l)tlon or opprobrium, \'Which, -••• the Council think ••• such terms 
44 
and all others of the 11ke tendency had better be avoided... By In-
ference the Council considered the terms Protestant and Catholic to be 
tlOS t proper. 
Regardless of the fact that the election had proven an 
overwhelmt rtg tucc:a!ll fo,. tP'ut llberah yet the Council refused to be 
tractab le tn ~ ft of tn• <!f#_catc •eorded against them. Perhaps It had 
been In anticipation of an agreeable Council (and perhaps unwilling to 
add Insult to Injury after a bitter election) that Little had, at the 
lt3leg(slattve Proceedings, House of Asserrbty, Hay 21, 1853. 
44Journa 1 of the House of Assemb ty • 1853, pp. 278-279, 
meGs~ge from the Counell ~o the Assembly. 
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beginning of the debate, admitted a division of Conception Bay. Then 
~gain tt ~~y h•ve been a genuine desire to please the Council In 
anticipation of e resolution of the problem In order for an early 
acquisition of self-government. Nevertheless, Little's division of 
Conception Bay had been his formal recognition that the crux of the 
problem rested with the apportionment of members according to religious 
affiliation. That 5Uch was the case can be attested to by the fact 
that the struggle between the two Houses had now reduced Itself to a 
quarrel over the key districts of Conception Bay and Burin. As for 
the adamant stand taken by the Council In the face of such a large 
majority In the Assembly such can partly be explalnad by the fear of 
Roman Catholic ascendancy. If one can judge from the Governor's vtews 
those fears had become of paramount Importance. 
In reporttng on the results of the election and on the 
Responsible Government question Governor Hamilton revealed his suspicions 
of the Roman Catholic Church. 45 Those suspicions led him to Indulge ·hts 
personal opinions, In n extremist fashion, in . his official reports to 
the Home Governmant. Firstly, Hamilton considered the power of the 
P.om n CAthollc t~vrch to be so immense that It could move the whole 
C~theltc popul tton at wlll. In political, as well as In religious 
matters, he consrdered the entire Catholte population to be c~letely 
subservient to their Clergy and Bishop. Yet, Jf such were the cQse 
Hamilton would have to explain why, as he had charged, 11 lnttmldatlon 
and actual cCX!rclon by the Prlests1146 were necessary during the election 
In Ferryland and Plneentla. That the Ro~~n Catholic Church did wield 
Z.Sc.o. 194/139, f. 27, Hamilton to Newea5t1e, February 21. 
1853; ~lso :bid., f. 124, Haml tton to N~wc~stlc, Hay 4, 1853. 
46 ibId. , Hamf 1 ton to NG'.-·Ica~ t le" Feb rwary 21, 1853. 
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lmmen~e power over Its subjects there was no doubt, but whether It 
was as cornplote as Hamilton alleged only ttme would tell. In addition, 
Hamilton charged that the power of the Roman Catholic Church was being 
exercised for the purpose of gaining a 1 permanent Ascendancy•. How 
that was possible, In a country where Catholics constituted less than 
half the population, was really beyond reason. It was difficult to 
Imagine even a temporary 'Ascendancy' for very long. However, Hamilton 
was convinced of Its reality and was even more sure of Its evil results. 
Newfoundland, he believed, was unlqu~· camong !iorth A.-nerlcan Colonies 
~ .. 
In that the concession of Responsible Government would result In eon-
trol by the Roman Catholic Bishop. That state of affairs, Hamtlton 
warned, would "••• Involve consequences so momentous, tn thetr results, 
to the moral, soclal, and political condition of the people that Her 
Jo:c.Je:sty"s· ·e-over·mr.a rrt - mey we-n hez. ! -tcrt:--. -as , to .J,t s adop·t ·!-on .... lf7 Ht th .the 
Ronan Catholic Bishop and Clergy In control of the Executive and 
Legislature "· •• the proc:eedlng5 of the Legislature would be character-
. lzed by Injurious excesses and those of the Executive by tyranny and 
caprice.... An oliga r chy would be established," he concluded, "sub-
verslve of that freedom the enjoyment of whiOh Is the vaunted advantage 
of the des I re d ch ge." No wonde r then that the Counct 1 fought a 
strong b Dt le naf'\ tr•• "'.o r o t · ,o rted their position without res er-
vatton. No wonder, ~lso, that the two Hous es failed to arrive at a 
compromise \olhcn the person who was supposed to act as an 'Impartial 
arbitrator' possessed such strong opinions In favor of one of the 
parties. As the Council and Assembly had arrived at a deadlock on the 
47tbld., Hamilton to Newcastle, Hay t., 1853. 
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Issue the liberals, Instead of forcing the tssue, decided to take 
their case, Instead, to the Srtttsh Government. While Little end 
Parsons were on their way to London as delegates from the Assembly the 
Colonial Office, however, had already decided to grant Responsible 
lt8 Government to the Colony. The liberal ca~algn of 1852 had been 
successful for, In spite of conservative warnings about Catholic ascend-
ancy, the support garned from \./esleyans and Anglicans had convinced the 
Colonial Office that the self-government cor~algn was not wholly a 
Roman Catholic movement. 
The liberals could look forward to the session of 1854 
with unrestrained glee. Their aspirations had been fulfilled and 
Responsible Government would soon be a rea11ty. Only an Increase of 
menbers, with a geographical dtvtslon of districts, was required before 
'fttay· 'f<ft'tn~f'd--·a ·gt>VeT"tlll'fat{t ~ , 1!9 -'Ha'f'tlVeT, ~-the! . 'Ct!Uft't'"f '1 ·-c~·i a ·argtre . tha·t '"the 
Home Government, In a sense, had gl ven them some degree of support by 
calling for a division of districts. To the liberals It was somewhat 
frustretlng to realize that only the stubborn Council was noA preventing 
the Liberal ?arty from taktng power. Early In the session, therefore, 
the Assembly fdooted an address to the Colonial Office objecting to the 
grantlnQ of ~s ~ ~s!ble Government being made contingent on a geographical 
dlvttfon < • . ~r~,ent districts. Division based upon territorial 
extent. they argued. "••• would threw the elective power Into the hands 
48 c.o. 194/139, f. 124, Hamilton to Newcastle, May It, 1853. 
rnargtnal notes by Ne\-icDstle, N.D. 
49The British Government awarded Responsible Government to 
the Colony w!th a suggestion that there be an Increase of representatives 
and a geograph!cal sub-dfvlson of dlstrlcts; see Journal of the Legislative 
Co'-Anc:Jl, St. John's, 1854, Appendix Uq. 3, pp. 98-99, Newcastle to 
Uamll ton • fsbruary 21, 1854. 
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of the most scattered and Isolated portions of our population and 
thereby unjustly act upon the more populous and wealthy sett1oments ... 50 
They, then, procGeded to ennumerate all their old arguments against 
sub-dlvtslon. Content wtth that offtclal objection the liberals re-
Introduced thetr Btll of 1853 and. with three more compromises to 
p1ea~e the Council, passed It by a strict party vote. 51 Sub-division 
had now been acknowledged fn ~to more districts, St. John's and Fortune 
Bay-LaPolle while an extra member had been given to the Protestant 
district of Trlntly. Little pointed out that those were concessions to 
the Conservative Party and provided for fatr denominational returns. 
A thorough study, he satd, ~tt11 disclose that there are "••• fifteen 
Protestants for 49,523 Inhabitants and fourteen Catholics for 46,983 
Inhabitants according to their absolute majorities In the several 
dlstrlcts; one Protestant member for 3,300 Protestant Inhabitants, and 
one Catholic for 3,355 Catholics; while the average repre9entatlon for 
the whole Island ls one for 3,327; thus glvtng the Protestants an ad-
vantage of twenty-seven Inhabitants on the general average right for 
every one of their fifteen members and the Catholics a disadvantage of 
oo ea~ of thetr fourteen members compared wfth the Prote,tant . 
or •n ~ ~ t va1 l~s o f twenty-eight Inhabitants for every one of fourteen 
tneiTbers, on thefr general average rlght."52 The question of allocating 
members to religious denominations had become a problem of meticulous 
mathematics. Beforo concluding his extensive oration Little warned that 
50Leglslattve Proceedings, House of Assembly. Harch 24, 1854. 
51Tablo IX. 
52Leglslatlve Proceedings, House of Assembly, April 6, 1854. 
TABt·E IX 
It 
REPRESENTATION BILl PASSED BY THE ASSEHBLY APRIL J85~a 
. " 
-
OISTRIBUTIOU OF HEMB£.RS POPU- PRO· r~EHBERS PROPORATION 
ACCORDING TO THE Cf .J• LA- TEST- CATftO- FOR EI\CI! 
OF 1845 TIOU. ANT. LIC. p c MEt1BER 
-- ~-~ 
St. John's district Is c.H . , • ied 25196 6210 189L6 6 ~199 
Into 2 districts, by ~ '1.0 
running Horth from Bee • 
' Cove to Br~d Cove ••• • ~ . ... 
District of Trinity ••••• .•• ••• 8801 7518 12 t~6 3 2933 
Dist~lct of Bonavlsta ••• . ••••• 7227 5418 18{)9 2 3613 
Dl5trtct of Fortune Buy •.• ••• 2920 2557 363 1 2920 
District of Larolle •••• $·••• •• 2180 2151 ' .t3 1 . 2180 
District of Fcrryland ••• • ••••• 4581 182 43 ':9 2 2290 
District of Burin ••••••••••••• ~358 2~07 19 ) 1 2 ·~ .. ~179 
District of Place~tla-St.KartS 61473 1018 5~)5 3 2157 
Conc~ptlon Byy Is dtvtded Into 
5 districts, to return 7 
members, for a population of 
28,026, averaging l for 
ev~ t•y 1, ,000, viz:- •••••••••• 
·' liors~ Cove to Cupids, Incl •••• 6722 2614 4108 2 3361 
Port d~ Grave to Bay Roberts •• ~612 38o6 8~)6 1 4612 
Spaniards B~y to Hr. Grace •••• 6132 3698 24'84 2 3091 
Carbonenr to Mc~qut to 5071 2340 2731 1 5071 
Fresh Water to B~y de Verde •• 5439 3988 l~ill 1 5439 
Twilllngate & Fogo, Incl ••••• 6744 5616 1128 2 3372 
-- - -
96506 49523 ~6933 15 14 
11 Jou~a 1 of the Assembly, 185~, p. 192. 
r:OTE: The Counel 1 
stated last session, 
In their Confere~ce, 
that 13 Protestant 
Mcrmers and 13 Catholt c 
~embers would result 
from their urnenduc!nts 
on the Represer.tutlon 
Bill of that sc~sfcn. 
The Bill of this sc~-
s l on g t ves the pO\'ier o f 
r~turnlng 15 and 1~; 
whll~ the As~c~bly do 
not recognize tho n~ce s-
slty or justice of oblf o-
·' 
lng the dfst rfcts to 
effect that result. I 
more thiln probable the 
number of Protestant r 
turns Hould be m;Jcil la 
under tills 6111 than 1 
as Cathol~c districts 
t Is 
e-
rger 
5; 
would, doubtless, contl nue 
ro-to return lndep~ndent P 
testants, as they have 
hitherto done. 
.· 
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this w•s the last tt~ they would attempt legislating wtth the Counc!l. 
They were only doing so n0r1. he declared. to meet the suggostfons of 
the Colonial Office. 
Ha.-~ever, · there \o~ere few objections that could, with 
justice, be offered aga!nst the 8111. Only Burin, which had proven 
an Insoluble puzzle, renlly remained In doubt. Yet no opposition was 
offered on that score white the two Wesleyans, Bemtster and March, 
objected to the Conception Bay dtv1stons. 53 They contended that the 
return of two Wes1eyans ought to be secured for the Bay whtle John 
Hayward, an Eptscopall8n who had helped frame the measure, would r.ot 
agree to any change. 'rlhlle Hugh Hoyles rematnod conspicuously sllent 
Little suggested that tf t}:ley could \'ICrk o-.Jt an arranger;W!nt among them-
se I vas to guarantee the ret·urn ·csf ·twd ·wcs 'lt!y~ns fcrr .··tfle .,a·ay -"he woul-d 
accept lt. Apparently Hoyles dld -not w~nt the Conception Day dtvlstons 
disturbed either as Harch moved, Instead, for a dtvfston of Trfnlty 
Bay Into three districts. One of those dtstrlcts, the south shore of 
Trlntty Bay. eon t alned a large majority of \Jesleyans which Ma:-ch used 
as a pretext for d1vldJng the Bay Into three rldlngs. Little was aware 
of March ' ' (i~~ t r l! to crea te 1 nom I nat I on boroughs • and sugr.e5 ted Instead 
that t he ~ot ,_ ~ ~ di s tr1 ct, Freshwater to Say de Verde, be extended 
round the penins ula Into Trinity Bay to return two members. That was an 
equitable arrangement for the Yes1eyans but March refused to aecept tt. 
He, apparently, wished to capitalize on Wesleyan discontent to serve his 
bus i ness Interes ts In Trfnfty Bay while he, and Bemlster, were condemned 
53 l b I d • , Apr I 1 6 , 7 , 10 , 18 54. 
\. 
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by the Courier for betraying the Wesleyan eause. 54 Little's 8111 
passed the Assemb 1y wt th three Epl sc:opa 11 ans, Parsons, Emerson and 
Hayward, having given strong support to It all through the session. 
Certainly It no longer eould be considered a R~~n Catholte question. 
However, over the protest of O'Brien, the legislative 
Council reduced the representation of Placentia-St. Mary's giving an 
additional member to Sonavlsta. 55 Slightly altering the dtvtstonal 
boundaries In Conception Bay they Introduced a unique principle Into 
the district of Burin. Atteehtng a proviso that Burfners were to 
have only one vote they, thereby, secured an equal return of Protestants 
and Catholics. No doubt It was a clever arrangement as that was the 
first ~cheme produced that guaranteed the returns of fifteen and four-
teen for each slde.56 But If the Assembly accepte~ that plan tt would 
mean, pa rhaps, giving up one sBat and. therefore • le~s chance of success 
for the Liberal Party tn galnlng the majority needed to form the first 
Responsible Administration. In their frustration to pass a Represent-
atlve 8111 nnd acquire Responsible Government as quickly as possible 
tho liberals met In party caucus and, over the objections of John Kent, 59 
decided to ec:cept the Placentia-St. Mary's amsndrr.ent to prove to the 
brltl sh c~-- t ~ ,..~ that ..... there "las no endeavour, as has been 
represent~ • ~ Hi $ part of the denomination of Chrls.tlans to which he 
54The Courier, Harch 18, April 15, 1854. 
55Legtslatlve Proceedings, legislative Council, Hay 8, 9, 
1854 • . 
56Table X. 
57Leglslatfve Proceedings, House of Assemb ly, May 19, 1854. 
TABLE X 
LEGISLATlVE COU:~CSL AMENDMENTS "':'0 THE 
REPRESENTATIOU 8 ! l..L PASSED OY THE ASSEMBLY 
APRIL 18S4a 
DISTRICTS 
POPU• 
LA-
TION. 
PRO~ 
TEST-
.4J!T • 
78 
CATHOLIC p c 
--------------------------------~----~~----~--------~--~--
District of St. John's ••••••••••••• 
District of Trinity •••••••••••••••• 
District of Bor.avlsta •••••••••••••• 
District of Twl111ngate £Fogo ••••• 
District of F~rry1and •••••••••••••• 
District cf Placentia-St. Kary•s ••• 
District of Burin •••••••••••••••••• 
District cf Fortu~e Bay •••••••••••• 
District of La?olle •••••••••••••••• 
Dlstrl ct of Conception Bay, 1~t 
sub-dlvlnlcn Horse Cove to Turk's 
Gut, Inclusive ••••••••••••••••••• 
2nd sub-division Brlgus to Port de 
Grav~, bot h fnclu~ l ve •••••••••••• 
3rd sub-dtve slon Bey Roberts to 
tlarbour Grace, both Inclusive •••• 
~th sub - dl ~ l tfo~ Co rbon~sr ar.d 
Musqutto ••.• • •• •••••••••••••••••• 
5th &•.Jb ~ J I • ! ... t' resh \(ater to 
Oay do • ~ ' s~~ l ve •••••••••• 
25196 
8801 
7227 
6744 
4581 
6473 
4358 
2920 
2180 
3997 
5538 
7981 
5071 
6210 
7518 
5418 
5616 
182 
1018 
21f07 
2557-
2151 
769 
lt150 
5198 
2340 
3988 
8 Journa1 of the Assembly, 1854, p. 188. 
18986 
1286 
1E09 
1128 
lt399 
5455 
1951 
363 
29 
3230 
1388 
2783 
2731 
1451 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
6 
2 
2 
2 
15 14 
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' 58 (Little) belonged, to grasp the government for themselves." They 
based their opposition to the amendments, however, on the novelty of 
the Burin proviso ,and, deleting that section, they sent It back to 
the Council where, once again, the same Burin proviso was added. 
Rejecting It once again the Assembly endeavoured to seek some agreement 
with the Council falling which the lower House adamantly refused to 
vote supplies and sent delegates to london to urge concession of 
Re! pons I b 1 e Go,te rnmen t on the I r own terms. 59 
Meanwhile, Hugh Hayles had carried his reslst~nce to 
Responsible Government to broader fields. Shortly after the concession 
of that boon had been made public the Hayles group In the Assembly 
began to organize sub-committees among the Protestants 1n the outports 
under the direction of a Central Committee In St. John's. 60 The object 
It was a Rom3n Catholic plot and dangerous to the Interests of all 
Protestants. Fearing that the struggle, In tho Assembly., had been 
lost the St. John's conservative ~rchants had seized upon the creation 
of a grass-roots, anti-Catholic c&mpefgn as the lnst forlorn hope to 
prevent power from slipping from their hands. Requesting the Queen to 
wltho1d Responsible Government the C3ntra1 Protestant Committee cfr-
eul ted p •tttons tn the outports to be stgned by every msle Protestant 
'of the age of discretion•. Having collected the petitions by June 20, 
591 bId. , June 7, 8, 185Ll. 
60
c.Oo 194/1~3. ff. 253-262, Ham!lton to Grey, received, 
July 8, 1854. 
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185~, the Committee resolved to send Hugh Hayles, their chal~•n, as 
a delegate to England to urge their claim$. Preparing a statement of 
the •case' Hoyles urged the claims of the Protestants wfth eloquent 
61 
understatement and exagger~tlon. In evaluating the struggle for 
Responsible Government Hoyl$~ represented It as purely and simply a 
'religious questlon' with all the Protestants on one side end all 
the _Csthollcs on the other • . lie conveniently forgot that three prom-
Inent co-re11g1on!sts of his had fought for the R~presentat1on Bill 
which he charged tended to 'perpetuate Roman Catholic Ascendancy•. 
Pleading that the Protestant~ "should not be deprived of liberty" 
Hcrfles begged that "• •• the majort ty should not b~ placed at the mercy 
of the eccles I as t I ca 1 ruler of the ml nor I ty •••• u 62 Notw 1 ths tendIng 
the fact that Protestants had a majority, partlcula~~Y In Conception 
Bay and Burl n • yet the Catho 11 c:s tt ••• ere always ready to resort to 
violence and 1ntlmfdatlon ••• 11 and are thereby able to wtn a Protestant 
seat. Sy this admtsslon lloyle~ admitted that the problem was of another 
kind and, therefore, was Jousting the wrong windmill by fighting the 
Reprcscntatlcn Bt11. Surely his efforts ought to have been directed to 
the csc•e af p 4t -:"~fu1 cal'\\')algns Instead. On the other hand the petl tlons 
present~d ~· nd to contain such lrregu1arltles63 that they could not 
be pre~en 64 t~ Qveen unless sufficient explanation were given. 
61
rbtd., encl., 'Case of the Protestant Inhabitants of 
N~foundland cgatnst the Uncond!:lonal Concession of Responsible Govern-
ment, as .. et forth In A Letter to the Rto Hon. Sf r George Grey, Secretary 
of St~to for the Colonies, from H.W. Hayles, Mer~er of the Asgembly, 
Newfoundland', N.O. 
62 Ibid •• N.D. 
63A11 s1gnaturss and X's were In the same handwriting. 
6 •. 
"fC .,O. 134/tl'3 11 r. 435, Pe!l! to Hey c~, A!Jgust 12, 1854. 
Receiving a partial, but not co~~letely satisfactory reply, Peel 
65 . presented the petitions to the Queen with some reluct~nce. 
81 
In the meantime Governor H&mllton became more closely 
Identified with the anti-Roman Catholic campaign for, while sub· 
mlttlng Protestant petitions to the Colonial Office, he unreservedly 
66 
championed their cause. Condemning the Representation 8111 passed 
by the Assembly he- reiterated his arguements about Catholic Ascendancy 
and doubted whether a government could be carried on with a majority 
of one considering "the Intolerance of control \'lhlch characterized 
those by whom the Roman Catholic members are returned •••• 1167 By th!s 
time the Colonial Office had become convtnced . of Hamilton's lnabi1Jty 
to mediate the conflict and were seriously considering his remova1. 68 
However, they contented themselves, at present, w1th remaining aloof 
from the strugg'le and wamed Haml 'lton that ··It should -be the constant 
endeavour of the local government "••• to mitigate those hostile 
feelings and to prevent merely po11tfca1 questions from being mt~ed 
up with religious dlsputes. 1169 Meanwhile the Colonial Offlce was 
being plagued by Hoyles, on the one hand, and Little and Emerson, on 
the othGr. N It~ r delegation, however, reeetved a considerably war• 
reuptJ cf\ "' •. \-. r• fo,-ce.d to travel back home to receive from the 
----.-#9-..,....~ ... 
~)to ld., f. 440, Hoy1es to Peel, August 1~, 1854, marginal 
notes by Pee 1 • 
66 C.O. 194/141, f. 65, Hamilton to Newcastle, March 23, 
1854. 
67abtd., f. 137, Hamilton to Ne\.'ICastle, June 14, 1854. 
68 Ibid., marginal noted by Newcastle. 
69tbld., f. 153, Newcastle to Hamilton, July 6, 1854. 
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Governor the results of their entreaties. That result was of little 
comfort to the Central Protestant Committee and Its supporters for 
the Home Government had declared support of the Assembly's stand on 
Burin. In addition, Hamilton was ordered to use his good graces to 
bring the conflict to a resolution and not to expect any Interference 
from Britain. The only measure Her Majesty's Government has In their 
pc:wer, Grey Informed Hamilton, "Is that of advtstng P.ar Majesty to 
remoGe1 the Council In such a manner as to make It act harmoniously 
wl th the Assembly •••• u 70 For the Counc11, Hamil !on and the Centra 1 
Protestant Committee, there was little over which to exult. Their 
prayers had not been acceded to and the Governor now faced the 
prospect of striking the best possible bargain \otlth the Assembly or 
face the alternative of a remodelled Council and a Representation 
8111 on the terms of the Llbera1 Party. For the liberals th~re wc:s, 
therefore, much encouragement. 
On October 10 a spect a 1 sess ton of the Hou~e convened 
and, with the urgency of forming the government, the liberals rushed 
their Representation Bt11 through three readings on the sixteenth. 
Tho Courd t • ho..t~o'ler, gave no I ndt cation that thel r backs were to 
the w•tt cU th$)' fought the Bill for two weeks f1ne11y reducing by one 
the representation of Sonavlsta. Placentle-St. Mary's and Burln.7 1 
The subtraction of a member from Burin wo5 made on the reasoning that 
70ibld., ff. 155-161•, Newcastle to Hamt lton, August 1, 
1854. 
71Legls13t1ve Proceedings, Legislative Council, October 
20, 24, 27-30, 185lt. 
8) 
with one representative there would be more certainty of a Protestant 
return. Reducing the representation of Placentia-St. Mary's and 
6onavfsta would guarantee an even raturn of thirteen to thirteen with 
Burin holding the key and, with those arguments, the Council moved 
for~ conference with the Assembly which was promptly rejected. 
In the meantime, Governor Hamilton demonstrated no 
daslre to act as the Impartial mediator as he had been Instructed to 
do. Early In October the Offtclal membecSof the Council Intimated 
thel r desIre to follow Hamt 1ton 1 s ln$truc:.tlons In case of a dlspute...be 
, . 
between the two Houses ilrlslng agaln. 72 ·rn spite of the fact that 
efter October 16 It was clear that no ~greement could be reached between 
the two bodies yet Hamt lton remained aloof untl 1 November 9. On that 
date, under threat of a remodelled Council, the Official members were 
· advised t ·o aecep·t · th'ef 'As·seli11f 1y'$·$ ··ot'lr?3 ·end a new· ·Rep·res·entatlon Act 
became 1aw.74 The Liberals looked forward to the hustings and an early 
election. 
72 c.o. 194/142, f. 33, tlamllton to Grey, October 3, 1854, 
encl., Archibald, Cro.-1dy and lioad to Hamilton, OctcbGr 3. 
73Legls1atlve Proceedings, l e glslatlva Council, November 3, 
1854, speech of Colon!Ql Sec-etary. 
74 Table XI. 
TABLE XI 
THE REPRESEUTATIOU BJU. PASSED BY ntE ASSEMBLY AND 
flt&ALLY ACCEPTED BY THE LEGI SLATIVE COUNCIL, NOVEMBER 9, 185~8 
. 
-·-
--·._..... 
DISTRIBUTION OF MEHPCRS POPU· PRO .. r MEMBERS PROPORATJ OH 
ACCORDING TO THE Ct ... J~ LA- TEST- CA1HO- FOR EACH 
OF 1845 TiON. ANT. Uc. p c MEMBER 
---
St. John 1s district Is 
' 
· ~d 25196 6210 18J86 6 4199 
into 2 districts, bf . oe 
rcnnlng North from f.l ... " lf 5 
' Cave to Br~d Cove •• . . .. ... 
District of Trln!ty ••••••.•••• 8Bo1 7518 1286 3 2933 
O!strlct of Bona~lsta •..• . •••• 7227 5~18 1809 3 
0! ~ t r I G t of Fort ur.e B . ~ • u ••• 2920 2557 363 1 2920 
0 l s t rf c t of l aP o I I e • • • . • •••••• 2180 2151 29 1 2180 
Ol$trlct of ferryland ••••••••• l~S81 182 4199 2 '2290 
District of ourlno•• •••••••••• 435B 2407 1)51 2 - ~ · · · · 2179 *The relative numbers 
District of Plac~ntl~·St.Haf1s 6473 1018 5~55 3 2157 of these dlstrlcts, 
Conc~ptlon Bay Is divided Into as altered by the 
5 dJstr!cts, to return 7 Council, stand as 
Hcll'b~rs, for ~ popu latl on of here stated. The 
28,026. avarag~ng 1 for population was w~re 
every 4,ooo. viz:- •••••••••• eq~ally dlvld~d In 
H:lrs~ Co'le to Turkes Gut, lncl 3997 769 3230 2 1998 the 8111 as sent up 
Turk's Gut, exclusive to Port by the Assembly, 
d~ Gruve, Inc Jus I ve ••••••••• 5538 4150 1388 1 5538 t 
Port de GrJve, e~cluslve to 
Ha:bour Grace, fnclus!ve •••• 7981 5198 2783 2 3990 
Ca rbon~a r to :~:.iiqul to, in'-1 ••• 5071 23~0 2731 1 5071 
Fr~~h Water to Bay d~ \urds ••• 5~39 3988 1'•~ 1 1 5439 
TwiJ11ngate & fogo, lncl •••••• 674~ 5616 1128 2 3372 
-- ·-- -- ·--
96506 ~9523 46983 16 14 L--·-·---·-
aJo\irnal of the A:5sa:rbly~ 1854, p. 193. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE ELECTION OF 1855 
WIth the passIng of the Representatt on 81 11 through the 
Council the Liberals rushed through a Supply 8111 and made provision 
for the registration of voters In the new district of Burgeo-la PoJle 
In eager anticipation of a General Election. 1 The Conservatives, 
hcwevor, had other plan:i, Amending the Supply 8111 In the Le~lslattve 
Council they sent it back to the Ass~rrbly minus the clause relative 
to registration of voters. 2 Rejecting the Council's amendments the 
A5ser.~1y endeavoured to suspend the Registration Ac; altogether but 
gradua 1ly became a1are of a plot to postpone the elect tons until the 
spring. Confident of winning a majority the Liberals could taste 
the sweets of office and thereby desired an election as immediately 
as pcsslble. But, because of the difficulty of winter transportation 
and communication, a December election was hardly a realistic possibility, 
espect~. ll y tn tt< Northern and Western Districts which could not be 
filled 1p .:; •t' ..;>r{ng . As the latter \'Jere largely Protest~nt 3 
and mc$t l· . , ln the Conservative ca~p. a December election would 
therefore shortchange the Conservative Party. That being the case 
1Leglslatlve Proceedtngs, House of Ass-embly, tlovenber, 
18S4• a proviso to reglster voters In the new district of 6urgeo-La Potle 
had be~n tacked to the Supply Sl 11 by the Assembly, whl le, for other 
districts, that duty was postponed for one year. 
2 Ibid., Noverr.ber 22, 1SS4. 
lTab le XI. 
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the Govern~nt would be determined by the results In the Southern, 
or Catholtc districts, which becomes altogether of more significance 
when one realizes that respective party str~ngth differed by only 
" 
one or two seats. Both the ltber~ls and the conservative~ realized 
this and knew It to be advantageous to the former. While the liberals, 
therefore, urged an early election their opponents, on the other hand, 
hoped, by deferring the elections until spring, not only to postpone 
the almost Inevitable accession of a Liberal Government, but sought an 
advantage for the mercantile conservatives. The corning of spring 
signified preparations for the fishery and the advancement of supplies 
for the fishing season. The merchants would, therefore, have the 
opportunity to apply, to the utmost, the •mercantile screw• and this 
would be of so~a ass1stance I~ he1p1ng them to wln _that extra seat In 
.. , 
Conception Bay or Burtn. H~1ever, the conservative campaign would .. , 
have co~ to nought had It not be~n for the staunch support given by 
the Governor, Kerr B. H3mflton. 
Hamilton, who, since his arrival, had shown little Im-
partiality In dealing with the disputes which had come to hts attentlon, 5 
r.c..w had, t H. BJthop Hultock, descended fully to the level of a political 
party l••h\~. . fora the opening of the special session of the HOuse 
ho had c.u· . r ~ hot df ng the e lectl ons t mmedl ate ly after the passIng 
of the Representation 6111 6 but by Noverrber t4 the Governor hac 
· changed his mind. \-/hat had occurred In the Interim was that a 
5Abovo 8 pp. 71-72, 81. 
6c.o. 194/142, f. 24, Ham!lton to Grey, September 19, 1854. 
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.. R.8presentatlon Bill had been passed which he considered 0 ••• ts 
not such a one as, In the estimation of the Protestants generally, 
tecures to them that sha:-e In the representat ton to whIch they 
conceive themselves entJtled. 117 Believing that the returns would be 
different "••• from what they would be If the electors were left to 
exercise thel r free choice" Haml lto..,, apparently, had decided to 
postpone the elections until Msy, 1855. 
HearA-th lle, the 1 t hera ls seemed to have de! tee ted what 
was In the political air and demanded ~at H£m1Jton close the session 
and hold the elections th~t fa11. 8 Upo~ his response that the election 
could be held no sooner than t-1ay9 the .~ssembly refused the granting of 
supplies and ln!itltuted proceedings· for the removal of the Governor. 10 
~!hi Je his opponents prepared the case agatnst htm and delegated Philip 
., , 
. L.Ittle to England to urge the'lr e:·lalms· ·· Hamilton was concerned wtth 
.creating arguements In defense of- his stand on the election Issue, a 
defence which appeared some\.-Jhat muddled. Firstly considering that 
transportation difficulties rendered a fall electlon tmposslble 12 he 
next argued that a reg!stratlon of voters should precede an e1ectton 13 
7 tbl d., f. 65, HDmllton to Grey, November llt, 1854. 
~·1! n & , tlouse of Assembly, Novemb r 
22, 1854. 
9 I b I d. , Noverilbe r 24, 1854, Ham I I ton to Arrb rose Shea and 
Phl ltp Little, Noverrber 24. 
1 ~1bld., November 27, 1854; see also Gunn, pp. 138-139. 
11 1 b t d. , Nover.be s- 29, 185l*• 
12c.o. 19lt/1lt2, f. 82, liamt lton to Grey, November 23, 1854. 
l3J b fd., f. 100 1 liamll t:on t o Gr~y, November 29, 1854. 
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while, In another correspondence, he fell back on his first stated 
position and succeeded In aligning hl m§ elf completely behind the Tory 
arguments. 1 ~ Lastly. Hamilton added an additional defence ~~lch, 
perhaps, best represents his p03ltlon. If. he argued, In addition 
to the unjust Representation 6111. elections are held when the Pro-
testants don• t wsnt them "• •• exasperation would have been oc:caslon:!d 
which \ltould Increase, err.bltter and perpetuate existing local dlffer-
ences ...... 15 Hamilton was determined t~ salvage some measure of vic-
tory for his conservative frlonds. Behind this defence the Governor 
sent off Hugh Hoyles as hi~ personal reprasentetlve to counteract the' 
accusations of Phl1tp Little at the Colonial Office. 16 There, then, 
fo11cwed the cleverest polt tical move of the whole conflict as Hamt 1ton 
dlseolved the AsGerrbly. 17 Lfttlo was .left suspended In london as the 
delegate from an Asserrbly whtch did not extst. Nevertheless, that 
must hcva been cold eonfort for Hamilton who, although upheld on the 
election tssue, 18 1oter received word of his dlsmlgsa1. 19 To soma 
extent the 11be ra1 loader had boen successful and he returned to 
tlewfoundland to fl nd Devera1 of hIs col1o~gue$ a 1 ready on the campat gn 
tra 11 In t he ~t Important eJec t i on, to that date, In the Colony's 
hi~ t ory. 
16 tbld., f. 167, Hsmllton to Grey, t•overrber 30, 185lt. 
I7Jou ~nai of the A!~a~~1¥ P St. John ° ~, 1854, p. 138; 
t ho A~nernb h• wa:; d l ' so ~vcsd on Deeerrber 5, 1854. 
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In the Interim the Catholic Party had been very busily 
engaged In settling election n~tters In the Catholic rldlngs. That 
project had been very effectively taken care of by Llshop Hullock 
and his Priests. Even then the magnitude of the problem taxed, to 
the utmost. the efforts of the Roman Catholl c: Churc:h for the corrbatants 
were playlns for big stakes - the control of the govarnroont of the 
Colony. The spol Js of office, to those who had been outsiders. 
appeared tantalizingly great with the more precious of them being 
Assembly seats, especially those for Catholic rldlngs. With absolute 
Catholic majorities In six districts electing fourteen members 20 the 
Catholic Party had only to worry about unity In their ranks and pre-
vent the rush of 'hungry expectants' Into. the field. ~trong dt recti on 
and wise leadership ~"ould be requt red ~s those fourteen must be 
solidly In the Catholic camp conslde.rfns that only one district, tlurln, 
was expected to decide the contest. There was no doubt, however, that 
Philip L.lttle would require the assistance of the Bishop for, although 
he had proven himself an eminent politician, yet l.lttle lacked those 
leadership quslltles ncce5sary to command obedience from the rank and 
file of his party. ttl ellglbl 11 ty es leader stemmed from other 
presentation olll and P.espor.sltd~ 
Govern~nt had fal led to eroo$e the populace, or even the Kouse of 
Assembly, until Bishop Mulloc.k had made public hls support of those 
lssues. 22 The Jack of Impressive leadership In Little's personality 
20Tab le XI. 
21 Above, pp. 31•32. 
22 Above, pp. 37-41, 44-45. 
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was, perhaps, best domonstrated by the fact ~~at he was al~t de-
feated os V1ee-Prestdent of the neneve1ent l~lsh Society barely 
three months before the elec:tton. lie won, Instead, by only one 
vote and would have been beaten had Edward Morris, the other nominee, 
voted for hlmself. 23 That ktnd of lacklustre perfor~~nce was much 
less than was required to distribute the six St. John's seats among 
a large Roman Catholic population many of whom \"lould have political 
aspirations. However, the campaign started very slowly for, mainly 
out of courtesy to the absent Little, f~w lt~erals wished to Impose 
. 24 themselves on the constituency before he returned. Nevertheless, 
John Kent could not restrain his Impatience and forthtrlfth C"Jddressed 
the electors of St. John's East. 25 The address of R.J. Parsons quickly 
fo11owed. 26 The campaign now gathered momentum as EdWard Morris, who 
had been waiting In the wings for some tlrre, Issued his address to 
the e1ectors . of St. John's West. 27 Cashier of the Savings Bank, 
personal friend of the Bishop and first cousin of Jo,n Kent, ~orris 
had many of the qualifications necessary to represent St. Jo~n's for 
the Catholic Party. Moreover, thero exls~ed a family tradition on 
which Morrt5 c:.oul d st a...,e his c:lalm to a share In representation. Hls 
2 t.~ .• u ·d Morr l a. Ul tte• and Journals, February 17, l SS5. 
24 Little was In England, as a delegate from the Assembly, 
seeking removal of Governor Hamilton; see also above, p. 87. 
25The Courier, February 10, 1855. 
26
rne Patriot, February 19, 1855. 
2 7Horrls 1 February 20, 1855. 
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father, Simon Morris, had previously ~at In the Assc~ly for P1acentla28 
and had become one of the closest friends and stron~est supporters of 
Bishop Flem1ng. 29 A. prominent member of the Benevolent Irish Society, 
Edward Korrls had recently opposed Philip Little for VIce-President 
but lost when he cast the dacldlng vote against himself rather, perhaps, 
than endanger his future political career by dismissing the liberal 
1eader. 30 However, the announcement of his candidacy raised constern-
atlon In some circles for, while Kent and Parsons had been long time 
representatives for the party, Edward Morris was a newcomer. His 
address to the electors could set off a chain reaction and brtng a 
flood of aspirants Into the field. Some of his friends, therefore, 
urged him to walt upon the Bishop to determine If the latter had any 
objection to Morris' candtdacy. 31 Reluctantly, he · ~g_reed to consult 
Hullock and, later that night, he was ushered Into the Inner sanctum 
of the 61 shop 1 s study. Recel vi ng Horrl s very cordi a 11y t~u llock de-
elared that he entertained no personal objections whatever to his 
visitor but ttated hls Intentions not to give any preference to one 
candidate or another. Remarking that the great need was for unity In 
the party t1 Bl top su9gested a Committee as the best means to bring 
It abou • ~his Lordship that the suggestion had already been 
.LvSimon Morris had been elected for Placentia-St. Hary's 
In 1842. 
29 Howley, p. 344. 
30 Above, p . 90. 
31Horr1s, February 20, 1855; the events surrounding the 
nomination of candidates for St. John's were hidden from public vtew 
while Edward Morris recounted them In his secret diary. It Is to 
this diary the author Is Indebted for the account which folla-1s. 
' 
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made to Kent and O'Brien, who had done nothing about It, Horrls eon-
fessed his doubts that a Conml ttee eould 11 ••• seeurs his object from 
the materials at hand- of a batch of pollttctans every one of whom 
was at war, or In contention with, the other." Contention, of course, 
was Inevitable In the Liberal Party In view of the fact that the latter 
had existed, for so many years, as an organization allied to the Church 
while religion remained, perhaps, the only baste unifying factor. In 
confessing the Inability of the liberal politicians to reach agreement 
on the subject Morris had, by Inference, suggested that the Bishop 
make the choices. Presumably, while still In the good graces of 
Hulloek, Horrls departed to let things take their co!Jrse. 
Three days later Morris and Robert Kent, brother of John 
Kent, learned Indirectly of a meeting of liberals ~alled by John Little, 
brother of the liberal leader.12 Forthwith they rep~lred to the ex~ 
peeted meeting place, the Leglslatfve Library, only to find that the 
place of rreetlng had been moved to the next room, to '~tch they entered 
uninvited. There they found, besides John Little, John Kent, George 
Emerson,33 Pe ter Wlnser, 34 T. Glen,35 E.D. Shea, A. Shea, G. Hogsett, 36 
ll \ bt d., February 23, 1855. 
r · . £,'10 rson \<las the I ncunbent rrerrber for Twlll I ngate-
fogo. 
34Peter Wlnser was the lncu~bent member for Ferryland. 
3SThomas Glen was a Presbyterian, St. John's, merchant who 
had represented Ferryl and In the Amalgamated Legislature. 
36Georgo Ho9set was a Roman Catho lic lawyer later chosen 
to repre§e nt Placenti a-St. Mary' s . 
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William Talbot37 and James Tobtn. 38 After having passed a resolution 
affirMing the desirability of unity In the Party, Hogsett moved a 
resolution that the meeting decide on the St. John's candidates and 
read out the names of Little, Kent, Parsons, Shea, Wlnser and Parsons.39 
Immediately Morris protested that such 11 ••• a one-sided meeting composed 
alone of the persons lnterssted tn the nomtnatlon'.' should assume the 
rtght to dictate to the district. He was supported by the Kent 
brothers, Irish ex-patriates like himself, but received the argument tn 
reply that the course had been decided by the Bishops and the Priests. 
Falling In his efforts to modify the plans Horrts determinedly ealled 
a public croettng for the fo110dlng night and addressed ..... seventy 
or e lgh ty notes to shopkeepers requestIng their at ten dance •••• .,4<> 
Meanwhile Father Condon notified Morrts that he had changed his mind 
about the propriety of Morrls 1 candl~acy and that, as the nominations 
- . ~1 
came from the Bishop, they ought to be respected. At the same time 
Father '1/alsh Informed the Kent brothers not to blame Hogset or Little 
for what had happened at the meeting for they had been ordered to take 
the courso they dl d and If they refused others \'IOU ld be found to do It. 42 
37\lll11 am 'T.elbot was AsseliO ly Repo1·ter and later chosen to 
represent r rt, •Jr ~ .. r:. 
3LJames Tobin wa5 a Placentia merchant \'iho had represe"ted 
that district In Amalgamated Legislature. 
39A1though Parsons w~y have been considered for the two 
rfdlngs yet Morris must have made a mistake for John Fox, Roman Catholic, 
St. John's n~rchant was the other liberal candidate for St. John's. 
40 Morris, February 23, 1855. 
42
tbld., February 24, 1855. 
Consulting with the Kents before the meeting Morris decided to retire 
"••• rather than act In opposition to the wish of the Pr1ests ...... lf3 
Heard by only a very small audience Horrts explained h1s purpose for 
withdrawing after which the or1gtnal resolution, respecting the 
nominations, was carried unanimously. Those candidates, subsequently. 
carried the St. John's seats by acclamation because, apparently, the 
Priests had decreed lt. Morris noted, sarcastically, that "·•• so 
triumphed the popular cause and the vclce of the constituency." How-
.. 
ever he accepted his defeat In a resigned manner and went to a frtend's 
•. 
house where, as he described In hts diary ·, "··· I stayed ••• laughing 
over my misfortunes and disappointments for half an hour and washing 
. 44 down their recollection In a glass of brandy and water. 11 
Although the dispute had been peaceably settled the 
candidacy of Morris had represented,- for fhe liberals, the greatest 
danger to party unity. Having considered the opposition of the Priest~ 
and Bishop as sufficient cause for hts withdrawing tiorrls typified the 
Irish Catholic conservative elements that had found such favor with 
Bishop flaming.~$ While the latter had considered that support of the 
Bishop constit u ted ell 9lb i1ity for political favor under his command, 
yet Btshop tiul 0< .. o ·-,, t~e r h nd, had enough political sagacity to 
realize the; 1 t(.t~ al ,.,,. ... ,, uf ul ••• on. When, therefore, the conf tlc t 
43 1bld. 
44 tbtd. 
45 Above , pp . 7- 1 0 . 
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at the Election Committee meeting de~~nstrated that the ~orris camp 
was aligned agatnst a basically 46 non-·lrfsh and native group Bishop 
Mullock did not lack the capability to ac~ept the latter while 
realizing, perhaps, that the forrrcer, In thetr devotion to the Church, 
could accept clerical decisions with greater resignation. ln this, his 
abl llty to compromise, rested, perhaps, the source of a great deal of 
his Influence while his power, therefore, remained supreme at this 
time. For the Liberal Party the necessity of retaining his support 
became that much greater for If f1u11ock tended to dispense his favors, 
towards clericals of the t~orrls variety the 1 1tb·eral' elements In the 
Party could not be so easily consoled. 
For the remaining Catholic districts candidates were 
chosen, apparently, In much the same manner as those for St. John's, 
- ~n~~..rhen ·t~l r name£ .be::.anl .... pub 1,1 C.·· .~3n.d .• r.ece~ ved t.b~ .. S.,Q.p.r:ova.l of the 
clique In St. J~;n•s, unnnlmlty prevatled.~7 All the Catho11c dis-
trf.cts were uncontested and fourteen Catho 11 c Party represontot t ves 
were elected by acclamation. "How cool I" commented the Protestant . 
Tf :T'~s, "that men can be named and the l r return secured be fore going 
48 through the necessary ordeal." 
While. behind the scenes, the Roman Catholic Church played 
a ul9 r o lo In s e ttling political affairs In the Catholic districts yet 
the Catholic Newfoundlander attempted to play down the Influence of 
46of the fourteen persons attending that meeting only 
four, Morris, the two Kents and Talbot, were Irish Immigrants. 
47The Patriot, March 12, 1855; the Courier, Hay 9, 1855. 
ltBThe Tlrrt3s, February 28, 1855. 
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religion In the campaign. Having built up a tradition of wariness 
- ~3 to Ulshop-dlrected politics The Newf.oundlar.der was, perhaps, 
acutely aware of the dangers of the liberal alliance with the 
Catholic Church and, therefore, attempted to camouflage the leading 
role played by the latter oruanlzatlon. Basing lts campaign on an 
anti-mercantile platform The Newfoundlander depleted the conflict as 
a middle cJass-up~er class struggle with the former championing the 
cause of the fishermen against the 1atter. 50 In the supplyln9 system 
It saw the roots of all the Colony's social evils while the merchants 
became millionaires and the growth of an Independent middle class was 
retarded. HO\'tever, while the liberals undoubtedly received their 
leadership from the St. John's middle class, yet several prominent 
merchants were Party members while, In the opposite camp, eight of 
the fourteen conse~vatfve candidates did not belong to the mercantile 
upper class. 51 Nevertheless, when the Public: Lodger and Newfoundland 
Exp·re$$ felt contralned to respond to the attacks on the mercantile 
eonvnunl ty52 the Ne\"'foundlander c:ould rejol c:e for It had forced thos·c 
Protestant journals to defend the supplying system and the merchants. 
That c P ld not fall to help the Liberal Party whose candidate, George · 
lrr.er on fn TwlllJrt~ote-Fogo, stood to be defeated by a retrgtous camp-
algn on either side. 
49Above, pp. 33-34. 
50The Newfoundlander, February 21, March 29, 1855. 
5lThose statistics ceme from various sources, pr!nclpally 
n~s~apers, proceedings of Assembly end Counc:ll and N~wfoundland AlManacs. 
52The Pub1fc Ledger, January 26, Febr~ary 2, 1855; ~ 
~~fo·..sn:n~nd E. .pr~~s ~ :=ebruar-y 20, 1855. 
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Nevertheless, the re llgl ous cry dl d overshado~ every-
thlng else In the largely Protestant rfdtngs and perhaps the greatest 
Indication of .the defensive attitude of the merchants• party was that 
'Protestant Unlon' was adopted as their main campaign s1ogan. 53 
Having lost the 1852 election the conservatives had realized the harm 
of a Liberal-Roman Catholtc-Vesleyan alliance and It was partly In 
recognition of th1s fact that they had since hastened to cha~Jon 
the Protestant cause In the fight over the .Representation Sllls. 5lt 
Having succeeded In making the Issue one of religion the conservatives 
had forced a Representation Bill to be· framed on denominational lines 
admitting a majority of one men~er to be justly due the Protestants. 
Now realizing that the only majority they could wln was a Protestant 
one they did not hesitate to cast the campaign as a purely religious 
struggle against Roman Catholic ascendancy. ihe Intensity of the 
religious conflicts had bee~ so bitter through the Representation 
struggle of 1854 that the appellations 1 llberal 1 and •conservative• 
had been dispensed with altogether In favor of the denominational 
connotations, Catholic and Protestant. At this potnt the Prote~tant 
Party ca ~4 ! n was being directed by the Central Protestant CommJttee 
of St. J rr ~ S . of whl ch Hugh Hoy1es was the chal rman. 56 That 
. ., 
"'ih e Uewfoundl an d Express, March 17, 20, 1855; The Public 
ledger, Harch ~~Februa ry 23, 1855. -----
54Above, pp. 66-68, 76-77, 79-81. 
SSThe Courier, April 25, 1855. 
56 Above, p. 80. 
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Corr~lttee chose the candidates for the several Protestant districts 
and experienced the luxury of sn uncontested campaign ln all but 
three of their districts. Of those three the Catholic Party directly 
supported only one· candl dllte, the I ncurrbent George Emerson, In the 
district of TwJ111ngate-Fogo. In that largely AngJican district, 
however, the electors prefer'red the eonservatt.ves, Ellis and Knight, 
nominees of the Anglican, St. John's merchant, C.F. Bennett, over 
those of the St. John's Catholic Bishop. While three candidates, In 
Bonavlsta Bay, opposed the Central Protestant Committee nominees 57 
yet they were not sponsored by the Catholic Party and only the Morning 
Courier gave them brief encouragement. 58 Winning those three district~ 
as easily as they did the uncontested rldfngs of Port de Grave, Fortune 
Bay, Burgeo-LaPolle and Trinity Bay the Protestant ~arty secured the 
return of twelve members. 
Twelve seats, however, In a thfrty-merr.ber tlouse, \·l.as not 
enough to form a government and the two r1 dl ngs of Harbour Grace ar.d 
Burin were needed to give conserviltlves the victory. However, es 
liberals hod, since 1850, been · seeking Wesleyan support, they n~~ 
aimed at s~ rln f ~ stop the conservative campaign. Burin district, then . 
bec.zrne tti 'J• • l'latt leground and the Ror.1an Cathollc•\Jeslcyan alli ance 
whl ch h &J .. e t f In the 1852 e1eetlon59 now became of crucial Importance. 
57Th~y were those who, apparently, were disgruntled that 
they were not selected for the Conservative ticket; see The Courier, 
April 25, 1855. 
S8rhe Courter, April 28, 1855. 
59 Above, pp. 61-62. 
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Clement Benning, the Incumbent member, and Joseph Woods, the Courier 
editor, became the standard bearers for the Catholic Party In that 
district while Episcopalian Injustice to WesJeyans was Invoked to 
60 the utmost. The Courier aimed Its campaign directly et the Wesleyans 
recalling the long history of their exclusion from government patronage 
by the ~orrupt Anglican establishment. The education question was 
thoroughly reviewed to demonstrate how Bishop Field and his clergy 
had sought sub-division of the education grant In order to counteract 
Wesleyan f1ethodlsm In the Colony. The-(:ourler was ably assisted In Its 
appeal to the Wesleyans by the Patrlot _who encouraged that denomination 
to denounce .. Episcopalian Ascendancy" and unite with their friends, the 
Roman Catholics. 61 The Public Ledger and Newfoundland Express were 
denounced by Patriot editor Parsons as "Imposter prints" who never 
..... defended Wesleyan Methodism against the 'Iron heel' of 'prelatica1 1 
62 despotism." 
In the meantime the campaign for .. Protestant Union" was being 
urged very strongly with the Ledger and Express seeking to exploit 
fear of Roman Catholic domlnatlon. 63 That appeal, of course, aimed 
directly at aurin, h d for Its object the breaking of the Roman Cathollc-
r .. .rv ,. tln ~l ty •ttacked Joseph Woods as a servant 
60
rhe Courier. February 24, March 3, 17. 24, 28, May 9, l 55. 
61 the Patriot, Janu~ry 29, March 12, 19, 26, April 30, 1855. 
62 aotd., March 19, 1855. 
63The PublJc Ledger, February 13, 23, March 13, 16, 1855; 
The Newfoundland ~xpre5s, March I, J, 10, 17, 1855. 
. ~·. . . ,-~ .. 
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of Catholic Interests who was being used by Bishop Hullock as a tool 
to wtn Burin district. In their opinion the aim of the Roman Catholic 
Church was to sow dlss8nslon In the ranks of the Protestants In order 
to take control of -the governr.~nt. 6~ If that happened, they argued, 
clvtl liberty would be at an end and all government patronage would 
to to Catholics. Protestants must therefore unite and save the Colony 
from the evil dictatorship of Bishop Hullock. That campaign, ha~ever, 
had very little success as the Protestant Party found difficulty In 
acquiring the services of prominent name.~ to contest the district. 
What chagrined them most of all was that the Influential Wesleyan 
merchant, J.J. Rogerson, campaigned for the Liberals In St. John's and 
supported the Roman Catholic-Wesleyan alliance In Burln. 65 Liberal 
exploitation of Wesleyan-Anglican rivalries had proven too strong, 
therefore, for the conservatives In· Burin and while, apparently, they 
Intended to concede the district, yet the Anglican clergymen at Bur1n 
h~d devised a clever scheme to preserve, at least, a partial victory. 
Convincing a Roman Catholic Burlner, Patrick Morris, to announee his 
~andldacy, at the last moment, Rev. Gathercole had succeeded In dtvtdlng 
the Catholic vot 
defcat~d • •c ·~,_., 
and . while the Catholic Benning topped the poll. Morris 
66 
r s.r· ........ .;: •y tter~ eight votes. Although It Is 
difficult to 4Jl$cover t nc: GQndttlon!i under which Horrts put him~ lf In 
nomination yet his subsequent support of the Liberal Party67 did not 
64rhe Newfoundland Express, March 17, 1855. 
6Srhe Public Ledger, Muy 25, June 19, 1855. 
66 The Couri er, May 12, Jess. 
67Leglslatl ve Proceedings, tlouse of Assembly, May 29, 1855. 
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betray the fact that the Liberal-Wesleyan alliance, In Burin, had 
been damaged by the refusal of some Catholics to vote for Woods. The 
conscrvatfves, therefore, had been served new ammunition wtth which to 
attack the Liberal-Wesleyan alliance and their success would depend on 
what use they could make of It In succeedlng elections. 
However, the Burin victory gave the Liberals a working majority 
while Harbour Grace gave them an extra two by acclamation. The lncum-
bent member, John Hayward, had been joined by a fo~~r representative 
. 68 from Conceptlon Bay, James L. Prendergast. The latter, a former 
Independent, was now a full fledged supporter of liberal policy while 
Hayward of the Anglican faith and supported by the local merchants, 
had been a liberal follower since the 1852 electton. 69 The combination 
of the Roman Catho 11 c Church a·nd the Protestant merchants In that dIs-
John's w.~rchants could also ascribe - their defeat, perhaps, to the fact 
that they lacked a prominent foothold In Harbour Grace. The addition 
of those two seats gave the Catholic Party a strong majority of eight-
een to twelve and shortly afterwards Governor Darling requested Philip 
L1tt1 e to f orm the flrst Responsible Government. 
66 The Public Ledger, May 28, 1855. 
69 Above, pp. 62, 65. 
CHAPTER. V 
RELIGION IN POLITICS, 1855-1860 
In Hay, 1855, as a result of a successful general election, 
there devoled upon Philip Little, as Premier-elect, the task of 
forming a new government that had been rescued from the hands of the 
- Anglican Church and the St. John's mercantile class. Little had the 
opportunity of futfl11tng, for the Roman Catholics, their claim to a 
long-awaited share In the fruits of political patronage while at the 
same time he would naed to demonstrate the legitimacy of their boast 
of liberalism by according a fair denominational return to all. While 
1 the announcement of his Executive Council revealed that the first 
objective had been realized yet scrlous doubts still remained about 
Catholic ascendancy. Whereas, according to population, a faJr religious 
distribution would have been either a three-to three Roman Catholic-
Protestant relationship or a four to two dlvtslon In favour of the 
1Dtter gro p. y~t t ho Premier had reserved four positions for hts co-
r t r ~ f onl t s . 2 ~~ ~ddltlon , one of the two Protes t ants, Th~nas Glen, 
had be6n returned for a Catholic district, Ferryland, wh1Je the other, 
George Emerson, had been rejected by the Anglican con~tltuency of 
Twl111ng~te-fogo. 3 The new government, then, was a government of the 
1Table XII. 
2 See Appendl ~ IJD. 
3Above, Chapte r IV, p. 98. 
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'TABLE ;<II 
THE COMPOSITION OF THE LEGISLATIVE AND EXECUTIVE COUNCILS, 1855-1860 
SHOWING DENOMHlATIONAl AND R~SIDEUTIAL AFFILIATIONSa 
--
EXECUTIVE COUNCIL LEGISLATIVE COUllCIL 
lte:nbers Rel. Appt 'd Residence ~tembers Rel. App t I d 
P.F. Little R.C. 1855 St. John's L. 0 1 Brien R.C. 1855 
J. Kent R.C. 185'5' St. John's J. Tobin R.C. 1855 
l. 0 • Dr len R.C. 1855 St. John's J. Rockford R.C. 1855 
E. H.zmrahan R.C. 1855 Carboncar G.H. Emerson C.E. . 'If 5 
T. Glen Pres. 1355 St. John's J. Munn C.E. 'v .) 
G.H. Emerson C.E. 1855 St. John's T. tl. R I d 1 ey C.E. H· S 
S. Carson Pres. 1 ~ 's 
J.J. Rogerson \o/es. 1857 St. John's T. Row C.E. ~ .. ~ 
E.O. Sh~a R.C. 1858 St. JC\hn's J.J. Rogf!rson Wes. \ I, ' , 
G.J. Hogsett R.C. 1858 St. John's J. Fur long R.C. . .. ) 
J. Hayward C.E. 1858 Hr. Grace P. Dug9an R.C. . .. 5 
J. Cormack R.C. L ;5 
J. Fox R.C. ! t '7 
E. t1orr is R.C. " .. , " l 
N. Stabb Pres. 
''"'.., :l 
R.J. Plnsent C.E. • ( ::'J 
P. Kough R.C. ~~oo 
J. Hogsett R.C. l5G~ 
R. Kent R.C. 1860 
-
Residence 
st. John's 
St. John's 
st. John's 
St. John's 
Hr. Grace 
Hr. Grace 
St. John's 
St. John's 
St. John's 
St. John's 
St. John's 
St. John's 
St. John's 
St. John's 
St. John's 
Hr. Grace 
St. John's 
St. John's 
St. John's 
a Those stat Is tl cs have been cow.pll~d from various sources, maInly Ue\.,found land 
Blue Books 1855~1860, also newspapers, directories, Newfoundland Almanacs, Governor's Des· 
patches and Assembly speeches. 
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Roman Catholic districts and whl1e the newly arrived Governor Darling 
felt that Protestant ropre$entatlon had destroyed at least one ground 
4 
of party distinction yet the Tory press exhibited no such optimism. 
Claiming that the government had f~llen completely Into the hands of 
a Catholic minority the Public Ledger urged that complaints be lald 
at the foot of the throne5 while the Express rejected any suggestion 
that misnamed 1 Libera1 Protestants•, Glen and Emerson, had any claim to 
• 6 
represent the Protestant electors of the Colony. However, the composition 
of the Legislative Council seen~d to por~ray a fairer distribution where 
twelve seats had been divided evenly between Catholics and Protestants.] 
Even there a considerable struggle had ensued over Its constitution 
when the Tories defiUlndcd that the Governor appoint a stron9 minority 
to represent the views of the opposition. Hoving an amendment to the 
Address-In-Reply which, In part, expressed to the Governor the hope 
that "••• you will not, by permitting yourself to be governed In this 
selection by the advice of your n,Jnistry for the time betng, adopt a 
course at once unconstitutional, unprecedented and unJust •••• " Hoyles 
declared It sufficient to make the Upper House harmonize wtth the 
Assemb1y. 8 A l tho~g h C rter explained they wished, only, thot the 
a ass. 
'' · : t~l 47. Oa rHng to Russ~ll, May 29 , 
5The Public Ledger, May 25, · 1855. 
6The Ne\'lfoundland Express, JuneS, 1855. 
7Table XII, above , p. 103. 
8Legls1atlve Proceedi ngs, House of A5 s emb1y, Hay 29, 1855. 
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Governor appolnt their representatlves9 the Government Party Inter-
preted the motion as a denial of the very basis of Responsible 
Government- the duty of the Governor to follow the advice of his 
10 ~lnlsters. They, therefore, defeated the motion on e strict ?arty 
vote. Neve.-theles~, Governor Darling worked out a compromise \'lith 
the Premier by which Munn, Ridley, Row and Samuel Carson were accepted 
to represent the oppos1tlon while the g~vernment party retained complete 
11 freedom with respect to the remaining appointments. It Is only when 
one remembers that six of those eight appointments went to R~~n 
C~thollcs that one realizes that the denominational picture In the 
LegIs 1 at l ve Co~mc J 1 was J Ufl t as bad, or even \"Jorse, than that of the 
Executive Council. Whlle many Prote5tants \-Jould be tempted, therefore, 
to read there proof of Cathollc asco~dancy yet the· _peculiar composition 
of the Council~ h~d dcmo~strated the problems of according Protestant 
representation In a P~rty and Government depending for thetr existence 
on the vote~ of Catholic constituents. The denominational ch~racter 
of the Government reflected the wcakncssc5 In the Liberal Party - weak-
ne~ses which tho Party would need to overcome If thoy were to retain 
the support ~ 1 ne Protestant districts of Burin and Harbour Grace. 
In tno"' t • f t ~~~t be pointed out that only one Wesleyan had 
received • ... .... "tl appointment In spite of the fact that liberals had 
fought Anglican ascendancy for the sake of justlc:e to both Wesleyans 
and Catholics. In addttlon, the electlon of two Catholics In 6urln, plus 
11 c.o. 194/144, ff. 218-236~ Oarllng to Rus~ell, May 29, JBss. 
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Catholic failure to vote for the \-lesl_cyan, Woods, was a harrn that 
could not be repaired \~lth the appointment of one St. John's Wesleyan, 
J.J. Rogerson. Catholic p~1er tn the Liberal Party was, therefore, 
too cle~rly revealed tn the political appointments while that 9reed 
would need to be moderated If political justice were to be accorded 
the \Jesleyilns. 
Those appointments not only revealed the strongly Roman 
Catholic character of the Liberal Party, but accurately reflected Its 
geographical base. While only the liberal members for Harbour Grace, 
.Carbonear and Burin lived outside St. John's, at the sa~ time, five 
out of stx Executive Councillors and ten out of twelve Legislative 
Councillors were natives of the capltat. 12 The Government was not 
only Catholtc, then, but a St. John's government also, a feature which 
became accentuated as a result of the administrative policy of the 
Little Government. Taking office at a period when Colonta1 finances 
were not In sound condttton 13 the Liberal Government faced heavy 
criticism from the Opposltlon for Inauguration of a Reciprocity Treaty 
wl th the UnIted States - a measure \-lh 1 ch the conservatIves belt eved 
wouhl ~t1itatly uec.:ruase the revenue. 14 The Little ministry. he\.,ever, 
attempted to solve that problem by Increasing duties on luxuries and 
manufactured articles whlle reducing duties on raw materials to encourage 
local manufacturlng. 15 In addition. the Government Inaugurated a program 
12Table Xll, above, p. 103. 
13Leglslattve Proceedings, House of Assembly, August 1, 
tass. 
14 Ibid., May 30, 1855. 
IS Ibid., June 20, 1855. 
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of administrative reorganization for greater efficiency In the col-
Jectlon and expenditure of the revenue. The old offices of Colonial 
Treasurer and Collectorship of Customs were combined In the person of 
the Receiver General (Cap. VI), while the latter became chalr~~n of a 
ne\~ Soard of Revenue (Cap. IV) created to superintend the working and 
practical operations and effects of the Revenue system. In addition, 
a new Board of Works (Cap. VII) was created with responslblllty for 
the superintendency and management of all publtc buildings, public 
property and public works throughout the Colony. There then followed 
a general reduction In the salaries of the principal officers of the 
government (Cap. VIII). Undoubtedly the combination of offices could 
lead to a check on expenditures, but what had happened, In the process, 
was a greater centralization of government In the -~~pltal. Thls did 
not escape the Opposition who, quite correctly, 1abe11ed the new 
administrative policy, especially the Soard of Works, as a denial of 
. 16 
patronage to the outports and accentuation of the rule of St. John's. 
Indications had therefore been given that opposition could, perhaps, be 
expected from t~e outports. 
N•~3 rthe1ess, by July, 1858, when Philip Little r e tired 
due to ( t r ~· t t t he liberal leader could look back on a r a ther event-
ful t hree , r• Ju ring which a fairly successful record of legislation 
had been cornplled. 17 With the Upper House having been harmonized wtt h 
the Lower House the Council-Assembly struggle, which had characterized 
16 Ibid., July 13, 1855. 
17Gunn, pp. 142-143. 
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the pre-Responsible Government days, had disappeared while the ~overn-
ment•s legislative program generated little political excitement. The 
conservatives, perhaps because of the fact .. th<lt Little had a flrm 
maJority In both Houses, remained a very tame opposition. They 
centred their attacks on wastage of government money and on government 
partiality In distribution of road grants and poor relief. The latter 
funds, they charged, were being distributed In unfair proportions be-
tween St. John's and the outports while government, more speclftca11y, 
Roman Catholtc1dtstrtcts were being favored over and above opposition, 
Protestant dlstrlcts. 18 Debates on the road bills and supply bills 
witnessed each member fighting for his own dlstrict•s share cf those 
monies. However, there was little difficulty encountered tn passing 
the legislation or in winding up each sessior. •s buslpess. For most of 
those sessions the Opposition did not bother to present the usual non-
confidence motions In the Throne Speech debate. A political crisis 
loomed, hoHever, In 1857, when Br 1 ta In announced the s t gn I ng of a ne\-1 
Fishery Conv ~ntlon with France conceding to the latter country rights 
detrimental to the Colony of Ne\·Jfoundland. 19 The Oppos t tlon charged 
duplic i t y c-r• t ··e part of the governr.1ent but the necessity of unity, 
In t he f a~ •• -· ~external threat, brought unanimity In condemnation 
20 
of the Co" ·e1 u on forcing It to fall to the ground. When Philip 
Little retired, therefore, In 1858, he could look back on three years 
of r e latively cal m and stable politics. Contributing to that situation 
18Lcglslatlve Proceedings, Houss of Assembly, iiovember 18, 
1856; March 14, 1857; Ma rch 28, Jd59. 
l .. ~Gunn, pp. 43- 45. 
20Legis l a ti ve Proceed i ngs , House of Assembly, Feb rua ry 18, 
19, l d57; The Newfoundlander, Feb ru~ry 19, 24, 1857; The P~b11c Ledger , 
february J2,2];-f8!fi. 
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be to keep the Party united while, at the same tlme, preventing the 
loss of Protestant support which had been gained undci the efforts of 
Its former leader. If the new Preml'.lr could moderate the demands of 
the pro-clerical, -Irish, St. John's alefr.ent there was every possibility 
that he could lead the outport-orlented, pro-native, and possibly anti-
clerical, \ilng of the Party. That, however, proved to be his especial 
problem for the St. John's by-election, called to ftll Little's vacant 
seat, revealed Kent, right at the beginning of hts term as leader, un-
able to placate those forces. 
In a campaign that witnessed Joseph L1tt1e, brother of 
24 1 the ex-Pretnler,supported by Kent and Bishop Mullock, the strong Y 
pro-natlve e letnent marshal Jed their resources and catae out In gre\lt 
strength. Backing J.J. Geran, a vt~orous and Independent Cat h.:; 11 c, 
St. John's native, t hey waged an ent) rget t c campaIgn to the ... ·tern at 1 on con., 
of Joseph Little. While the pro-natt ve Patriot champtoned that cause 
· t s for · tts editor, R.J. Parsons, dropped hls pen and took to the hust ng -
Geran In a campai!Jn that \rtas actually a repudlation of the leader sh( p 
of John Kent. 25 Public demonstratlcns of support for Geran conv1nced 
26 .At. thOU9h LlttlG to wlthtir~w a~d the natlves lad won a clear victory. 
he e,'t .. f'rlnc . ~ (1.!·-.t •. H'd Islander, l.ttt e, mlght have been acceptable eight 
ye~rs o~ rlter, as h is brother Ph!1t had been. Kent had not realized 
that times had changed and that r.&at '-.; ring NeHfoundtanders were tncllned 
24The llewfound 1 and Expr ..: ss, July 31, 1858. 
25nw Patriot, November 8t 1858. 
26 J11e Tc)e'Jruph, 11overnt'·:... r 3, 1858; The Morning Cour~· 
November 6, lti5~ 
----._,...,-
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be to keep the Party united while, at the same tlme, preventing the 
loss of Protestant support whtch had been gained undc; the efforts of 
Its forr.ter leader. If the new Preml'!r could mod~rate the demands of 
the pro-c 1 erl ca 1, I r t sh, St. John 1 s a 1 er:.ent there "'as every poss i b I 11 ty 
that ha could lead the outport-orlented, pro-native, and possibly anti-
clerical, \-ilng of the Party. That, however, proved to be his especial 
problem for the St. John's by-election, called to f111 Little's vac<Jnt 
seat, revealed Kent, rtght at the b<.!ginnlng of hls term as leader, un-
able to placate those forces. 
In a campaign that witnessed Joseph Little, brother of 
the ex-Pretnlcr,supported by Kent and Bishop Mul1ock, 24 the strongly 
pro-natlve eletnent ma rshalled their resources and ca1;1e out tn gre.:1t 
stren!)th. Backing J.J. Geran, a vt~orous and independent Cati1c1Jc, 
St. John's native, they wngeJ an eno rgetlc campaign to the con~·ternatlon 
of Joseph Little. While the pro-nattve Patriot championed that cause 
tts editor, R.J. Parsons, dropped hls pen and took to the hustings for : 
Geran In a ca~palyn that was actually a repudlation of the leader shi p 
of John Kent. 25 Publlc demonstratl ns of support for Geran convinced 
l · t 26 ·Atthough Llttl tl !ow th !Jr~-.., .J'1d the nat ves I ad •..won a clear victory. · · 
he e-.<-J'rJnc~ f•' ·-Ju rd l~llandcr, Lltt e, might have been acceptable clght 
ye~rs ~~ r1ler, e$ his brother Phtlt~ haJ been, Kent had not realized 
that times had changed and that ~at ring Newfoundland~rs were Inclined 
24The newfoundland Expr 'SS , July 31, 1858. 
2.5Thc Patriot, liovembcr 8, 1858. 
26 JJ1e Te_legraph, Ho~lt:niL: :.. r 3, 1858; The Morning Cour~.!.· 
November 6, 1b5;r:----
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to acc~pt nothing less than a true-blue native. Undoubtedly that ex-
perlence should have been a warning that Kent would need to loosen 
his ties with the Irish and pro-Church element. Instead he seems to 
have chosen the opposite course and, by his political appointments, 
loosened, rather, his ties with the Protestant community. In the 
eighteen months following the retirement of Little, Kent made a tot~l 
of nine new appolnt~nts to his Executive and Legislative Counclls27 
reserving six for his co-religionists. _One of those six was his 
cousin, Edwsrd Horris, \'lhlle aoother was' his brother., Robert Kent. 
Those two, along with the present Premier, had formed ~he core of 
opposition to the Liberal ticket In 13SS and had It net been for the 
tenacity and ability of the compromising Slshop to make sacrifices for 
the good cause, those three lrtsh ex-patriates might h~ve turned the 
reform ca~palgn Into an lrtsh Catho]lc moveffient. 28 Now they had worked 
thelr.way Into the Inner clr.:;.les of government and the situation of 
1855 · ~~ - been reversed. 'The Liberal Government was In danger of be-
.. ,
coming Ident i fied with government by the Roman Catholic Church. 
Kent's induction Into the Office of Premier proved to be 
a rather crl t f<:Cll exp•rlence for hlm. Hurdly had the St. John's by-
pvl~tlca l crtsts arose ov~r alleged 
violations o f French flshlng right$ In Hewfoundland. Complaints had 
been received from residents of St. George's Buy that French fishermen 
has encroached on the rlgh ts of Newfound 1 and p 1 anters. 29 Wh 11 e the 
Z7Table XII, above, p. 103. 
ZBA. 92 4 uove, pp. -9 . 
2~Thc r•c·.'4found1and Exp:'"f;SS, September 11 5 1858. 
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Government waited for more Information on the subject R.J. Parsons, 
liberal for St. John's East, demanded the calling of the Assembly 
and denounced the delay as •criQlnaJ• apathy on the part 'of the Kent 
government.30 A few days later th~ Newfoundland Express reprinted an 
article from the Globe's Parts Correspondent which accused both the 
Kent government and Bishop ~\ullock of duplicity In the French cri mes 
and accused Hullock of siding with the French. 31 Hinting that James 
Tobin, Kent•s financial secretary and advocate of extreme 'Newfoundland 
rights• against France, was the author of the article, the Conservative 
Express gladly accepted It as evidence of a conspiracy between two 
Catholic governments. Feeling that a possible lack of vigilance, by 
the Government, In preservation of Newfoundland's fishery rights was 
an Issue by which they mlyht hurt the Liberal Party~he Opposition rose 
to the attack. 32 Whether Tobin wrote the article, or not, was a matter 
of doubt, yet, as requested by bishop Mullock, the Newfoundlander refuted 
the allegations and specifically named Tobin as the author. 33 Supported 
by the Courier and Patriot Tobin denied he had ever made the charges34 
and vowed to Bishop 11u11oc:k that "Your Lordship's authority to the 
Editor of tn~ N~wfoundlander, serving as his protection, deprives me of 
(. 
___ _!·at rlot, December 6, 1858. 
31Thc ~ewfoundl~nd Express, December 7, 1858. 
)2 Gunn, p. 1 51 • 
33The Newfound1~nder, December 9, 1858. 
34The Mo~ntng Courter, December 11, 1858; The Patriot, 
Oec:ember 27, 1 8~8. 
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the right of legal redress In the state of affairs here.u35 Meaning 
that In St. John's where a Jury would at least contain a majority of 
Roman Catholics he could not expect a verdict against the Bishop. 
Tobin was supported by all the Protestant papers. Seizing upon that 
statement, however, as a base Imputation on the administration of 
justice, Kent removed Tobin from his position of financial secretary 
and ejected him from his Legislative Council seat.36 Assailed from 
within and without the Liberal Party the Kent Government, however, 
extricated Itself from the political crisis by making It solely an 
Issue of allegiance to the Catho11c Bishop by members of his flock. 
Presiding over a mass meeting of Roman Catholics, In front of the 
Bishop's Palace, Kent forwarded resolutions of honour and respect 
for Bishop Hullock while lines of condemnation were heaped on Tobtn. 37 
Hullock, himself, addressed the a~sembled congregation and remarked on 
the great display of loyalty which proclaimed, he said, the lndls-
soluble attachment between the people and their pastor. What had 
begun as an attack upon the government, then, had concluded with a 
defense of the Roman Catholic Church. Apparently Kent's Interpretations 
of the po iltlc crlsl$ had revealed his Inability to separate Church 
and St t e. , r, '"· nt they seemed one and the same thIng. The success of 
the natlv ~. ~ · Hullock candidate, J.J. Geran, had been followed, 
therefore, by the sacrifice of another native, anti-clerical, James 
35The Times, December 11, 1858. 
36Hinute of Council, December 17, 1858; The Ttmes, 
Oec~er 18, 1858. 
37Thc Newfoundlander, December 16, 1858; The Patriot, 
December 20, 1~5ti. 
Tobin. With these forces unreconclled the election year of 1359 would 
prove to be rather an eventful one for John Kent and the Liberal 
Party. 
Although, In 1859, Kent's Party had been ab1e to repeat 
Little's victories of 18ss38 It was not without the experience of 
serious dissensions which almost split the Party wide open. In contrast 
to the 1855 e]ectlon, when Hulloek had restrained the Kents and Edward 
Kortls for the sake of unity In the face of the grand prize of self-
govern~~nt,39 St. John's, I~ 1859, became a real political battlefield. 
Seven candidates took to the hustings In St. John's West40 In spite of 
the warnings of the sulctda1 results of division In the party. The 
three Incumbent Liberals, Ambrose Shea, John Casey and J.J. Geran, 
sought re-election but the temptation of place an.d pay, plus the 
partially unacceptable leadership of Kent, tempted four others to claim 
election as Llber~l candidates. When ~he 1 hole-ln 1 corner• meotlng con-
vened to decide the Liberal ticket John Kent found himself, as Liberal 
leader and Premier, In a much more Influential position than that of 
1855. J.J. Goran, the native, was rejected In favor of an Irish-ex-
patrlate. T.S. ~cr, while the r.ew ticket received the sanction of 
the Bl ~ho" , !cl • .. r.sn. ho.1ever, lacked the resignation of Ed·J~tard Morris 
and, tnl t ' J ughlng It off•, he coalesced with the fiercely 
Independent native, Henry Renouf, and the Irish, Thomas Talbot, to 
36 See Appendix II, E. 
39 Above, Pp. 92-94. 
40The Newfoundlander~ May 16, 23, Septembe r 12, October 3, 
10, 13. 31, 1859; The Patriot, May 30, October 3, 1859. 
41 rne Patriot, October lJ, 31, 1659. 
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42 fight the •chosen three• from poll to poll until the day of vot1na. 
Although falling to win the district Geran came close to dislodging 
Dwyer while the strong vote polled by the three lndependents43 
demonstrated defl~lt~ limits to Mul1ock 1 s Influence. The Kent group 
had scored a partial victory In getting a seat for the lrl~hman, ~~er, 
but It might very well turn out to be a pyrrhic one for 1t was the 
native element that had suffered. In the outport, Catholic districts 
natives won the day as Harbour Main switched from two Irishmen of 1855 
to two natlves. 44 In Placentia-St. Mar~ e natfve, Joseph English, 
.... ~. 
defeated one of the Irish Incumbents, Michael Kelly, while the Irishman, 
Delaney, was successfully returned. However, he was In 1860, rewarded 
by Kent with the position of Post:nil"Ster General. For his vacant seat 
the governr.~nt supported Michael Kelly who was, once again, defeated by 
another na'flve~ -~lchard .. McGratn:·45 :N~·t only were · the '· 1ris'hme·n · 'lo·t;lng 
out In the extern rl dIngs, but a de.f I nl te trend had $et In agaInst St. 
John's. In 1859 Harbour Main had rejected two St. John's candidates 
In favour of Patrick N~lan and Charles Furey, residents of the district 
while by 1860 Placentia-St. Hary•s had replaced two of Its three St. 
John's members wtth Pl3centla natives, English and McGrath. John Kent's 
d ~·~ ma9nlfled to the extent that, not 
only wash - n ~ re~ulre4 1 r oc~~ •l e natives and Irish ex-patriate • 
42rhe Times, Septemeer 17, October 13, 26, 1859; The Public 
Ledger, November 11, 1859. 
43The Ne\'lfoundlander, November 10, 1859. 
44 I!!~.J1orntng Courier, November 5, 1859. 
45Tho Newfoundland Express, -November 11, 1860. 
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he ~~uld have to lead a combination of outport residents and St. 
John's natives. 
Meanwhile, Burin was almost lost to the Govern~nt. In 
that district, where Liberals had predicted their victories on a 
continuation of Wesleyan-Anglican antipathies, the gradually In-
creasing Roman Catholic orientation of the ~lberal Party, since 1855. 
had begun to alienate Wesleyans. A less than Illustrious beginning 
had been made In Burin where, apparently, Catholics had placed religion 
ahead of politics and voted for two Cat~ollcs, the Liberal. Benning, 
46 
and the Tory, Morris. Seizing on tha~ result as an opportunity to 
weaken the Liberal-Wesleyan al)tance the 1 Protestant Union• advocates 
had painted the Burin election as ~conspiracy on th~ part of the 
Roman Catholic Priests who had duped Woods never Intending, In the 
first place, that he be elected~ 47 · However, the Liberal governn~nt had 
-
the opportunity, once In charge of the patronage, to rectify any 
Wesleyan grievance by according to that sect their just share of the 
government re\iards. Yet, the LIbera i Party had not been able to 
restrain Its 'l1beraltsm' to\1ards the Catholic Church and, tn order to 
undo years of politi c l Injustices to Catholics, had been Incapable o f 
mode rat l n9 th g r"'~d c1t c.~ tx) J f C' <:">no.~r.r. 48 Unfortunate 1 y an Ang 1 f can 
government h~.t t een exc.tt.-,n~ o-~ tor a K.oman Catholic one, neither of 
which could be acceptable to Wesleyans. Even In Bay de Verde and Burin 
46 Above, Pp. 100-101. 
47The Public Ledger, Hay 25, 1855; The Newfoundland Express. 
June 5, Ht55. 
48 Above, Pp. 102- 105. 
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districts government patronage had gone to Roman Catholics. In the 
former district, where there was an overwhelming majority of WesJeyans, 
the Catholic priest had been appointed Chairman of the Road Board 
and Immediately had engaged his broth~r as Road lnspector. 49 In the 
latter district six appointments had been made In the Civil Service 
from 1855-1859, all six ~olng to Roman Catho1Jcs. 50 While some excuses 
could be made for the Catholic appointments In aurin, yet In Bay de 
Verde, little could be read Into the appointments except the monopolizing 
tendencies of Catholics. On those Issues, from 1855 to 1860, the 
Opposition centred much of Its attention maintaining their campaign of 
•Protestant Union• and deprecating the manifestations of Catholic 
Ascendancy. . 51 Special appeals for amalgan~tton were made to the Wesleyans 
while the Protestant pap~rs promised that Churchmen could be fairer to 
Wes J ayans than Roman Ca tho II cs. 52 That c 1 a I m was 'bo I s te red by 1\ng'l 'l can 
support of Wesl eyans In the Northern districts. There, In 1855, the 
Wesleyan, Stephen March, had been elected for Trinity on the ticket 
with the Anglicans, Winter and Carter, while In Twllllngate-Fogo the 
Angli can, Emerson, ha d been rejected In favour of his co-rellglon lst, 
£ I l l s, •~d the ~es1eyan, Knlg ht. 53 Sy 1859 the Tories were confident 
that 'Pro tt~nt Volon• coul d be succes sful a s they accepted Staphen 
RertdeJl , a W'csl eyan merchant a nd agent of Job Brothers, for Trinity 
49The Public Ledge r, September 30, 1856. 
SOThe Newfoundland Exp r e ss , July 19, 1859; The Ti me s , 
July 20, 1859. 
SlThe Pub l ic Ledge r, Septembe r 9, 1859 ~ The Newfoundl a nd 
Express , July 5, 1859. 
5lThe ~ewfoundlDnd Express, Ju ly 23, 1859. 
53 Above, p. 9&. 
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Bay moving March to Bonavlstn In order to elect three Wesleyans In 
the districts where Wesleyans had a substantial mlnorlty. 54 With 
_Hoyles offering a reconclllatlon, 55 a general meeting of Wesleyans 
met In St. John 1 s. and resolved on complete Wesleyan-Episcopalian 
t;6 
unlon.r The Roman Catholic-Wesleyan alllanc~ seemed not to exist 
for In the general body of Wesleyans there seemed to be little support. 
However, InstItution a 1 support was behInd the LIbera 1s as the f1e thod Is t 
Church favored the a111ance57 while Wesleyan benefits were dispensed 
In that direction. Their newspaper,. The Courier, was maintained by 
government patronage In the printing of the Assembly debates, while 
In 1858, the Liberal government Incorporated a \lesleyan Methodist 
- 58 Conference for Newfoundland. In the sama year the Methodist Church 
was rewarded with a Wesleyan Acaden~ under Its own dlrectlon. 59 
J. J. Rogerson, an ·r:xecu t"f ve and LesH s 1 ~it' f ve Counc n tor, rema l ned the 
chief Wesleyan spokesman and was cTosely Identified \'flth the Church. 
A ·member of the Conference and Director of the Wesleyan Academy, 
Rogerson was also President of the Religious Tract Society and VIce-
President of the Blble -Soclety.60 When the Wesleyan meeting, which had resolve 
S4the Times, October 5, 1859. 
55Jbld., July 20, 1859. 
56The Ne\otfoundland Express, July 5, 14, 1859. 
S7Above, p. 60; also the Newfoundland Express, November 
12, 1859, June 8, 1860; the Public Ledg e r~ January 20, 31, 1860; 
the Morning Courier, January 4, 1860. 
58Leg1slatfve Acts, Newfoundland, 1858, Cap. 19. 
59 Jbld., Cap. 8. 
60 The Public Lftdger, September 20, 1859. 
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on un1on with Episcopalians, offered Rogerson the district of Burin 
61 . 
he refused and, Instead, accepted Kent's persuasion to stand there 
for the Liberal Party. Resigning from the Legislative Council, 
Rogerson, with Ambrose Shea as his colleague, saved Burin by a very 
small majority of votes. 62 WesJeyans, then, were as little susceptible 
to Church Influence as some Roman Catholics. What 11ttle Wesleyan 
support remained, however, was given a severe blow shortly afterwards 
when Kent re~fllled Rogerson's Legislative Council seat, and two other 
vacancies, with three Roman Catho11cs. 63 Even the Courier was disgruntled 
and expressed Its dissatisfaction at the sltuatlon. 64 The Liberal Party-
Wesleyan alliance was, therefore,tottering by 1860. This situation hDd 
not only developed because of the Ro~an Catholic btas In polttteal 
patronage but had been Induced also because such association had, from 
the very first, been an 'Unholy Alliance'. The spectacle of the 
Liberal Party making a common cause out of Wesleyan and Catholic 
grievances had made strange bedfeJl~1s of the Conservative Church of 
Rome and the evangelical Methodists. In fact, what ~esleyans had found 
most repugnant In the Anglican Church was precisely the most outstanding 
4: t"lafJ~~Cte r fs t lc Qf t he Roftkln Catholic religion. Having retreated In t he 
t~~o vf Tr c t drla~ a $cend&ncy Wes1eyans had sought solace tn Roman 
Cat holic support to prevent sub-division of the Protestant Education 
61 The Newfoundland Express, August 23, 1859. 
6~ ~., November 12, 1859. 
63Table XII, above. p. 103. 
64 The Mornt n~ Cour i e r, J anuary 13, 1860. 
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grant, a n~asure which they could not afford. 65 That 'marriage of 
convenience' was destined to last only as long as It benefited Wesleyans, 
or remained tolerable to them. Now, especially since Kent had become 
leader, as the Liberal Party gradually came to assume a more Ro~n 
Catholic complexion the alliance was destined to become embarrassing to 
Wes1eyans. As the census of 1857 had, In addition to proving accurate, 
revealed strong Wesleyan population gotns the Nethodlst Conference, by 
1860, had come to accept sub-division of the Protestunt Education grant 
66 
and now favored Wesleyan schools. The offer of fatr denominational 
reward by Hugh Hoyles, plus their clal~ that Weslcyans could elect a 
total of four of their co-religionists In alliance with Anglicans, now 
stood out as extremely tempting to Wesleyan Liberals. If serious 
disunity resulted In the Governr.~nt ranks it could easily lead to a 
defection of the remaining Wesleyan support. un·fortunately;for the 
government, a crisis, whose development had been underway since 1855, 
was soon to produce a collision between the various discordant elements 
tn the Liberal Party. 
6S Above, pp. 19-26. 
66
rhe Hornln~ Courier, April 18, 1860. 
CHAPTER VI 
RUPTURES IN THE LIBERAL-CATHOLIC ALLIANCE 
As the Influence of the Roman Catholic Church In the 
Liberal Party had gradually become more prominent throughout the · 
1850's, yet at the same time a new entity had been created that was to 
compete wtth that Church for the allegiance of Its subjects. That 
enttty was the new political establishment, the government, which had 
been called into being by, and depended on, the will of the people. 
In the years following 1855 there evolved a system of expenditure of 
public funds that was, by 1860, to bring the government Into direct 
collision wlth the Roman Catholic Church. 
The n~st remarkable characteristic of the government's 
spending program, In those early years of Responsible Government, was 
the unusually small porportlon of funds that seemed to be dedicated to 
1 purely •economtc• purposes. Of the five largest blocks of expenditures 
onl y t hvse of educ t l on end road building could be said to serve 
co nomtc needs t o some extent. Only, Indirectly, however, could 
education serve those purposes and while disputes, on that subject, 
had been conwon the conflict was more on the school system than on the 
methods of allocating or distributing monies. There remained, therefore, 
only the area of road building where opportunities existed for the 
1 Table XIII, p. 122, 
TAB!~ E XIII 
PRI NCIPAL EXPENDITURES OF THE GOVERNMENT, 1855-1860a 
. 
Total b leg is lat l ve Poor Year Expenditures Contlgencles Education Relief Roads Sa I art es 
1855 93445 5 0 14420 6 8 7695 0 0 16083 11 9 3108 5 6 24078 4 2 
1856 76275 13 4 5313 5 1 8027 10 0 11651 5 1 7587 16 8 20066 13 8 
1857 85545 0 2 5000 0 0 8980 0 0 11730 0 0 10000 0 0 22946 0 0 
1 ~5B 115005 1 8 6286 19 10 11029 19 0 10234 10 0 18166 15 2 16108 13 3 
1859 114599 1 3 7015 15 5 13382 6 0 9684 2 4 17217 14 6 18797 10 0 
1860 90728 17 2 13905 13 0 10592 5 6 13329 3 7 9865 0 0 
c;-hose figures have been compiled from the Public Accounts which, for those 
years, were printed In the House of Assembly Journals. 
b All monies given In pounds, shillings, and pence. 
-N 
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government to subject expenditures to solely economic needs. Undoubt-
edly there was a dire lack of roads In the Colony In 1855 but, In a 
country where fishing remained the only Industry, the sea remained 
the chief highway of transportation. little compulsion remained, then, 
for building roads at all while great leeway was allowed for subjecting 
such expenditures to purposes of a social or political nature. However, 
an arguement could be made that road building would relieve the isolation 
forced upon the outports by the harsh winter frost while, at the same 
tin~, opening up the Interior to provide incentives to farming. Never-
theless, a quite Inauspicious beginning was made In this direction In 
1855. 
The Little administration began its reign, . In the first 
Responsible House, with the problem of poor relief a very critical one 
for the government. With finances In such a state that a policy of 
2 -
retrenchment had to be Inaugurated the Liberal Government had to face 
exorbitant demands for poor relief coming from many parts of the Co1ony.3 
In an effort to remedy this problem Little had appointed, and subsequently 
accepted tha report of, a Select Committee which had recommended that 
r ll~f of ~ he • t-.-bodled poor be afforded by employment on the roads. 
Unfcrt ~•tely, ,t« only area of pubJtc spending wh1eh could directly 
assist economic developr.~nt had, thereby, been transformed into a social welfare 
project.· With a11evlatlcn of dtstre~s becoming one of the main al~ of 
spending, In this fl~ld, there existed strong tendencies that such funds 
could easily become subjected to political purposes. Aiding, also, to 
2 Above, pp. 106-107. 
3Lcglslat1ve Proceedings, House of Assembly, May 22, 
August 1, 1855. 
4Hfnute of EA~cutr~e Council, Sept~rrher 1, 1855. 
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contribute to this development were the strong centralizing tendencies 
of the administration for, In recognition of the Importance of publtc 
works spending, the government had created a new organization to 
manage and maintain all roads, made or to be made in Newfoundland. 
The new Board of Works,5 taking over po~er and duties which had 
prevlou5ly belonged to Individual 1oca1 road boards, was strenuously 
opposed by the Conservatlvss. They charged, with s~~ justtce, that 
the Board was given too mBny functions and duties to operate 
properly; that It wuld not be able to mapage local affairs over such 
a large area from St. John's, and that ~he people In the outports 
6 
could do It better. In addition, Ellis and Carter, Opposition 
~mber~, accused the government of dep~lvtng the outports of all 
share In the patronage and of centrallzlng It In St. John's. They 
had, therafore, tso l at~d an extreme·ly : important ·factor and ··one 
consistent with Liberal Party tradition~ For the centralization of 
government In St. Jchn's parslJeled the development of the Government 
Party - Itself dominated by St. John's personnel. Governmentp apparently 
was becomlns an Instrument to serve the Party In power and w!th the 
passage of tl thfs f et was clearly d~monstrated. 
To 1'\ l:t-=-~ rd o¥ Works the Executf ve Council gave 
responslbl ll t , for altet.. lt,;.rn of ~.or. les fer efr{)loyment of tha poor, 
wh I le il Councl 1 cornml t tea \'iaS craated to p rO(:eS~ a l1 app 11 catIons. 7 
5 Ab ovo , p • 1 0 7. 
6Legls1atlve Proceedings, House of Assembly, July 13, 
1855. 
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Three St. John's natives sat on the Committee and worked tn close 
a111ance with the new Soard appointed by tho same Council. Their 
practlce 0 apparently, seems to have been to distribute poor re1fef 
and road monies on a ba~ls favourable to St. John's, while according 
a greater share to outport rldlngs favouring the government than to 
Opposition d1str1ct$. 8 
Both those practices had been attacked by the Opposition 
who charged In 1856 that the outports were not getting their fatr 
share of poor relief and that what they ~ ~ld reoelve went to a chosen 
~-. 
few. 9 In 1857 the epponents of the gov~rriment charged that road montes 
were being distributed In an unfair manner between Roman Catholic and 
Protestant districts •nd accused the government of sectarian discrim-
Ination. 10 By 1SS9, when John Kent had succeeded to the leadership, 
the govermr.-ent dl s trl cts of Harbour ·Gr. ace and Harbour · M!lf n ·had JolnEJ"d 
the Opposition In demanding higher appropriation for thetr constituencies. 11 
By 1860 the Kent government proved unable to force thetr road appropriations 
through the ttous·e when Burin and P1ecentla districts joined the former 
dl.ssetfsfled mant>ers Jn demC!!ndlng more money. 12 Only after the Government 
1856. 
10 tbld., March 14, 1857; The Newfoundland Expre~s, October 
22, 1857. 
11 Leglslatlve Proceedings, House of Assembly, Harch 28, 
1859. 
12 Ibid., April 11, 12, 23, 24, 1860. 
DISTRICTS 
TABLE XIV 
DISTRIBUTION OF POOR RELIEF 6Y DISTRICT 
FOR SELECTED YEARSa 
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POPULATION OISTRIOUTJON OF POOR RELIEF IN POUNDS, 
TO NEAREST SHILLINGS, AND PENCE FOR THE FOLLO\.fiNG 
HALF THOUSAND YEARS 
1856 1857 1858 1860 
-· 
St. John's 25,000 5623 2 11 3881 1 6 4624 2 1 5081 
Harbour Grace 8,000 938 13 5 685 0 8 776 14 2 777 
Carbonear 5,000 986 1 0 590 17 0 706 5 4 847 
Port de Grave s,soo 566 16 11 235 8 0 283 3 5 625 
Bonavtsta Bay 7,000 280 0 10 311 19 8 334 10 8 663 
Twl111ngate-
Fogo 7,000 334 12 9 300 6 0 238 0 10 580 
Burin 4,000 171 4 2 160 13 6 325 13 3 278 
Ferry1and 4,500 277 5 0 174 3 8 258 17 0 493 
Bay de Verde 5,500 209 10 1 152 6 2 138 7 9 206 
P'iaceod·•.r ~ · 
St. Mary's 6,500 267 14 6 258 7 10 327 19 6 412 
Harbour Haln 4,000 88 5 6 74 5 0 17lt 3 7 423 
Trinity Bay 9,000 461 1 3 .312 14 2 471 10 2 500 
Fortu11e Say 3,000 20 8 0 2 0 0 12 0 0 21 
Burgeo-LaPo 11 e 2,000 5 0 0 10 0 0 32 
aThose flguras have been taken from the Public Accounts, 
In the House of Assembly Journals, where breakd~~ns are given only 
fo r t he y 4 rs 1US6- 1U58; the figures for 1860 were presented to the 
Hout . of A~s~nb 1 y by the Colonial Secretary. December 13, 1860 and 
l nc lv.:f r ~ H ttf mon los expended to December 12 of that year. 
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TABLE XV 
DISTRIBUTION OF AOAD MONIES FOR SELECTED YEARSa 
APPROXIMATE TOTALS JN 
POUNOS FOR THE FOLLOW-
POPULATION lNG YEARSb 
TO NEAREST 
DISTRICTS THOUSAND 1856 1858 1860 
St. John's 25,000 JJ)JC 5349 2266 
Government Districts 
(exclus lng Sta John's) 32,000 4873 9025 3808 
Opposition Districts 39,000 1693 4037 3389 
aThose figures have been c:om~11ed from Journal of the 
Hou5e of As~embly, 1857, Appendix, pp. 94 /2- 126; also, Ibid., 
1859, Appendix, pp. 189-212, 231-232; also, Ibid., :1860-61, Appendix, 
pp. 13'3-134. . 
b Those figures seem more discrepant when compared wJth 
the geographical extent of the respective areas; see n~p, Appendix 
I • 
eThe figures for the St. John's districts Include funds 
expended on St. John's streets and drains In addition to those on 
roads and bridges. 
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scale of ap~roprlatlons had twice failed dJd John Kent, In an effort 
to p~clfy his supporters and obtain a Road 8111, promise to tempor~rl1y 
absndon the vote for the encouragement of local steam ~~nleatlon so 
as to settle the squ~bbllng which had character14od the supply debates 
for many days. 13 The vote which had been heretofore plannod for local 
steam was added to the road cpproprlatlons In order to rla~e the outport 
share of road monies. 
Keanwh I le, the governrnsnt members met the ass au 1 t on poor 
relief distribution by assuring the Opp9lltlon that abuses were being 
cheeked In a number of ways. Relief was being denied to the able-
bodied poor without labour in return and, the government declared, 
applications were being processed carefully with the requirement that 
' 14 they be signed by either a magistrate or clergyman. However, the 
· ' · few' t~C:ords ··wilh:h ·a~ ' &Ytfi 'l~ie tm qhrpunsat'i-on of poor reHe·f belJe 
that statement for In 1857 and l8S8 district representatives, especially 
government supporters, had acquired a share In distributing those funds. 15 
Apparently, as a by-product of distribution of montes for social ends 
and as a result of a highly centralized administration, a system had 
spontaneoU$ly arisen whereby district representatives had usurped some 
of the fu~~tl ~• ot t h f ~e utlve Council. That situation had develOped 
to the ,._ t t t :-t • t • b'f • t • h rnment members for Harbour Ma ln, 
Nowlan and Furey, accused each other 0 In the Assembly, of tending to 
13Jb1d., April 23, 1860. 
1
"1bld., January 15, 1856. 
15Journa1 of the Assemb ly, 1859, Appendix, PP• lSl-152; 
also, Ibid., 1853, Appendix, pp. 400-418. 
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16 
monopo l ize the poor funds for that district. In the meantime the 
leadership of John Kent had been so unimpressive In the two sessions 
under hts government that party d1sclpllne had al~t entirely vanished. 
Assembly sesstons of 1859 and 1860 were as much marked by dissensions 
among Government supporters as between Government and Opposition. In 
the debates of 1860 Kent had proven Incapable of moderating the demands 
of outport representatives or of mediating the disputes between the 
Liberal members. Instead he stood helplessly by while the beneficiary 
measure of outport steam communication was sacrificed to the greed of 
district representatives. 17 As the subversion of government expenditures 
to political ends tended to Increase the influence of the district 
representatives, particularly government supporters, at the same time 
their ingratiating themselves with the electors tended to dlmtnlsh the 
need for dependence on an art I fl cl a 1 prop-11 ke re 1t g I on \'lh ile the 
-
people came to recognize a new force that brought practical results. 
This development foreshadowed mementous consequences for the Catholic 
Church who wished to see no dimunltlon In Its Influence over Its ffock. 
Bishop Kullock was fully aware of the situation when he complained to 
t he Gov ~~ nt ln l ebO tn respect to poor relief distribution that 
" ••• t h l n fl u n(;(!j t h a t a pastor should exercise fn hls own parish has 
18 been ne f ariously Interfered with.' ' Mu11ock's discontent with the 
manner of government spending came to a head after the session of 1860 
16 Legislative Proceedings, Hous e of Assembly, January 28, 
1861. 
1 7 Ab eve , p • 1 2 8 . 
18Le g1 s 1a ttve Proceedings, Ho us e of Assembly, January 23, 
1860, Hull ock to Attorney- Gene r a l, Decerrber 23, quoted by John Ke nt. 
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had sacrificed a measure for whteh he had long fought- that of out-
pert staan communication. Returning In June from a bumpy road trtp 
which had exhausted his patlence, 19 Hullock took pen In hand and, In 
characteristic pcsslonate extremism, Issued a scathing donunc1at1on of 
the Liberal Government. 20 
After having remarked on the advantages of steam communication 
with the outports Hu11ock, addreGslng himself 11 to the Catholic People 
of the Diocese of St. John's ,••21 proceeded to denounce the Government 
for their fallure to provide adequate means to that object. "Hew does 
It happen," he demanded In exasperation, ,.that an enormous revenue, 
wasted In providing useless places for stute paupers, cannot afford 
the small sum of £3000 a year for outport accomodatlon?" Too much 
. corrt.~p.t I on he be 11 eved to be the fau it for "... a few years of po 11 t I ea 1 
subserviency must be rewarded by a useless place withe good salary ...... 
Characterizing the collection of the revenue under such a system as 
"legalized robbery" he repudiated "••• any connection with a party who 
take care of themselves but do nothing for the poop1e •••• " The whole 
government \.-Dt. not, hc:wever, c:ondemed 8$ "a few offlc:Jal$11 were blaJ1'11$d 
who ..... f r •• l f lsh reasons, oppo5e all progress, all l~rovemont, 
.. ct new situations for themselv0s or their retainers •••• " 
1~John T. t-tu11oek, Diaries and Journals, June 4, 1860, 
PP• 20-21. 
20The P at~lot 0 June 4~ 1i6o~ Hullock to the Catholic 
People of the Diocese of St. John's, June 4. 
21The Oloce~e of St~ John's, at that time, Included a11 
the Catholic dlstrl~ts exoapt Carbonear. 
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Threat~nlng an election If things were not Improved Hullock, by 
attacking a Party whcse gtrength had depend~d so much on his Influence, 
placed the Governn~nt In an errbarra3slng position. Their subsequent 
performance would now be judged against the publicly stated position 
of the UJshop, whl1e the latter's views had been cast In such definitive 
terrm that ccq>romlse, on the part of the Premier, would become much 
more difficult. Perhaps Mulio;k's greatest error, h~Jever, was his 
failure to confide the®a opinions In a private despatch while the 
Bl5hcp, realizing too late that he had been gu11ty of a rash decision, 
tried unsuccessfully to recovsr his letter before It appeared In the 
pub 11 c prl nts. 22 
Need1e3~ to say the publication of such an epistle thrsw 
the Liberal Party Into consternatlon23 but who greeted the &lshop 1 s 
outbu~t, ncnethelas~. with almost c~~lete silence. As fer the 'f~w 
--
officials' they remained q~iet for the tl~~ being while th~ Opp~lft1on 
pres$ gleefully published and re~p~bllshed Mulloek's letter. Wltne5slng 
to the truthfulneGs of tho Blsho~•s publacatlon they charged duplicity 
on the part of Kullo~ In the crlrnes of the Liberal Governrnant for th~y 
believed It ~o~ld have foundered before had It nothing but publle oplnton 
on whf c."l to ,_ They then eXpressed contentment to awalt d~veloy~nts 
r ty before conjaeturlng on the results. They had not 
long to walt for 1860 had wltnes~ed such a poor fishery that demands for 
22 t.ctward s. Foran, "RI9ht R~verend Ooetor Mu I lock, B Is hoi 
Mllltant, 11 Cc:lten :.uy So\Ovenlr Book, ed. Fr. P.J. Kennedy (St. John's: 
Rcblnson and Co~any Lim~ t-ad., 1955) P P• 245. 
23-rhc: Pntr!ot, June 11, 1860. 
24-rne Pu'bHc t.~:-=i)!'f' 0 Jur.t-1 S, .1860; The H0 fcund1a,d fxpre'"".!_, Jr..~ne 7, 1B6o. -
r 
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relief became so enormous that the House of Assembly was required to 
meet In emergency session early In December. It must have been a per-
plexing situation for John Kent who, tn the front of Mu11ock's denun-
ct atl on, had hIs cho-t ces narrcwed to but two a 1 tern at I ves 1 n an effort 
to save hts government. On the one hand he could reject, completely, 
the Interference of Bishop Mullock, an alternative rendered extremely 
difficult both because of Kent's past relationships with the Church 
and the political necessity of retaining government support from a 
Party based on Catholic constituencies. On the other hand . he could 
align himself completely behind the Bishop and, In the event of party 
defections, dissolve the House to fight an election on the Issue of 
clean government. Trouble was, however, that a Catholic campaign would 
allenate the Portestant support necessary to malntat .~ his Party 1n 
office. Events were soon to prove, however, that Kent had been unable 
to accept the former alternative. 
On December 12, 1860, the Liberal Premier gave notice of 
moving the House Into Committee of the Whole on the state of the Colony 
to consider the fo1101'1lng resolution on relief of distress; "That the 
Exacutl ve tt-c v •ori zed to expend such amounts as may from time to time 
be sho··m •o ben cessary, for this object, In anticipation of 
the annual ll' ~ whlch this House wJ 11 In due course place at thel r 
dlsposa1. 11 In a speech paralleling Mullock's views Kent condemned the 
present system of poor relief distribution and orated on the necessity 
of meeting the demands wlth greater economy and justice than had there-
tofore been the case. 25 Nevertheless he drew back from detailing, 
25Legls lath'e Proceedings_, House of Assembly, Oecerrber 13 • 
1860. 
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specifically, how that was to be accomplished while the Opposition 
refused to sanction any monies without the production of such a pro-
26 gram. They demanded estimates from the government so that each 
district would get .lts fatr share- a just demand In view of previous 
district allotments but a ruse cleverly designed to draw the Liberal 
dissidents from their lair, particularly the 'few officials' who had 
been verbally assassinated by Mullock. Nevertheless, Kent's resolutions 
passed on a strict party vote and the House recessed for the Christmas 
season. In the Interval the government-published new regulations by 
which to control distribution of re11ef · f~nds. 27 the most striking 
Innovation of which was exclusive control of disbursements by a Committee 
of Council on receipt only of applications signed by either magistrates 
or clergymen. Denying any control over poor relief to the district 
members the new rules would Inevitably create opposition from within, 
and without, the Liberal Party. When the House reconvened, therefore, 
In January, 1861, John Kent was faced with a rebellion In government 
ranks. 
On January 23 Patrlct Nowlan, one of the members for 
Harbour Main, •·10 ed t h House Into Com.'TIIttee of the Whole to consi der 
a resoh:tl o. t . , t ets l r ~ . •~~ Q '"' ' w l th the new rules ar.d decJarf ng 
that 11 ••• In t he absence o f any well-define d system of Poor Relie f , 
·•· any regulations made on the subject ••• should not Ignore the just 
Influences of the Representatives of the people, who are the constitutional 
and res ponsible guardians of the public \-lelfare." He was joined by the 
27Th e Pa triot, January 28, 1861. 
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Placentia ~~mbers. English and McGrath. Barron of St. John's. while 
behind the scenes the Speaker, Ambrose· Shea. was believed to be the 
person who pulled the strlngs. 28 While the Opposition sat gleefully 
silent waiting for the breGkup of the govern~~nt the 'maverick' 
liberal£ who had. spparent1y, made their case In party caucus. were 
treated to 0 torrent or abuse from John Kent who painfully regretted 
that "••• a tyro In legislation \o~as making himself the tool of certain 
Interested parties to turn him from power. 1129 Elaborating en the 
necessity for refonm In poor relief distribution he condemned the 
previous system and declared he ..... would not, any longer, a11~ the 
public monies to be made use of by honourable members to be squandered 
for electioneering purposes, and for popularizing thcn~elves with their 
constituents at the expense of the people of the country. 11 Quoting a 
letter ·from ·eishop ·Nu·ii·oek in ·defense of · the new reguiatlons he, along 
with Hogsett and Furey, charged Nowl~n with attempting to monopolize 
the · supervlston and control of Harbour Haln poor rellef and of Inter-
ferlng with the just Influences of the Partsh Priest. Ourlng the three 
day debate on Noilan•s resolutions little was accomplished as, from 
tfme to tlma. complete bedlam and disorder broke out on the floor of 
he hoL~• with the 9allery spectators joining In the melee. Most of the 
uns~ mly happenings occurred because of the Jnefi ;httng In the govern~nt 
ranks as the Liberal Party went through the painful process of adjusting 
themselves to the probable disengagement from office. Howover, on 
J~nuary 28 Kent announced th t the differences had been resolved and an 
28 Hu11ock, 1864, N.D., H.P. 
29Leglslatlve Proceed1ngs, House of Assembly, January 23. 
1861. 
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agre~mant reached ~nereby district members were to have the same 
powers as clergymen or ~•glstrates In the administration of poor relief. 
Newlan ~nd Barron rejoiced that the government had completely fallen In 
with their vlews. 30 The antl•c1erlca1, pre-district members• Influence 
had pre vailed while the prc-c1crlce1, Kentfsh faction had, In order to 
retcln power, bean forcad to come to terms with the Liberal dissidents. 
Kent apparently believed that even a bad government under his le~dershlp 
was utl11 superior to any available alternatives. However, an uneasy 
alliance now kept the Liberal Party together and, while those factions 
continued to squ&bble In the As~cmbly, public opinion doubted th~t It 
could long continue. If Kent, however, wished to maintain his govern-
ment, which had served less than half of Its four year mandate, he 
would need to continue truckling to the antl-clertc~~ faction and patch 
up the dissensions out of public view. As fate would .have It an entirely 
new set of circumstances was created which led to dissolution of the 
Assembly and the projection of Liberal squ&bbllng Into the public 
arena. 
On February 6, 1861, the Receiver-Genera! Introduced a 
Bl11 for t\• ~o( 1ersfon of Colontal accounts from British sterling to 
Newfoun i · • n~y . In patrtcuiar the 6111 provided for the payment 
of al1 go~ ~· t aatarles at the reduced rate of 4s.4d. to the do11ar. 31 
a rate to which the Assistant J udges had previously objected. 32 In the 
Assembly, therefore, the Conservatives championed the Judges' case while 
30ibld., J anuary 28, 1861. 
31rhe Patr i ot, Febru ry 11, 1861. 
32Gunn , pp . 158- 159. 
H:.ly 1es chsrg~d that the object of the 8111 was to deny, to the Judges, 
their c1 1m for which the latter h d petitioned the Governor In protest.33 
On hearing, for the ff~t time, of this course of action the Impetuous 
Kent 1abo11ed th~ Judg-aa 1 behavlcur es "secret p1ottlngs and consplracles11 
end, In view of the f ct that Bannerman h•d refused to sanction the 
Currency 8111 without a suspending c:laus;e, the Premier regretted ..... 
that the contempllble maans resorted to by these Judges should have 
operated so pOHerfully upon his Excellency the Governor. 1134 Considering 
that the foregoIng accusatl on wou1 d, 1 f true, render hIm 11 ••• unfl t to 
represent the Crown ••• " Bannerman dismissed Kent•s ministry when the 
Liberal leader failed to supply a satisfactory explanation of the chsrge~5 
Hugh Hayles~ upon request, fo~d a new Conservative govern~nt and met 
the House on Herch 4. There the Hayles government .f~c:ed an &ggrleved 
Liberal Party who bl tterly assai led the new ministry ·while defending 
their right to office on the unconst1tutlona1 conduct of a Governor 
who refused the advice of his Responsible ministers. Moving want of 
eonftdenoe In the new government Kent led his followers In a repud,catlon 
of the Hoyle• government. 36 The Assembly was subsequently dtssolved 
whl Ja Pre ••r tt , \es set dcwn new eJection~ for the month of May, 
• \ h• Liberal press chQrglng B~nnerman with tre~son for 
usurping Uo ts of tho people by entru~ttng his government to 
minority In the House37 the Governor, doubtlessly, stood on week ground. 
33Legls1atlve Procesdlngs, HouGe of Assembly, Fahruary 25, 
1861. 
3Sibldo, H~rch ~. 1860, Bannenman to Kent, February 28. 
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If the rejection of his ministry by an Assembly majority of sixteen 
to twelve could not be reversed In the country Bannerman would maintain 
an unenviable position. His behaviour, however, Instead of being Im-
pulsive stemmed from hfs strongly held philosophy of Responsible 
Government. The latter system he be11eved "• •• Instead of lessening, 
Increases e Governor's responsibility ... 11But I would not, for a day," 
he had. once written, "continue to administer the government of a colony 
unless I had the power to dispense with the services of my mlntsters 
and appeal to the country."38 Bannerman had a glorified Idea of a 
Governor 1 s .power under the Responsible system but evidence also Indicates 
that, because of dissensions In Liberal ranks and corruptl~, In the 
Government, he had had, for some months, resolved to get rid of Kent's 
ministry at the earliest opportunlty. 39 The assumptfon of power by 
the Conservatives, therefore, had been an event which the Opposition 
d f . 40 press had expecte or some tame. 
In the meantime the unseemly behaviour of the Liberal 
Government s upporters, particularly on the poor ·relief Issue, had 
profll)ted the Anglican Bishop, Ed-1ard Field, 11 ••• In the cause of rellglcn 
and rlgllteou1-:"'" t ••• u to declare his sentiments towards the governmen t 
"or want v;en t 11 In Newfound land. Condemning the factious 
struggles u,. ~p lace In the House of Assembly., particularly among 
38Pedley, pp. 439·44o, Bannerman to a friend, N.D. 
39 8 Gunn, p. 15 • 
4o The Tel eg r~ph, March 6, 1851. · 
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government supporters, Field concluded that Responsible Government 
was a "cruel 1nf1tctlon11 on the Colony. "Poverty," declared Field, 
"makes strsnge bedfe110Ns and upon that theory, It seems, we may 
account for members of a government who despise and abuse or.e another, 
holding and acting t~ether, which otherwise, In men of honor and 
prlnctple, would be unaccountable.u41 The remedy, he declared, In a 
further letter after Kent had been dismissed, was to mitigate theevlls 
of self-government by electing men of talent and. Independence. Then, 
In an obvious reference to the Conservatives he urged all voters to 
elect persons who are "••. upright, honest and consistent·; men of talent 
and experience who have a stake In the country •••• 1142 
The general tendencies of Field's pronouncements was to 
further confuse religious preJudices wtth the continuing political 
struggles. In stark contrast to their silence which greeted Mu11ock's 
condemnation of the Kent govern~nt the Catholic Liberals now joined t n 
political and religious warfare against Field. Led by the Newfouno! s nder , 43 
the Patrlot~4 and John Kent45 the arguements of Bishop Field were re-
jected, repudiated and analyzed to the point of oblivion. Culminating 
t tl• • • ••ult the e.J ,.hop was vilified, slandered and verba11y assassinated. 
April 6. 
_ 
41~ •• February 13, 1861, Field to the Editor, Februa~· 9. 
~Lrhe Public Ledger, April 19, 1861, Field to the Editor, 
4lrho Newfoundlander, February 14, 1861. 
44
rhe Patrl ot, February 18, 1861. 
45The Newfoundlande r, February 14, J86l, Kent to the 
Editor, February 14. 
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In the meantime the shock of the Opposition having suddenly captured 
power In a minority House while Bishop Field, In one of his rare 
epistles denounced the Llberels, unnerved Mullock to the extent that 
he launched a new harangue evaluating the conflict In terms of a 
li6 P-rotestant conspiracy against Roman Catholics. 11Divlde and conquer, 11 
he warned hts flock, ·~as always been the rule of your enemies, by 
this they have succeeded In enslaving you, by this they hope to do so 
again- to enslave you and your children. Your civil and religious 
liberty are concerned, your schools, your colleges, everything which 
you value as Cathoilcs for It Js a melancholy fact which history will 
not allow us to contradict, that wherever Protestants get undivided 
p~er, they fnvarl~bly used It In old times, and even now, where they 
can, as In the Northern Countries of Europe, for the enslavement of 
the ·Catholic people and the destruction of their religious establish-
ments; and 1 tfs only when Catholics get too strong In any country that 
legal persecution was changed fnto a social one, and exclusion from 
power and office substituted for fine and lmprlson~ent. Be divided and 
you wl 11 be what you were forty years ago •••• " Havl ng I rratf ona 11y 
fmput~ d to the Prot~stants motives for such a base Intrigue Mullock 
t hon pro~ .adtd to ~ant the praises of 'the only perfectly Independent 
body In the country' - the C~thollc Clergy. Roman Catholics must listen 
to the Priests, he urged, for "••• they have no Interest to sub~erve; It 
matters nothing to them Individually who rules at Government House or 
presides at the Council Board; they dread not the frown of the merchant; 
46~., March 25, 1861, Mu11oek to the Editor, March 25. 
f 
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they know with what money he trades and their anxiety Is for the 
anxiety of their own parishioners, and not for hts foreign creditors; 
they depend not for their maintenance on foreign funds or foreign 
societies •••• 11 Exaggerating the Importance of his clergy Mullock 
declared them to be the only benefactors of the people. "The only 
monuments of art, piety, education ·or charity In the country (except 
the little done by other denominations) are the work of the Catholic 
Clergy, and tn great measure raised at their o~n expense •••• Who 
have pushed on every publlc Improvement," he demanded orator·tcally, 
11 roads, s -team, telegraph, education, amidst the opposition of the old 
regime, the apathy of the many, the dishonesty of some, and the mis-
guided Ignorance of the uneducated, more to be pitted than blamed? -
the Catholic Clergy, the fathers and founders of the ctv111zatlon of 
Newfoundland. Take away the Catholic establishments for religion and 
education from St. John 1 s and the outports and what will remain?" 
Only one advice, then, did he have for Roman Catholics "••• that they 
take the advice of their only disinterested friends- the Catholic 
clergy- who I hope will be united In recommending the best among the 
fndlvldu lt ""ho wlll offer themselves to the electors. Cathollc Electorsr · 
l'le d6c.1 red, •*tf y v reject this advice you wt11 deservedly be the tools 
of unprlnGipled schemers, and the slaves of a ruthless faction who have 
always, when they could, crushed you and hope by dividing you to do so 
again." In such a manner did the Catholic Bishop support a return to 
power of the Liberal Party while discounting the Idea that the late 
Opposition had anything to offer In the way of public Improvements. The 
spectacle of Bishop Hu11ock now publicly ' supporting a Party of which, 
,,., 
less than ten months previously. he had condemned as '1ega11zed robbers' 
was enough to considerably damage hJs credibility even among members of 
his own flock. However, what was most unfortunate, was that His Grace 
had cast the political campaign wholly In terms of a Protestant-Catholic 
religious struggle In whtch he urged the necessity of Catholtc unity to 
foil Protestant machinations. Undoubtedly the Bishop had little hesitation 
In urging an anti-Protestant campaign for, with the realization that 
Catholics were divided, that remained, perhaps, the only means by which 
he could possibly unite his f1ock. Nev~rtheless by this turn of events 
4.· 
Hullock had turned the clock back to the time of Bishop Fleming and had 
attempted to Inaugurate a campaign In which Catholicism would battle 
Protestantism. Quite correctly the ·Ttmes pointed out that 'Protestants' 
47 . Included Wesleyans too while the Liberal, Wesleyan Courter found 
· -· Hullock's· "S1:a'te~rtt~ quite '·obJect"iortabre •48 and ·therefore p·layed TJttle 
part In the election campaign. For -the Wesleyans the Incantations of the 
Catholic Bishop must have been the last straw for J.J. Rogerson refused 
to contest Burin while Hayles, and a Wesleyan, Evans, took It by acclam-
atlon.49 In the other Protestant, Liberal-held district of Harbour Grace, 
the only one In wnlch Protestants were required to face a contest, the 
pro-clerica l, Bl s hoP-S u~cor ted Pr ndergast was opposed by the Conservative 
convert, H ~ .,. ...-b ,. ~ . n4 • " __ . ,,.,.., ... ,.. • . • r. Moore. Severe election rl ots b r c 
out when Prendergas t's supporters attacked their opponents and, joined by 
47The Tlmes, March 27, 1861. 
48
rhe Morning Courier, March 27, 1861. 
49rhe Newfoundl ande r, ~~ ay 6, 1861. 
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Ro~n Catholics from Carbonear, they defeated the Harbour Grace 
Protestants and took possessiOn of the tcwn. 50 Numbering more than or~ 
thousand they roamed the streets reak!ng havoc and damage on Protestant 
mercantile ost~bllshmants. Heanwhlie one hundred troops were despatched 
from St. John's while the Hayles Governrrent declared the contest null 
and votd. Tho results of the two Prote9tant dlltr1cts, .while enough 
to retain Hoyles In power, had reduced the Liberals to fourteen seats 
but their greatest setbacks were to come as • result of conflicts within 
theIr own ranks. ·-
J..· 
In St. John's Pierce Bar~on, who had been one of the 
'mavericks' on the poor relief question, separated from his colleagues, 
Casey and Dwyer, to run his own campalgn. 51 The appearance of the 
Independent native R~nouf, and the Irish Talbot 0 on the hustings, gave 
plea for unity In the cause of Catholicism, generally speaking, awakened 
a good response from his St. John's flock. That, perhaps, was dlctated 0 
In part, by the fact that division In the Catholic ranks had paralleled 
also the outport•St. John's rlvatry52 and while, In the former, ssrlous 
opposition was to occur, yet In the latter, there was relatively 11ttt 
division. f{<e~ "l uf, th r•~r.r•, ~~ "'dc-ew his opposition to the ticket In 
" exchange f~r :'1 « tU s hop' ""ppor 1 wt\ 11• Dwyer wt thdrew In favour of t-.! s 
50Hinute of Executive Council, April 30, 1861, T.H. R1d1ey 
to Governor Bannerman, Apr11 27. 
SlThe New foundl ander, March 1~, 1861. 
52Above, ~. 133-134. 
53-rhe N~foundhmder, April 11, 1861. 
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fellow country~n. Talbot. 5~ Only Barron was left outside the fold 
and, finding little demonstration of support In that time of crisis, 
he withdraw on nomination day. 55 While Ferryland and Carbonear 
returned KGnt 1 s candidates, PlGcentla-St. Mary's and Harbour Haln 
were not so docile. In the former district the maverick, HcGrath, 
coalesced with another Placentia native, W.G. Flood, and Joined by 
Ambrose Shea, another liberal dissident, won an easy contast. In 
Harbour Haln, however, the scene of Nowlan's revolt, the forces of 
reaction made a determined stand by atteFoPtlng to defeat Newlan, and 
his colleague Thomas Byrne, with Prlest~supported candidates. Joined 
by a former Placentia me~er, George Hogsett, Charl~s Furey's campaign 
was managed by the Parish Priests In tho district who directed their 
efforts towards their flo~k at Sunday masses. 56 Nowlan and Byrne, hew-
ever, had strong and consistent support so that their opponants In 
Salmon Cove were afraid to repair to their usual polling places of tat's 
Cove, 57 a strcnghold of Nowlan supporters. On hearing of Intimidation 
against the fifty Salmon Cove voters Father Walsh organized, from the 
Sunday A 1 tar, a body of two hundred and fl fty Harbour t-1al n m8n to 
accompany them to thefr p~cee of voting. At 5:00a.m., therefore. on 
rtl 8, 1861. 
558arron, however, could not be contained, as he was 
returned for Placentia-St. MAry 1s, ~n December 18~1, to f1 11 a vac~ncy 
that had been caused by the premature death of ~·.G. Flood who had been 
e lee: ted In Hey. 
56For details surrounding the Harbour Main election see 
Journal of the Assembly 1861, Appendix, pp. 51•124, Evidence Taken 
before the Select Committee Appointed to Enquire Into the Contested 
Election at Havhour Main. 
57cat 1 !S Cove, hereinafter called Conception H~rbour, 
was the forn!er nat:1e for the latter. 
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the day of polling, approximately three hundred men marched on Con-
ception Harbour and found the population, armed with stones and sealing 
guns, encamped above the barricaded entrance to the village. Determined 
to prevent the entrance of the Harbour Main people they, in consultation 
with Father Wal_sh~greed only to permit Salmon Cove voters to enter the 
town~ When the Priest signalled advance, presumably, to the fifty voters 
the whole mob moved en masse whereby the Nowlan supporters commenced 
firing. One man was killed and ten others wounded forcing the Priest•s 
party to retreat to Harbour Main where the Returning Officer was forced 
to receive the votes of those who should have polled at Conception Harbour. 
He then signed a certificate, written by Hogsett, certifying the return 
of the Priest•s candidates. Later in the day, however~ he wrote the 
government saying he had returned Hogsett and Fure~ £ rom threats on his life. 
Two days later troops arrived in Harbour Main to keep the peace and arrest 
the offenders. Addressing Returning Officer Strapp the Troop Commander 
gave 1him fifteen minutes to reconsider the returns which had been made 
on the fourth. With the troops marching in the street Patrick Strapp 
nervously paced the room while Fa ther Walsh urged no retreat. Eventually 
Strapp decided to make no return to the writ for which his home, stores 
and stage, six buildings in all , were completely razed to the ground by 
the supporters of Father Walsh. V Meanwhile the Executive Council, because 
of the ambiguous nature of the writs, refused to gazette any return for 
Harbour Main58 and, when the new Assembly opened on May 13, Hogsett and 
Furey came to claim their seats for which they were promptly ejected from 
the House. Speaking to the thousands of people who had milled around the 
58Minute of Executive Counci 1, May 10, 1861. 
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Assembly butldtng Hogsett Incited them to riotous fever which led to 
their attacking ~rcantJle establishment~ on Water Street. 59 The 
troops, after hsvlng b3en called out, were attacked and beaten leading 
to the discharge of a volley of gunfire Into the midst of the mob 
killing three people and wounding others. At that Instant the bells 
of the Catholic Basilica summoned the flock to the presence of Bishop 
Hu11ock who counselled peace to salve their wounded feelings. Sub-
sequently an Assembly Commtttee, having been appointed to hoar evidence 
on the Harbour Haln election, ruled, o~~une 25, that Nowlan and Byrne 
~ .. 
had been duly elected. Wlth the Placen~Ja members they joined a beaten 
Liberal Party whose ruff~ w~ badly disunited. With the Hayles Govern-
ment firmly In power the et:ltpsc of· the Liberals had de110nstrated the 
folly of their alliance with the Roman Catholic Church and their tendency 
to allow the latter body to direct the reform movement Into paths of 
·-
religious extremism. In addition the policy of analgamatlon adopted 
by tha Hoy les Govarnmant, nQII provs.n more leg I t1 mate by a Roman Cathell c 
appointment to the Legtsl~tlve Council, demonstratad an earnest att~mpt 
to end political alignment based on r~11glous affiliation. With Roman 
Catholics ser1ously dlvf dod Hulloek's Church was In no position to 
On .he other hand, the Conservative leader 
had fu 1ty rec~.)~ l :ted t h • lg. } r c. H.;c of dl vis I on 1 n the Catho 11 c. ca~ 
and, by offering a fair denominational reward to that sect, had struck 
at the basic weakness In the Liberal Party~ the Irrational presumption 
59The Patriot, May 20. 1861; !he Telegraph. Hey 15, 22, 
1861. 
' 
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o!_ the Mullock-r~nt group to represent all Catholics In politics. 
While Mullock 1 s attempt to form a political group on the basts of 
Catholic unity had failed the Conservative efforts at reconciliation 
had laid the framework for development of new political alignments 
transcending religious boundaries. 
1 
CONCLUSION 
The movement for reforms of the constitution, which 
developed slowly after 1850, had been Impeded because the Liberal 
cayse had been subjected to the machinations of the R~~n Catholic 
Bishop. Uc.-~ever, the assuftl'tlon, In 1850, of new, and more tolerant, 
le~dersh!p, both within the Church and _the Liberal Party, gave the 
latter the opportunl ty to esc:apo from I t·s_ former subservlenc~ while 
the Liberal exploitation of tha emerging Wes1eyan•Ang11can educational 
conflicts contributed to the forging of a new Party Image. Having 
thus accomplished, by 1854, a broader base of denominational support 
~y _acqul.slt.lon of Protestant, particularly \-/esley~n~ backln.g the 
Liberals were able to admit relatively just denominational returns 
In their Representation Bill, while the case for reform became so 
strengthened that Responsible Government could not be denied them. 
However, because of the prominence of the Roman Catholle 
Church In the Liberal movement, opposition to the Liberals had tended 
to develop an •ntl ... Cat "l llc flavor. The' Conservatives, therefore, had 
been able t n ·. t I, t h \.I~ , ra l , omewhat, at least In the 1 ar~e ly 
Protestant rldlngs and w~en. after 1850, the Liberals with thelr 
Cafll>algn for \iesleyan support atte...,ted Invasion of their opponents' 
camp, the latter clutched the bugbear of Roman Catholic Ascendancy to pre-
vent Protestant defections. \..'lth acceleration of the Liberal car'l'elgn, 
from 1852 onwards, the strugyle over Representation gradually reduced Itsel f 
to a war of creeds. As the Protestants, ho-1ever, failed to unl te ln response 
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religious conflicts In the Assembly the Conservatives, fearing the 
struggle lost, attempted the gc-asa-roots organization of a mass 
Protest~nt, anti-Catholic cru,ade falling whtch they ~ought by claiming 
to be a purely •Protestant• Party, to retain power by Invoking the 
religious distributions of the Representation Bill. Nevertheless, the 
Liberals, solidly entrenched In the Catholic districts together wtth 
Wesleyan backing, especially In Burin, easily won the 1855 election 
while Anglican support In Harbour Grace gave them an extra cushion 
of victory. 
..4:_ · 
Forming the first Responsl_ble Administration In 1855, the 
future looked very bright for the Liberal Party, but the outward appear-
ancs only masked the seeds of \l'eakness that lay dormant within. In 
spite of the fact that the Liberals had acqu!red substantial support 
In two, largely Protestant, districts, yet the Party remained, basically. 
a Roman Catholic organization, a fact pointedly demonstrated by the 
natura of the political appointments made In their first year of office. 
Consisting of a conglomeration of elements, me~chants, shopkeepers and 
lawyers, natives and Irish ex-patriates, pro~clerfcals and Independents, 
•baymen• und St. John's residents, the Liberal Party, In order to re~~ln 
a stable Q ~ g 't ~ !o to develop an orientation that would 
1 essen I t t de ptmde nee Ot'l tl\H" c.h C rd l uence. As had bean proven, I n the 
1830's, clerical Influence had not even been gufflclent to unite R~~n 
Catholics, a body most susceptlblo to Church direction, while the attempt 
to do so had tended to a11enata Protestant support. However, the Liberal 
P~rty, once It gained power, tended to move In the same direction as Its 
predeee~sor had more than twenty years before, a movam~nt that became 
highly accelerated after John Kent assumed the Premiership. By 1859, 
not only were there signs of diminishing Wesleyan support, but the 
spirit of Independence among Roman Catholics, which had manifested 
Itself against Bishop Fleming, had begun to arise against Bishop 
Hullock. Tha Liberal Party could not very long remain secure unless 
Its Increasing Catholic orientation were curtailed. 
However, the assumption of power by the liberal Party In 
18SS set In motion a chain of circumstances that, by 1861, had brought 
that organization to the point where lt : was obliged to either resign Itself 
.:. . 
completely to the Influence of Bishop l~u-llock, or set Itself In opposition 
to the Church altogether. In the dispensation of Its financial rewards, 
especially In the administration of social services, the government 
earned allegiance from the electors In Its own right and th~refore, 
.. Instead of becoming subservient to ·the Catho11c Church, the Liberal 
-Party became, in Its stead, a rival. Sensing that the curtailment of 
Church Influence was an ultimate result of the governmental system of 
dlstrlbutln9 poor relief the Roman Catholic Bishop denounced the sy~tem 
and appealed to his flock to Install representatives more cognizant of 
their Church's role I ~ politics and more subservient to 1ts direction. 
While tho Ker\r P~rty ? l : ~d l ts b ~kt ng firmly behind the Bishop and 
became, r c..t l lr . 4 po U t :.. .cd .arr~ uf t at Church, yet Rotr.an Catho1 l'- s 
rebelled against Mu1lock's leader~hlp and rejected the Interference of the 
Church In the election of their representative~. Ag the Priests' followe rs 
were beaten and shot by Independent Catholics the liberal Party lay lapased 
on Its own altar while the rema ining Prote stant support completely vanished. 
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In ~he meantime the Conservatives, having attempt~d 
slnee 1850 to halt the reform movement and prevent their opponents 
from taking office, had failed In their bid for Protestant union, 
However, with the Catholic Church, In 1861, conden11lng Protestantism 
and urg1ng a Catho11e crusade what had, heretofore, proven beyond 
the Conservative grasp now becarna a reality as Bishop Hu11oek forced 
Protest£jnts Into an alliance against his Church. Hevertheless, the 
dtvtslon within Catholic ranks had signified the latter's repugnance 
to Catholic union per se while limits to the Influence of religion on 
Colonial politics had also been demonstrated by the feet that Protestant 
union had been accomplished only when the Catholic Church had clearly 
urged a re 11 g I ouz caq> at gn. 
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APPENDIX II 
THE ELECTORAL RESULTS FOR THE YEARS 1832, 1837, 1848, 1855. 
1859 AHO 1861 SHOWING POLITICAL, DENOMINATIONAL 
AND OCCUPATIONAL AFFILIATION 
The Electoral Results of 1848a 
APPENDIX II, A: 
DISTRICT 
St. John•~ 
Conception Bay 
Twllllngate-Fogo 
Trlnl ty Bay 
HEMBER 
John Kent (L) b 
Luwren=e 0 1Br!en (L) 
(Replaced 1850 by 
Philip Little (l) 
R.J. Parsons (l) 
J.L. Prender~st (L) 
E. Henrahan (L) 
N. Molloy (L) 
R. Rankin (C)c 
G.H. Emerson 
, .Re .ca.ete.r ~tc.) 
T.B. Job (C) 
(C) 
~erryland Peter Wtnser (L) 
Burin J.G. Falle (C) 
Fortune Bay H.W. Hoyles (C) 
Placentia-St. Mary's J. Delaney (L) 
f Ambrose Shea (L) 
i 
RELIGION 
R.C. 
R.c. 
R.c. 
c.E. 
a.c. 
R.C. 
-
-
c.E. 
.c.E. 
Congreg 
R.C. 
Congreg 
c.E. 
R.C. 
R.C. 
OCCUPATION 
Comml ss I on Agent 
Merchant 
lawyer 
Newspape nnan 
Small rsus I nessman 
-
Physician 
Marchant 
lawyer 
:: · Ex-t!a\!a 1 Officer 
. .. 
Merchant 
· pJantor 
Marchant 
Barrister 
Keeper of the House of 
Assembly 
Merchant 
______ ....... __  . .,.., ... --·~·-..- ---------~-------i~------------
4 Thosc at.atlstlcs have been gathered from various sources, 
principally Gunn, p. 1~8, new&papers, Governor's Despatches, Speeches of 
Assembly membe rs ~nd Newfoundland Almanacs. 
bLiboral Party. 
cConservatlve Party. 
APPEt.OIX II 
The Electoral Results of 18328 
APPENDIX II, Bz 
DISTRICT 
Concept I on Bay 
Twl111ngate•Fogo 
Bona vista Bay 
t ,rtn .t t . ' ,Day 
MEMBER 
Patrick Kough (C) 
John Kent (L) 
William Thomas (L) 
(replaced 1833 by 
William Carson (L) 
Peter Brown (L) 
James Power (L) 
Charles Cozens (C) 
Robert Pack (C) 
T .R. Bennett (C) 
William Brown (C) 
.. ,,. ~J . • B. .c~ rl~nd .(c.) 
(replaced 1833.by 
w.a. now (c) 
Ferry1and Robert Carter (C) 
Burin William Hooper 
Fortune Bay Newman Hayles (C) 
Placentia-St. Hary•s Roger Sweetman (C) 
John Hartin (C) 
REL I Gl ON 
R.C. 
R.C. 
C. E. 
Soclnlan 
R.C. 
R.c. 
-
-
c.E. 
-
c .. E. 
c.E. 
C.E. 
-
c.E. 
R.c. 
c.E. 
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OCCUPATIOU 
Contractor 
Commission Agent 
Herchant 
Physician 
Dealer 
Dealer 
Merchant 
Merchant 
Merchant 
-
-- Hercbant 
Barrister 
Ex-Naval Officer 
-
Colonial Treasurer 
Merchant 
Herc:hant 1 s Agent 
----------------·--~- ~-.----------------~----------~------------------------
-r ~ t ca have been from various sources, principally 
Gunn, p. 193, H<J • i>drs and Governor's Despatches. 
r 
APPENDIX 11. Cz 
DISTRICT 
St. John 1 s 
Concsptlon Bay 
Twl111ngate•Fogo 
Bonavlsta Bay 
Trinity Bay 
Ferry land 
Burin 
Fortune Bay 
Placentla•St.Hary's 
APPENDIX II 
The Electoral Results of 1837a 
HE1·1BER RELIGION 
William Carson (L) Soclnlan 
John Kent {L) R.C. 
Patrick Morris (l) R.C. 
(Replaced 1840 by 
Lawrence O'Brien (L) R.C. 
Peter Brown (L) .. R.C • 
John McCarthy (l) . - R.c • .:. · 
Anthony Godfrey (L) 
-James Power (L) R.C. 
E.J. Dwyer {L) R.c. 
H.A. Emerson (C) C. E. 
T.F. Moore (l) 
-
Peter Wlnser .. C.E. 
-
H.G. Butler 
-
w.e. Row (C) c.E. 
Patrick Doyle (L) R.C. 
J.V. Nugent (L) R.c. 
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OCCUPATION 
Physician 
Commission Ag~~t 
Herchant 
Herchant 
Dealer 
Planter 
Dealer 
Dealer 
Fisherman 
lawyer 
Fisherman 
Planter 
Small Businessman 
Oarr I ster 
Ship CaptaIn 
School Teacher 
aThosu s t atl t tlcs have been from various sources. ~etn1y 
Gunn. p. 19S, n~wSl«ptu·• · f;<.v mor •s P« &patches and Spesches of the 
Assembly me~m~e r • 
APPENDIX II 
The Electoral Returns of 1855a 
APPEND I X I I, 01 
DISTRICT 
St. John 1 s West 
St. John's East 
Harbour Main 
Port de Grave 
Harbour Grace 
Carbonear 
Bay de Verde 
Tr1nity buy 
I".EHBER 
P.F. Little (L) 
Ambrose Shea (1.) 
John Fox (L) 
John Kent (L) 
R.J. P~rsons (L) 
Peter Wlnser (L) 
William Ta1bot (L) 
Thomas Byrne (L) 
Robert Brown (C) 
J.L. Prendergast (L) 
John Hayward (L) 
Edmund Hanrahan (L) 
John Demester (C) 
·Stephen Mzai"'oh (C) 
John Winter (C) 
F.U.T. Carter (C) -
Bonavlsta Day Robert Carter (C) 
J.H. Warren {C) 
H. Walbank (C) 
Twl111ngatc•Fogo W.H. Ellts (C) 
Thoma• Knight (C) 
Ferry1and Thomas Glen (L) 
E.o. Shea (L) 
PI acent la•St .HI''"Y t e C. J. . Qt-e t t (L) 
.. •'-1hn i • {l 
HIGhaol Kelly (L) 
Burin Clement Benning (L) 
Patrick Morris 
Fortune Bay Hugh tioyles (C) 
Burgeo•Lapoll e Robert Prowse (C) 
RELIGION 
n.c. 
R.C. 
R.C. 
R.c. 
C. E. 
R.c. 
~ c R. C. 
j 
R.C. 
c.E. 
R.C. 
c.E. 
R.C. 
Wes. 
~~. s. ' 
c.E. 
C.E. 
C.E. 
c.E. 
c.E. 
C. E. 
Wes. 
Pres. 
R.c. 
R.c. 
R.C. 
R.C. 
R.C. 
R.C. 
C. E. 
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OCCUPATION 
Lawyer 
Merchant 
Merchant 
Commission Agent 
Newspaperman 
Planter 
Shool teacher 
Road Inspector 
llank Manager 
Small Businessman 
Lawyer 
-
Merchant 
Merchant 
Physician 
Lawyer 
Ex-Naval Officer 
Merchant 
Lawyer 
Lawyer 
l-1erchant 
Merchant 
t4ewspape rman 
Lawyer 
Keeper of House of 
AG~embly 
School Tca"11e r 
-Clerk of the Peace 
Barr Is ter 
Merchant 
aThose statistic~ were S4 :,\!~,<e. c:L from various sources, mainly 
Newfoundland Blue Uook, 1355, newspilpers, Governor's Despatches, business 
directori es , t~ewfoundland Almanacs and Assembly Speeches. 
APPENDIX II, E: 
DISTRICT 
St. John's West 
St. John's East 
Harbour Haln 
Port de Grave 
Harbour Grace 
Carbonear 
Bay de Verde 
Trfnlly Bay 
Bonavlsta Bay 
Twllllngate•Fogo 
Forry land 
Placentla•St.Hary's 
Burin 
Fortune Bay 
Burgeo-Lapotl e 
APPEND I X II 
The E1ectora} · Returns of 1859a 
MEHBER 
P. Barron (L) 
J. Casey (L) 
J.s. Dwyer (L) 
John Kent (L) 
John Kavanagh (L) 
R.J. Parsons (L) 
Charles Furey (L) 
Patrick No\1lan (L) 
John Leamon (C) 
J.L. Prendergast (L 
John Hayward (L) 
Edmund P~nrahan (L) 
John Demlster (C) 
· r-~·-u.T. Cartei'" (C) 
John \II nter (C) 
Stephen Rendell (C) 
J.H. Warren (C) 
H. Wa 1 bank (C) 
Stephen Harch (C) 
w.v. Whlteway (C) 
Thomas Knight (C) 
E.O. Shea (L) 
Thomas G 1 on (L) 
G .orq •it.-,~ne t t ( ) 
Jor.n C• . .. , &.) 
Joseph English (L) 
Ambrose Shea (L) 
J.J. Rogerson (L) 
Robert Carter (C) 
James Seaton (C) 
RELIGION 
R.C. 
R.c. 
R.C. 
R.C. 
R.C. 
C. E. 
· .. R.C. 
R.C. 
-
R.c. 
c.E. 
R.C. 
Wes. 
C. E. ' 
C.E. 
Wes. 
C.E. 
C.E. 
Wes. 
c.E. 
Wes. 
R.C. 
Pres. 
R.C. 
R.C. 
R.c. 
R.C. 
Wes. 
C. E. 
Pres. 
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OCCUPATION 
Merchant 
Farmer 
Postal Worker 
Commission Agent 
Merchant 
Newspaperman 
Planter 
Shopkeeper 
Small Businessman 
Small Bustnegsman 
Lawyer 
-
Merchant 
Lawyer 
Phys lei an 
Merchant 
Merchant 
Lawyer 
Herch&nt 
Lawyer 
Merchant 
Newspaperman 
Merchant 
Lawyer 
Keeper of Ho-..~se of 
Assembly £ Road 
Surveyor 
Merchant 
Merchant 
ExoNaval Officer 
Newspaperman 
8 Those statistics were from various sources, mafnly 
Newfoundland Blue Book, 1859, newspapers, business directories, Newfoundland 
A 1 manacs and Asscrllb 1 y Speeches. 
APPENDIX II, F: 
DISTRICT 
St. John's West 
St. John • s East 
Harbour Ha I n 
Port de Grave 
Harbour Grace 
Carbonear 
Bay de Verde 
B-ofi~~~ Is ta · Bay ... -:-. 
Trinity Bay 
Twlllfngate-Fogo 
Yerryland 
aurin 
Fortune Bay 
Bu rgeo•La po 11 c 
APPENDIX II 
The Electoral Returns of 1861 8 
HEHBER 
John Casey (L) 
Henry Renouf (L) 
Thomas Talbot (L) 
John Kent (L) 
R.J. Parsons (L) 
John Kavanagh (L) 
RELIGION 
R.C. 
R.c. 
R.c. 
R.C. 
R.c. 
R.C. 
Thomas Byrne (lnd.L.) R.C. 
Patrick Nowlan (lnd.L ) R.c. 
John Leamon (C) 
John Hayward (C) 
Henry T. Hoare (C) 
Edmund Hanrahan (L) 
John Bemlster (C) 
J-.H. ·W&rren tc) 
H. Walbank (C) 
Stephen Karch (C) 
F.B.T. Carter (C) 
John \-linter (C) 
Stephen Rende11 (C) 
w.v. Whlteway (C) 
Thomas KnIght (C) 
E.o. Shea (L) 
Tnon s Glen {L) 
-
C. E. 
C. E. 
R.c. 
Wes. 
c.E. ""'' 
C. E. 
Wes. 
c.E. 
c.E. 
Wes. 
C.E. 
Wes. 
R.C. 
Pres. 
RIchard HcG rath (I nd.L R. C. 
• Sh8a (Ind. L.) R.C. 
\J.C. Hood (d. 1861 & R.C. 
replaced by 
Pierce Barron (lnd.L.~ R.C. 
(Dec:. 23, 61) 
H.V. Hoyles (C) C.E. 
Edr1ard Evans (C) Wes. 
Robert Carter (C) C.E. 
D. w. Prowse (C) c. E. 
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OCCUPATION 
Farmer 
Officer, Volunteer 
Rifle Corps 
Newspaperman 
Commission Agent 
Newspaperman 
Herchant 
Road Inspector 
Shopkeeper 
Smell Businessman 
Lawyer 
Customs Officer 
-
Merchant 
·r1erchant 
Li)wyer 
Merchant 
Lawyer 
Physician 
Merchant 
Lawyer 
Merchant 
Ne\-JSpaperman 
Her chant 
Preventive Officer 
Merchant 
Merchant 
Merchant 
Lawyer 
Lawyer 
Ex•Nava1 Officer 
Lawyer 
~hose statistics were from various sources mainly 
N~~found l and 01ue Book, 1861, newspa pers, bus iness directories, Newfoundland 
AJ~~nacs and Ass~~ ly Speeches. 
A. Primary Sources 
1. Unprinted 
(a) Dlarle~: 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 
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